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The Role of Creative Words in Ancient Egyptian Religious Thought

'

Abstract

This paper presents an analytical study of the role of creative words in ancient Egyptian

religious thought. Magic was considered to be a creative word. Also, the word of God was

penetrative; because the world was created by seven words spoken consecutively by the creator,

and every word spoken by the gods was considered to be penetrative. Puns were among the most

preferable expressions by the gods, as any sentence or expression used by the god -concerning

a given place or creature- gave it a name and, subsequently, a concrete reality; and this was one

of the ways often used by the creator. A certain reality emerged from every oral conversation

spoken by the gods, whoever they were. Similar to words, writing entailed a magical power.

Knowing the power of the word, the god Djhwty is able to transfer anything into any image

he wanted. Djhwty is not the real creator, but he works on the permanence of knowledge,

as he was considered the gods’ memory which records words and allows the creator himself

to be aware of all the existence. While the creator knows about the future, Djhwty gained a

non mistaken vision from this knowledge thanks to his records. The exchange of knowledge

between him and the god of gods made him an intermediary between godly knowledge and

the knowledge that he suggests and the one he takes.

Djhwty is not only the deity that 'has the powerful insight (si?), but also which ‘knows

everything
5

(/) as he receives the former and transmits the latter. And he who records, saves

and spreads the knowledge between gods and humans. Finally, writing is considered to be the

medium for such transmission, i.e. a means of transmitting the knowledge (rh).
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( Agl)

New Sabaean Inscription

Abstract

The paper throws light on newly discovered Sabaean cult inscriptions, also known as gift

inscriptions’. Offered to the gods in their temples, gift inscriptions supply us many details about

the relationship between the people and their gods. They are written on either the offering

itself or the offering table. Very often were the offerings in the form of a written inscription, as

is the case with the subject of my paper: a bronze slab bearing inscriptions. These inscriptions

are offered to the Sabaean Moon God Ilumquh, to grant the donor peace, health, protection

and satisfaction and to keep them away from hateful and jealous ones.

The importance of these inscriptions lies in the first-time mention of the tribe of Aser;

Aser is now the name of a mountain located in the west of the Yemeni Capital, Sanaa. These

inscriptions indicate that Aser was the place where the tribe settled or at least is somehow

related to it.

The inscriptions also mention for the first time the name of Ilumquhs temple. However, if

this temple is not located in Aser, it would be in some place nearby Sanaa, possibly Arhab.

To our knowledge, the temple belonged to the god Taleb. Does this imply that the temple

was dedicated to both gods? Maybe, evidence from the Sabaean civilization confirm the

existence of temples dedicated to multiple gods.
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Function and Significance of Historiographical and Decorative

Inscriptions in Mameluke Monuments in Tripoli

Abstract

The history of the city of Tripoli (Lebanon) extends for 3500 years. Nevertheless,

a significant landmark event when the Mameluke conquest (688 H/ 1289 BCE) ended a

long Crusade Era. This study presents reviews of major historiographical and decorative

inscriptions on Mameluke monuments in Inpoli. In this regard, inscriptions passed through

two developmental phases: The first phase encompasses the period following the Mameluke

conquest and the foundation of the new city ofTnpoli under the influence of possible Crusade

counter-attacks. For this , monumental characteristicswere dominated bysimplicityofdecorative

inscriptions that were mostly used for commemorative and documentary purposes.

The second phase occurred in a period of stability, urban expansion, and population

growth. Flourishing innovative art lines casted significant impressions as in the variety ofwriting

types and styles, developed stone, marble, or wood engravings saturated with decorations,

ornaments, and drawings. These inscriptions contained a variety of contents and had several

uses. They were often found on mosques, madrassas, graves, and palaces and their count

exceeded more than one hundred. However, only 70 inscriptions do exist at present along

with a little more than 20 Mameluke mottos (ranks). A selection of these inscriptions will

be presented in tms study along with many of their characteristics including writing styles,

purpose and content of these inscriptions, and some model mottos decorating Mameluke

monuments.
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Guidelines For Contributors

Initial Submission For Refereeing

The manuscript must be submitted in three copies

for refereeing purposes. The Journal of Abgadiyat

follows the Chicago Manual of Style, with some

modifications as cited below.

Final Submission

1-

The final text (following amendments

recommended by the editor or referees) must

be provided on disk preferably CD, using MS
Word, composed in 14 point font for Arabic and

12 point font for other languages.

2 - The text should be in hard copy, printed clearly

on A4 or standard American paper, on one side

only, double-spaced throughout and with ample

margins. Please do not justify the right-hand

margin.

3 - Please do not employ multiple typeface styles

or sizes.

4 The Journal of Abgadiyat does not use titles

such as "Dy\ or ‘Prof.’ in text or notes or for

authors.

5 - Brackets should be all ‘round-shaped’ e.g.

(…… )

6 - Use single quotation marks throughout ’

7 - Avoid Arabic diacnticals. Only use in quotes.

8 - The numbers of dynasties must be spelled

out, e.g. ‘Eighteenth Dynasty’ and not ‘18th

Dynasty
,

or ‘Dynasty 18’. Similarly, numbers

of centuries should be spelled out, e.g. ‘fifth

century BCE’ ‘second century CE’. BCE and

CE should be in capitals.

9-

The dash between dates, page references,

etc. (1901-02 133-210) is an en-dash not a

hyphen.

FONTS
Contributors must check with the editor, in

advance, if the text employs any non-standard

fonts (e.g. transliterations, Hieroglypnics, Greek,

Coptic, etc.) and may be asked to supply these on

a disk with the text.

TRANSCRIPTIONS OF ARABIC
WORDS

1-

The initial hamza ( is not transcribed: amana,

ka-sura.

2 - The article al should be connected with the word

it determines through a hyphen, avoiding what

is known in Arabic as ‘solar’ a/, i.e. it should

be written whether pronounced or not: al-sams,

al-qamar.

3- No capital letter is given to the article al but the

word it determines except at the beginning of

a sentence where the article also must have a

capital letter: al-Gabarti.

4- Arabic diacritics are not transcribed: laylat al

qadr, and not laylatu l-qadri.

5 - The ta" marbuta is written as a, but if followed

by genitive it should be written as at: al-madina,

madinat al-qahira.

6 - For transliteration of plural m Arabic words use

any of the following options:

- Arabic singular: waqf,

- Arabic plural: awqaf,
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- Arabic singular followed by s in roman letters:

waqf-s.

FOOTNOTES

1-

Citations must be on separate pages appended

as endnotes, double-spaced.

2 - Footnote numbers should be placed above the

line (superscript) after punctuation, without

brackets.

3 - The title of the article must not include a

footnote reference. If a note is needed for

‘acknowledgement’ this should be by means of

an asterisk (*) in the title and an asterisked note

before the first footnote.

ABSTRACT
An abstract (maximum 150 words) must be

provided. The abstract will be used for indexing

and information retrieval. The abstract is a stand

alone piece and not part of the main body of the

article.

ABBREVIATIONS
• Concerning periodicals and series, abbreviations

should follow those in Bernard Mathieu,

Abreviations des penodiques et collections

en usage a VIFAO, 4 6 '116
ed. (Cairo, 2003).

Available online at www.ifao.egnet.net Ad hoc

abbreviations, after complete full reference, may

be used for titles cited frequently in individual

articles.

• Accepted forms of standard reference works

may also be applied. Porter and Moss,

Topographical Bibliography, should be cited as

PM (not italicized).

CITATIONS should take the form of:

Article in ajournal

J.D. Ray, ‘The Voice ofAuthority: Papyrus Leiden

I 382’ 85 (1999) 190.

• Cite subsequently as: Ray, JEA 85, 190.

Article or chapter in a multi-author book

I. Matmeson, 'Magnetometer Surveys on Kiln Sites

at Amama ,

,
in B.J. Kemp (ed.), Amarna Reports

VI, EES Occasional Publications 10 (London,

1995),218-220.

• ite subsequently as: Mathieson, in Kemp

(ed.), Amarna Reports VI, 218-220.

A.B. Lloyd, ‘The Late Period, 664-323 BC’ in B.G.

Trigger, B.J. Kemp, D. O’Connor and A.B. Lloyd,

Ancient Egypt. A Social History (Cambridge,

1983), 279-346.

• Lite subsequently as: Lloyd, in Trigger, et aL,

Ancient Egypt. A Social History, 279-346.

Monographs

E. Strouhal, Life in Ancient Egypt (Cambridge,

1992),35-38.

• ite subsequently as: Strouhal, Lije in Ancient

Egypt, 35-38.

D.M. Bailey, Excavations at el-Ashmunein, V.

Pottery, Lamps and Glass of the Late Roman and

Early Arab periods (London, 1998), 140.

• Cite subsequently as: Bailey, Excavations at

el-Ashmunein, V. 140.

Series publication

W.M.F. Petrie, Hyksos and Israelite Cities,

BSAE 12 (London, 1906) 37, pi. 38.A, no.26.

• Cite subsequently as: Petrie, Hyksos and

Israelite Cities, 37, pi. 38.A, no. 26.

Dissertations

Josef W. Wegner, The Mortuary Complex of

Senwosret III: A Study of Middle Kingdom State

Activity and the Cult of Osiris at Abydos (PhD

diss. University of Pennsylvania, 1996) 45-55.

• Cite subsequently as: Wegner, The Mortuary

Complex ofSenwosret III, 45-55.
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ELECTRONIC MEDIA
• Cite preferentially to a hard-copy edition of

material posted on a website. If material is

available solely in electronic form, provide

sufficient information to enable users to

correctly access the sources. However, a citation

such as www.mfa.org/artemis/fullrecord.

asp?oid=36525&did=200. might be more

elegantly, if less directly, expressed textually:

See, for example, acc. 19.162, illustrated at

www.mfa.org/artemis. The http:// protocol may

be omitted in citations to sources posted on the

World Wide Web (e.g., www.mfa.org/giza,

rather than http://www.mfa.org/giza); it should

be retained in other instances (e.g., http://

aaupnet.org; or http://w3.arizona.edu/~egypt/)

• For citations to electronic journals, CD-ROM,
and similar media, see the relevant chapter in

the Chicago Manual of Style.

• Authors’ initials and publication details,

including full article title and/or series name and

volume number should be provided in the first

citation; surname alone, and an abbreviated title

should be used subsequently. The use of ibid,

op. cit. and loc. cit. should be avoided. Precise

page references should be given.

PHOTOGRAPHS

COPYRIGHT
• Responsibility for obtaining permission to use

copyright material rests with the author. This

includes photocopies of previously-published

material.

• Submitted research papers and articles will not

be returned to authors whether published or

not.

• A brief Curriculum Vitae (CV) should be

submitted together with the research paper.

Please visit the Abgadiyat journal web page:

http ://www.bibalex.com/calligraphycenter/

abgadiyat/static/home.aspx

• These should be scanned at 300 dpi for

reproduction at the same size. The images

should be saved as CMYK TIFF files (JPEGs

are rarely adequate).

• Illustrations and graphics should not exceed

30% of the text.

• All image files must be submitted on a CD.

Please do not e-mail images to the editors

without prior consultation.

CAPTIONS
• For figures, appropriate credit should be

provided, double-spaced, on a separate sheet,

and in electronic form on the CD with the final

version of the article.
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Rock art as a source of the history of prehistory
(An account to promote the understanding of prehistoric rock art)
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Abstract

Some may believe that the history of mankind

begins with the appearance of writing only a few

several thousands of years ago (cf. 4000-3000 BCE).

Our history, however, extends beyond that date

millions of years. The history of mankind, indeed,

is deeply rooted in the remote past which is called

‘prehistory’. With the lacking of any form of writing,

this prehistoric period can be examined directly solely

by recourse to the study of archaeological remains.

The purpose of this account is to introduce rock

art to the readers and show the significant role of

this sort of archaeological material in studying the

history of mankind before the appearance of written

records. The current work, therefore, is divided into

three main sections: the first deals with definition of

rock art and its nature; the second section is devoted

to showing the significance of this aspect of material

culture in exploring a long and mysterious period of

the early history ofman characterized by the complete

absence of written records or historical documents;

the third and last section, which is a vital and integral

part of this work, comprises an explanatory pictorial

record to promote the understanding of prehistoric

rock art as a source of information needed for writing

the history of prehistory.

I. Rock art: definition and nature

LI Primary Note

In passing, it must be made clear that this

sort of archaeological material is known and
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studied under various names such as: rock art,

rupestral art, stationary art, immovable art,

immobiliary art, parietal art, mural art, wall art,

cave art, palaeolithic cave art, prehistoric rock art,

palaeoart, archaeo art, epigraphic rock art, picture

writing, rock pictures, rock drawings, rock art

representations, rock art depictions, rock doodles,

rock images, rock imagery, rock marking, rock

trace, rock carvings, rock paintings, wall paintings,

rock frescos, rock engravings, rock etches or

etchings, rock glyphs, rock scrapes, petroglyphs,

petroglyphics, pictographs, pictography,

pictopetroglyphics, pictopetroglyphology,

pictoglyphs, petrographs, picturesque or pictorial

art, pictorial representations, rock inscriptions,

rock sculptures, rock records, insculturas; 1

purakala2

\
ppefology or pefology (with one

c

p’ for

ease and convenience). 3

1.2 Definition of Rock Art

As the term
c

rock art’ is concerned, the word
c

rock’ refers to a large concreted mass of stony

material; a large fixed stone; also broken pieces of

such masses.
4 Based upon the way they are formed,

rocks can be divided into three types: igneous,

sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks. 5 According

to Webster’s New International Dictionary Of The

English Language, the word (art’ comes from the

Latin word
c

ars
7

, which means skill, dexterity, or

the power of performing certain actions, acquired

by experience, study, or observation; knack. 6

The term
c

rock art’ therefore, simply refers

to ‘anything drawn, painted, carved or engraved

on rock’. 7 These drawings, paintings, cavrings

or engravings are executed in caves and rock

shelters or on rock boulders and walls of cliffs.

In most recent studies, rock art is mentioned to

refer to
c

human-made marks on natural, non-

portable rocky surface; the more common being

those which are either applied upon the rock and

called pictographs- including paintings, drawings,

daubings, stencils, prints, beeswax motifs- or

which are cut into the rock and called petroglyphs-

engravings, incising, pecking, gouging, symbolic

grindings, etchings, and so forth’.
8 This may also

coincide with Hirst’s definition:
c

Rock art is the

collective term used for various forms of artistic

expression by humans and their immediate

ancestors by incising, etching, painting, pecking,

or otherwise physically changing the faces of

outcrops or the walls ofcaves, or simply by moving

or piling rocks on the landscape to form a design

or pattern. Rock art subsets include petroglyphs,

pictographs, geoglyphs, and petroformsV) Hence,

rock art can be considered as any artificial

mark that is intentionally created by man on

a rock surface {e.g. y murals of caves and rock

shelters, cliff walls and big boulders) either by

subtractive (engraving) or by additive (painting

and/or drawing) technique. In other words, the

term
c

rock art’ denotes any intentional human-

made modification of the rock surface by using

subtractive and/or additive techniques. In sum,

this term indicates all kinds of art (engravings,

paintings, drawings) executed by man on rock

surfaces. Therefore, 'rock art’ can be simply-

defined as man-made images carved, drawn, or

painted onto immovable natural rock surfaces.

From the above, and as we will see below, 'rock

art is a general term for engravings (petroglyphs),

paintings and drawings (pictographs), or

combination of both (petrographs or pictoglyphs)

executed on rock faces or surfaces. The term (rock

art’ however, is more frequently used in Europe

rather than the more North American term

'petroglyph'. 10

In addition to what has already been

mentioned, it is also important to point to

another two categories of rock art definitions:

12
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the descriptive and the analytical. Descriptive

definitions of rock art, on the one hand,

systemize possible chronological sequences of

style development. Analytical definitions of

rock art, on the other hand, are compatible with

information reported by ethnographic sources

or an emic perception. Working definitions,

therefore, must delineate rock art as ‘portion of

a culture’s visual communication system which is

painted and incised onto rock surfaces. The system

will consist of a lexicon’ of elements particular

to the culture, will have affinities for certain

context, and will show organizational principles

at work indicating cognitive structure ’. 11 Rock

art, as Fossati and others state, is, therefore, ‘form

of visual non-verbal communication, which, as

spoken language, consists of icons and symbols of

culture. Thus, the way in which the phenomena

of nature are shaped into an artistic code varies

from culture to culture
5

.

12 Hassan also regarded

this type of art as
c

a system of signs with syntactic

structure, symbolic/semantic content and

pragmatic implication. The choice ofimages, their

spatial arrangement and mode of presentation

as well as the relationship between the icons are

governed by a set of concepts ’. 13

1.3 The Nature of Rock Art

Having indicated the definition of rock

art, let us next take a profuse look at its nature.

Nelson describes the nature of this manner of art

which makes its first appearance in Europe with

the coming of the so-called Cro-Magnon man.

According to his description, 'By stationary art is

meant simply human and animal representations

painted, etched or sculptured on cave or cliffwalls

and therefore permanently fixed. Belonging to this

group are also a few examples of clay modeling,

similarly immovable and which therefore, like the

mural creations, were in a sense public property

for everyone to see ’. 14 Up to this point, the reader

must have noticed that rock art falls into two

main categories: paintings or pictographs and

engravings or petroglyphs. In addition to these

two categories a third division has also been

identified as geoglyphs.

1.3,1 Rock Paintings or Pictographs

Pictograph refers to any mark made by

additive techniques. It is ‘an image that is

painted or drawn onto a surface; it may also

reference a form of symbolic imagery used as a

mnemonic device that is usually not phonetic

but is representational’.
1

’ Pictographs, therefore,

are paintings and/or drawings on rock which

express artistic meaning. Some writers find ‘Rock

Painting’ preferable to ‘Pictograph’ even though

the latter term is widely used and generally

understood in the United States to signify an

image or a design painted or drawn on rock face.

It is also important to distinguish here between

the two types of pictographs: the drawings and

the paintings. By drawing is meant application

of dry pigment on a surface. Painting, on the

other hand, refers to application of wet pigment

on a surface. Pictographs, in sum, are made

by adding pigments to rock surface: drawings

are made onto walls using dry pigments, and

paintings are made using wet pigments. Both

are made by using brushes, fingers and palms or

stenciling techniques .

16 The paints were typically

made from pulverized or minced minerals {e.g.,

ochre, red iron oxide). The organic substances

in these prehistoric paintings include: charcoal,

plant fibers, marl which consists partly of raw

fragments (such as were ground and liquefied

with animal fat or blood serum) and partly of

real pointed 'drawing pencils’.

This category ofrock art (i.e., pictographs or

rock paintings) can be classified according to color
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or number of colors into three: ‘monochrome’

paintings which are executed in only one or

single color of pigment (e.g., red, brown, or

black); shaded ‘bichrome’ paintings that are

executed in two colors; and shaded ‘polychrome’

paintings which are executed in more than two

colors respectively. Paintings, therefore, vary

in three main styles: monochrome, bichrome,

and polychrome. Works in polychrome style

produced some of the finest achievements of

rock art. In addition to the above techniques

of painting, stenciling was also employed to

produce pictographs. A common prehistoric

stenciling technique involved blowing paint

around a hand placed against a rock surface to

produce a (negative’ stenciled image of the hand

(hand stencils).

1.3.2 Rock Engravings or Petroglyphs

Petroglyph or pictogram refers to any mark

made by subtractive techniques. It means
c

a

shallow design cut into the surface of a rock and

not also painted unless specifically so described’. 17

Engraving is best reserved for 'work executed by

incised lines and pecking where the surface is

chipped away .

18 This coincides with Callahan’s

definition which comprehends petroglyph as

c

an image carved or pecked into a rock face

using stone [or sharp] tools’.
19 Petroglyphs are

therefore carvings in rock which express artistic

meaning. They can be simply defined as images

carved or pecked into a rock face using stone,

metal or sharp tool. Petroglyphs or engravings,

in sum, are made by removing rock from the

substrata — by incising, pecking, hammering or

abrading — leaving a negative impression. 20

As to the technique employed, engravings

can be divided into pecked engravings, hammered

engravings incised engravings, deeply incised or

grooved engravings, abraded engravings, fililform

or scratched engravings, rubbed or polished

engravings. Technically speaking, engraved or

carved image is, therefore, a 'design or mark

made in rock, where fragments of the surface

are removed by various techniques -hammering,

scratching, rub Ding, drilling- that produced

different effects: stipples or peck marks when

hammered; thin lines when scratched; smooth

sections when rubbed or drilled. Any petroglyph

is a carving or etching regardless of technique

employed. 21 A clear outline is given below to

show the most important differences between the

various types of rock engravings or petroglyphs:

a. Pecked: a dimpled appearance on stone

when a hammer stone is directly used to

shape or roughen a surface. Pecked images

are executed by using one of the following

methods:

1

-

Solid Pecked: using a pecking stone or other

sharp, durable tool to completely dimple

the surface so that individual peck marks

are difficult or impossible to discern.

2- Stipple Pecked: dimpling the surface in

a non-contiguous pattern, leaving small

spaces between individual peck marks.

b. Hammered (solid-stippled): the effect that is

produced by hammering indirectly on rock

by controlling the blows of the hammering

tool through a type of pointing cnisel or

punch.

c. Incised: carving figures into rock by cutting

lines to outline a figure.

d. Grooved: carving figures into rock by cutting

deep lines to outline a figure.

e. Abraded: reduction of the rock surface by

dragging a tool (lightly rubbing the rock

surface with a coarse, durable stone tool;

a

shallower effect than cupule).

14
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f. Cupule: making rock images by abrasion,

rubbing away enough of the rock surface to

create cup-like depressions.

g. Filiform-Scratched: the effect that is

produced by lightly marring or scratching

away the patina of very dark rocks using a

sharp-edged tool;

a

shallower effect than

incising. The lighter surface underneath

would then be exposed in the shape of

artist’s choice.

h. Rubbed-Polished: the effect that is produced

by rubbing on rock with a tool [e.g. y

elongated stone).

The major difference between the two main

techniques used in executing rock engravings

[i.e., pecking and incising), hence, can be

explained as follows: Pecking, which is one of

the most used techniques in engravings, involves

the use of a sharp object or tool to puncture the

rock surface and create dotted images. Pecking,

therefore, simply refers to striking of rock surface

with a tool. Incising, which is also used although

not as frequently as pecking, involves cutting the

rock surface with a sharp object or tool to create

outline shapes of images. The engraved or itched

figures are represented either in outline (linear

figures) or in full bodied pictures (figures in filled

silhouette: silhouettes). In some cases, artists used-

mixed techniques to execute their engravings.

In addition to these types of engravings

one can also discern the base-reliefs or the three

dimensional (3 D) engravings.A three dimensional

carving is still attached to the background wall

or rock.
22 The three dimensional or

c

excised
3

engravings, therefore, are executed by craving

away the background around a figure in stone.

The term ‘pictograph’ as Willcox shows,

‘was used by Mallery in America to cover all

forms of 'picture writing’ whether carved or

painted on any material, but has now come to

mean a rock painting in the elemental sense, as

apposed to petroglyph’. 23 Another important

point is that the worn pictoglyph is
l

a less used

general term for a petroglyph or pictograph. 24

13.3 Geoglyphs

These are images formed on the ground by

scraping away surface material to form an image

out ofthe exposed underlying soil, or by arranging

stones to form a figure such as a petroform (a

representational figure laid out on the ground

with stones or boulders). 2 Geoglyphs, therefore,

can be simply seen as large-scale images created

on the ground. Typically surface matter was

scraped away to form an image in the exposed,

underlying soil, or by arranging stones to form

an image. Geoglyphs, however, are the most

fragile rock art.

From all what has been given above, it

should be understood that rock art comprises

two main categories: engravings or petroglyphs

(designs pecked, scratched, abraded or otherwise

cut into cliffs, boulders, bedrocks or any natural

rock surfaces) and rock paintings or pictographs

(designs painted in similar locations). Besides,

rock art also covers geoglyphs (designs made by

arranging stones on or removing surface material

from the ground).

1.3.4 Rock Art Styles

Style is the visible manifestation of the

traditional forms of culture within any given

society. It reflects the positive manners and

expressions, which derive from culture and

personality. Accordingly, style acts as a system

of communication within the groups or the

members who are linked to it. This also means

that style represents the physical appearance of the
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patterning behavior of society and its culture. An

artistic style is
c

a distinctive manner or way ofdoing

something e.g., a unique decoration or expressive

shape
5

.

26
It is ‘the constant form- and sometimes

the constant elements, qualities and expression- in

art of an individual or group Style is 'a mode of

constructing and organizing motifs
5

.

28
Style, above

all is ‘a kind of artistic type ... a recurrent cluster

or complex of interrelated traits ... [it] is not

separated from meaning or content’.
29 McCarthy

defines style for the purposes of rock art studies

(RAS). According to his definition, style is:

'The total design or pattern of a figure,

whether it be in outline, linear, solid, or bear

a line design. It is the final composition of

the engraved, scratched, abraded pecked or

painted marks with which afigure is depicted

that is, the manner in which the marks ofthe

techniques are distributed in afigure V
30

A rock art style, therefore, is die characteristics

of a decorative technique based on employing

specific variations in shape, texture, color, quality

of skills, etc. Distinctive styles often correspond

to specific period and/or geographical region.

Rock art style(s), thus, can be seen as repetitious

rock art form(s) that can be placed in time or

space; often include(s) consideration of the

overall aesthetic quality of expression.

Rock art images are characterized by a

number of distinctive styles [i.e., naturalistic,

realistic, conventional, stylized, schematic,

abstracted, and geometric).

The first and probably the older style is the

naturalistic. Naturalism is 'the characteristic

which deals with the natural and which

conforms to nature and is opposed to idealism

and symbolism ... naturalistic representations

are those showing movement and vitality.

The animal representations which are called

naturalistic are those where the stance of the

animals is natural’.
31

Realism could be considered as
c

a representation,

which faithfully renders nature, with many

details which allow an accurate identification of

what is represented’.
32 In other words, realism is

'the quality of a work which represents an item

of nature or life in an objective way without

involving either poetry or the imagination’. 33

Stylization could be considered as (a conventional

representation in which the most characteristic traits

are retained’.
31

Stylization
c

is not idealism, bur the

incorporation of a subject into a particular system.

Stylized art, as opposed to realistic and naturalistic

art which remains close to the model, is removed

and liberated from the need for resemblance. In

stylization the model is not so important as the free

use of the image with decorative intent. This is why

stylized drawings are repeated so often and joined

into decorative patterns’.
3

Schematization could be considered as

'the conventional representations in which

a few minimal traits only emphasizes for the

identification of a figure ... [It is] the progressive

reduction ofderails ofthe representation, leading

eventually to a minimal number oflines allowing

at least an approximate identification’. 36

Abstraction could be defined as (the

representation in which all explanatory detail is

excluded to indicate a quality or a meaning which

is intelligible only through prior knowledge’. 37

Here, one can distinguish two slightly different

meanings of this term:

a. Abstraction art as non-figurative art: a

representation is abstract when it contains no

direct reference to reality, even though it may

16
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resemble certain elements of reality or though

it may have been derived from a real model.

b. In a most restricted sense, an abstract figure

is the representation of an imaginary being

or object.
38

The following table describes the manner

and style of rock art as considered by a number

of the specialists in this field:
39

From the above table, we can distinguish

two grand rock art styles: the biographic art

style (representational art) and the geometric

art style (non-representational art) ;
the first

includes the naturalistic, realistic, conventional,

stylized, and schematic styles whereas the second

rock art style comprises the abstracted, and the

geometric.

13.5 The subject-mater ofrock art or the categories

of the represented motif's:

As to the subject-matter of rock art {i.e.

the depicted themes, topics and subjects), this

type of artistic creation can be divided into two

main categories: the first is representational,

figurative or biographic art, and the second is

non-representational, non-figurarive, geometric

or abstract art. There is also another category

which is known as amorphous art.

Style

.

aPPlyingt° concerned with
.....

.

....
other notes

.
'

-
- . '

.....
'

Naturalistic
representations of animals (including

man) and plants Likeness is such that the subject is

immediately recognizable by anyone

familiar with it and used to seeing and

interpreting the pictures.Realistic

a picture of a building or mountain,

but this should drop out for

descriptions of living things

Conventional

images that use substitute (often

simplified or schematic) designs to

represent the natural form or features

of an object or figure

degree of likeness

between the object

and its representation

It does confirming to conventions, that

is taking forms having generally agreed

our understood meanings (it could

include symbols).

Stylized
(Has little proper application to

prehistoric art)

Means less lifelike than naturalistic but

still recognizable by anyone knowing

the animal, plant, etc” represented.

Schematic

So simplified representations

that they are only recognizable to

initiated, (it is rejected as meaningless

when applied ro non-representational

art)

Abstract

(Used synonymously

with geometric)

motifs that offer no iconic

information elements (motifs that are

not readily identifiable)

form but not meaning

image cannot be

readily identified even

though it possesses

a clear and definite

form).

• to satisfy the eye with the minimum of

realistic representations

• to select certain elements and reject

others in what is depicted

•to eliminate representation altogether,

thus meaning no more than non-

representational.

Geometric

motifs of simple geometrical form or

design, such as squares, rectangles,

circles, ovals, spirals, lines, cupules,

CLM, barred lines, etc.

form but not meaning

{i.e., depicting a

readily identifiable

geometric shape)

• to eliminate

representation altogether, thus meaning

no more than non-representational.
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The first category refers to the intention to

depict an object (natural or artificial, animate or

not, even imagery) .

40 Accordingly, by this category

is meant all the figures of animals (zoomorphs):

running, grazing, falling or lying down, pursuing

human beings; humans (anthropomorphs) :

hunting or chasing, fighting, battling, ambushing;

dancing, dancing next to hunting as a part of

incantation process or rituals; idols: shamans,

rain-makers, kaggans; fabulous creatures; plants;

huts and houses; tools, weapons and instruments.

It is also interesting that some writers use the

term 'representative biomorphic manifestations’

to refer to the depictions of this category

wnich, according to them, include human-like

(anthropomorphic) images, animals and birds

(animalistic or zoomorpnic figures), hand prints

and animal traces as well as their footprints.
41

The second category, the non-representational,

non-figurative, geometric, or abstract art, as

described by Willcox, includes ‘the designs that

take any [abstract] geometrical form (circles,

rectangles, triangles, grids, sets of parallel lines,

and/or all combinations of these forms, wavy

of zigzag lines [spirals] having rairly reeular

rhythm’42 curved shaped figures, echeloned and

cross-like lines). Consequently, we can include in

this category all the conventional symbols such as

stars, moon, and sun.

The third and last category, amorphous art,

includes ‘designs which having no determinate

shape’ such as meandering or criss-cross lines,

shapeless open or closed carve, irregular arrangements

of dots and/or combination of these.
43

We have to put into consideration that

some writers use the term "schematic to cover

all the designs which are included in the last two

categories mentioned above. 44

II. Rock art and exploring man’s world

prehistory:

It must be made clear that prehistoric rock art is

not confined to specific area. Its distribution is world

wide.
4

It occurs in the Old World (Africa, Europe and

Asia) and the New World (North and South America,

and Australia) as well. At this point, Jordan relates:

Scattered around the world, from Siberia to the

Sahara, from the caves of Lascaux to caverns in

Guatemala and rock shelters in the Australian

outback, prehistoric people have left curious runes.

Called rock art, rock drawings, petroglyphs and

pictographs) they have intrigued anthropologists

and others continuouslyfor decades. Infact, interest

in these ancient doodles reachesfarfrom academic

realmsand is one ofthose things, likeEgyptology that

fascinates the large Dublie. National Geographic,

thatjournal ofpopular everything, finds its readers

so enthralled the magazinepublishes regular reports

on new rock art discoveries. Governments have

financed expeditions in search of both more rock

art and Weir meanings

This sort of archaeological material can be

considered the world’s longest continuing art

tradition. It tells, for example, the 50,000 year story

of the Australian aboriginals ofArnhem-Land. 4 This

rock art corpus (the Australian) may be as old as

human occupation of that continent, up to 60,000

years old and perhaps far older.
48 In Tanzania, rock art

sites date back about 50,000 years.
49

Palaeolithic cave

art in Europe also takes us in a long journey inside the

world of the Ice Age in Western Europe and Russia. 50

The oldest known example for rock art in Europe is

an arrangement or eighteen cup marks on a rock slab

over a child’s burial in a French cave. Radiocarbon

dates for European paintings rang back to more than

32,000 years. Some 200 caves in southwestern France

and northern Spain (the French-Cantabrian area)

contain cave paintings from the Upper Palaeolithic
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period. These are radiocarbon dated from 32,410

at Chauvet to 11,600 at the Portel. 51 Painted and

engraved images of animals on stone slabs have been

excavated and dated to 28,000 years ago in Namibia. 52

A California rock art site has been dated to about

20,000 years ago, based on the analysis of mineral

varnish covering a pictography 3 And now, in some

countries, such as Southern Africa, it is becoming

difficult to escape from rock art images. Many

depictions of rock art are becoming re-produced in a

wide variety of contemporary context. Moreover, the

Southern Africa rock art is also being used in foreign,

and often quite unexpected, context. 54

Rock art can be found, for instance, in more than

a million sites across Africa alone. 55 The considerable

number of prehistoric rock art sites discovered so far

around the world gives rise to this type of art to be

an important reference in prehistory. It constitutes,

for example, a central topic in
(

Hunter-Gatherer

Archeology’.’ 6 Furthermore, the study of this type of

art has recently become an independent subdivision

of archaeology recognized as the 'Archaeology of

Rock Art’.
57 Some writers have also advocated the

establishment ofa new discipline and the introduction

ofa new name for rock art (e.g., "ppefology or 'pefology)

providing this discipline with a distinct identity apart

from ethnography, archaeology and art history.
58

As stated by Day, 'rock art (mainly the cave

paintings) is the only useful tool that has been so far

considered but perhaps the most remarkable record

of fossil man’. 59 Nelson also describes these paintings

and engravings as 'Striking artistic achievements of

prehistoric man, which tell a story of the dim past and

inspire modern artists with their techniques’.
60 This

type of art is of different times. It presents different

visions of world prehistory and shows several stylistic

conventions that add significantly to insight into both

the evolution of art and its function in prehistoric

cultures. dak goes further by stating that ‘rock art

is not just a stage in the evolution of art, nor just

a representative of a period in cultural mstory, but

part of a cultural system of all peoples irrespective of

the levels of socio-economic development’. 61 Rock

paintings and engravings reflect the way and the

manner by which prenistoric peoples interpreted their

physical and spiritual worlds. 62 According to Anati,

rock art ‘was often an attempt to interpret nature’.
63

He also considers this type of art as preliterate

documentation. 64 Regardless of its aesthetic value,

prehistoric rock art 'constitutes one important phase

of the middle portion of a long many-sided story- the

story of the development of human civilization’.
6 ’

This situation along with such points of view lead us

to deal with this sort of archeological material as a

source winch symbolizes the man’s existence and his

mental agility during prehistory.

It is also interesting to validate here the important

role that rock art has compared with that of

other archaeological materials. Rock art images,

as mentioned above, are a precious depository of

information on how prehistoric people interpreted

tneir physical and spiritual worlds. Whereas tneir

bones and implements may tell us when and where

they existed, how they lived and died, and what they

ate, it is only through their art that we can know a

little about their thought. 66

Indeed, prehistoric rock art provides us with

supplementary information that can not be easily

obtained through conventional archaeological

methods. For example, we cannot deduce from other

archaeological materials information regarding hair

dress, clothes, masks, body painting or tattoos, dancing,

ritual and religious practices, ideology, sexual life,

warfare or fighting and battling, hunting techniques,

... etc. This sort of archaeological evidence, therefore,

provides us with information which enriching our

description and consequently our understanding of

the concerned prehistoric people’s culture. In that
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capacity, prehistoric rock art 'serves as an artifact

providing information on past human cultures ’. 6

The significance of this aspect of material

culture lies in that rock art is seen by the majority

of anthropologists, archaeologists, prehistorians and

rock art researchers as a system of communication .

68

Thus, rock paintings and engravings -which can be

seen as a type of artistic activities, or more generally

symbolic activities and social communication- can

provide sociocultural information that is not generally

available to the archaeologists. For this reason, some

authors presume that rock art images substitute to

some degree the written documents which appeared

only with the beginning of the historical period. In

this regard, Winkler, for example, wrote:

(Rock-drawings replace in some degree written

records. We may not only learn from them

different artistic conceptions, but we may also

obtain rich information about dress, weapons)

hunting snipping, wild and domestic animals;

sometimes we can even draw certain conclusions

as to the religious beliefs and social institutions of

the authors ofsuch drawings?)

This matter leads us to discuss the putative

relation between rock art and the origin of writing.

Hoebel explains the relation between art, language

and writing.
() He defines both art and writing

showing the nature of each and their most important

functions and the roles they Dlay in man’s life. The

following table summarizes that.

Art Writing

Definition
...

'

. .

'

.

.

Human activity or

product (artifact)

that emphasizes

form.

Visual symbols

substituted for spoken

words.

Nature

Both are forms of communication.

Both are a social expression, and inevitably

they become a part of culture.

Both are inextricably tied to religion and

magic- and to politics.

Both tend to translate, release, and

externalize the ideas, meanings, emotions,

tensions, expressions, and feelings in an

objective way.

Function Both are stimulated by man to sensuous

. .....'.. "'V -

:

'.•.-.‘. . .-. . .•- -

perceptions that produce emotional

responses.

Both serve social as well as individual

interests and needs.

Hoebel, then, concludes that
c

All writing is therefore

symbolic, and its origins lie in symbolic art and thought ’. 71

He goes further when he explains the 'artistic symbolic

characteristic of writing by stating that:

' Lonventionalization is often considered to be a

process of degeneration of art. Tms is true only

when conventionalization reflect a decline in

technique- a simplification ofline andform due

to slovenliness or share lack of skill on the part

of the artist. It is not true when the interest of

the artist is actually shiftedfrom the image ofthe

objectportrayed to its meaning J1

In Hoebel’s opinion, the so-called 'degenerate
5

figures of Palaeolithic art on the painted pebbles of the

Mesolithic culture, for instance, are
£

the rudiments of

an embryonic system of writing ’. 73 In supporting that

he depends on bermaier’s argument on European

Palaeolithic art:

c

Obermaier is arguing for a genetic relationship

between the Azilian painted pebbles [from the

Mesolithic Period] and the painted petroglyphs

of the Spanish caves and rock shelters [from the

Palaeolithic Period]. Clearly, the Azilian

symbolizes a squatting female and the is a

male. Azilian man hadapparentlyprogressedfrom

picture writing to the use of ideographs-drawn

or written symbols that stand directly for things

or notions instead of the sounds of words in the

language of the users. Such is the first step in the

evolution and origin ofall systems ofwriting
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Klotchicov has described the major developments

of the writing system in Mesopotamia, which is

considered the most ancient in the world. According

to him this new invention’ belongs to the Sumerians

who inhabited the modern southern Iraq during the

fourth and the third millennia BCE. This writing

system was in use for more than 3000 years (the last

recorded Sumerian text goes back to the middle of the

first century CE, whereas the most ancient inscription

dates to 3100 BCE). Among the characteristic signs

of this ancient writing system, the creators in the first

half of the third millennium BCE did not tend to

formulate symbols depending on the cuneiforms but

they used to inscribe simple drawings of the objects

following straight lines or strokes. In some cases,

one can distinguish representations or signs of birds,

bull-head, spike, plough, man’s foot, etc. Hence,

Klotchicov concludes that the Sumerian writing

(the Cuneiform) has developed from the drawings

consist of simple schematic representations to the

cuneiform abstracted signs which are for the most

part decontaminated from the original.
n

Similar to the Cuneiform (Sumerian, Babylonian,

Assyrian)
,
other independent basic script systems: the

ancient Egyptian, Hittite, Cretan, Cmnese, Indie and

Mayan-Aztec systems - all have developed from simple

pictures to form abstract signs or symbols. An example

from the Cmnese writing system is presented below

to show how this script system is developed out of

picture writing:

c

The Chinese system ofcharacters isfundamentally

an ideographic picture writing which has become

reduced to a set of timesaving brushstrokes

and which is in some aspects also phonetic. Its

ideograpmc quality may be readily discerned in

the manner ofwriting such words as 'prisoner' or

c

happiness'. In the character for 'prisoner] we see

a man in an enclosure (Happiness’ is a

woman (wife) with a son, 3r.’ 6

From what has been presented above we can

imagine how the transformation of art was responsible

for developing most of writing systems whether they

were independent or borrowed. In this regard, Hoebel

traces the origin of the first letter ofalphabetW which

was firstly used in Egyptian hieroglyphic ideograms,

then in Semitic as Aleph for illustrative purposes

to refer to the
c

ox
5

, then was formed in the ninth

century BCE with three straight lines, then inverted

on its horn in later Greek, and finally became A. 77

The following table summarizes this transformational

development:

Egyptian

hieroglyphic

ideograms

Semitic

symbols

Later

Greek

Other

Languages

-T— J

Alep

means

h

ox)

A
It became

A
One difference between art and writing is that the

‘language’ of the former is visual rather than verbal.
78

Rock art, therefore, is a 'non-verbal communication

system it is a 'graphic or visual communication

system. According to Olsen, Visual communication

systems exist as a condition of human life in many

parts of the world where oral traditions maintain

cultural information. [Different cultures use different

strategies] for organizing their images and giving

them meanings’. 79 Hoebel also expresses the same idea

by stating that: 'The capstone was thus put on the

transition from art to writing. The communication of

generalized states of emotions and ideas through the

aesthetic medium had at long last been transmuted

to communication of precise linguistic expression

through phonetically representative symbols’

Hence, one may conclude that rock art reflects

the unity of primal vision and of mentality. Studies of

San rock art, for instance, have generally assumed the

existence of a structurally uniform (pan-San cogitative

system from at least 2,000 years B.P. to the present
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all over southern Africa.
81

Ripoll-Perello also refers

to 'a state of the human spirit which accompanies

rock art, and from its final stages writing might have

been developed’.
82

In his description of the rock art in

North America, Sterling explains the reason for which

cave and rock paintings or pictographs are spoken of

as picture writing
5

'They are interesting for the story

they tell of Indian life. Some are clearly magic -an

appeal to the sun, a prayer to the rain. Others are more

like an attempt at writing -pictures of water holes,

report of good hunting or of the travel of a tribe’.
83

Magan and Klassen also look at this type of art as

c

\(/ nting-on-Stone
5

.

84 Callahan as well points out to

the so-called (birch bark scroll’ the term which refers

to
c

a form of a pictographic writing (non-phonetic)

often used to remember songs or shamanic rituals

Similar to other archaeological materials (e.g., stone

tools and implements, pottery) rock art can be taken

as evidence for the early human occupation. In the

Alramira cave interior, for example, simple paintings

and engravings are found. According to the information

gained from this cave and neighboring areas, these

rock drawings belong to Aurignacian rimes.
86 This

means that these figurative drawings did not make

their appearance until Aurignacian culture with the

Homo sapiens who decorated their everyday objects

and portrayed improvised human forms, especially

feminine ones, and some animals on blocks of rocks.

Engravings and paintings from this period show even

more schematized portrayals of animals. However, it

was definitely the Magdalenians who turned out to be

the greatest prehistoric artists: they painted the walls of

a large number of caves in France and Spain.
87

The Paleolithic or Old Stone Age artists left upon

the walls and ceilings of the Spanish and French caves

Altamira, Lascaux, Chauvet, and osquer) painted

pictures of prehistoric animals. Thus, one can safely

state that the main element which can be observed

in this area of rock art is the animal element. For this

reason, Ucko, for example, considers Palaeolithic cave

art as 'animal art\
8% Among the principal game animals

we can identify the mammoth, the bison, the aurochs,

the rhinoceros, the wild horse, the stag or red deer.

Besides these species one can also discern the marmot,

the chamois, the ibex, the bear, the cave lion, the deer,

the wild hog, the reindeer, the northern seal, the wolf,

the lynx, and the fox. Among the implications of such

paintings is that we are dealing with arctic conditions

(geologically speaking, with the last glacial advance)

.

The rock art of the Early Neolithic hunters of the

Sahara (mainly the older phases which represent a great

variety of wild fauna including elephants, rhinoceros,

hippopotamus, crocodiles, giraffes, wild buffalos or large

wild bovids, and laree antelopes) also reflects the pre-

Saharan climatic and ecological conditions from about

the sixth millennium BCE In the opinion of several

students examining rock art images, mainly those of

wild or game animals, can contribute to the study of

the history of pre-Saharan fauna.
89 Concerning such a

palaeozoological reconstruction, Blanchard assumes that

it is better to rely on good naturalistic representations

of the fauna than on the bones of animals. 90
Indeed,

zoomorphic figures depicted in rock art can be utilized

particularly when there is no osteological data available.

Giraffe bones, for example, have never been found

in the Sahara whereas their images are depicted in a

considerable number on the rocks of tms vast area.

Also, avifaunal remains (bone remains of birds), fish

remains, and vegetal remains all are very rare compared

to the organic remains of the other fauna. The images

of these species which are depicted in rock art are very

useful in reconstructing the history of fauna and flora

in many parts of the world. This also implies that rock

art can be functioned in reconstructing palaeoclimatic,

palaeoenvironmental, and paleoecological conditions in

many part of the world. The presence of mega fauna in

Paleolithic cave art and Saharan rock art [i.e., the Arctic

species and the Wild Ethiopian fauna respectively), for
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example, indicates that they were ecologically associated

with wet conditions or abundant water. Reconstructing

palaeoclimaric changes is therefore possible in light of the

fact that climatic deterioration that took place in several

areas is evidenced by the decline of early magnificent rock

art traditions in many parts of the world {e.g. } Western

Europe, northern Africa and the Sahara).

The variety of rock art themes allows us to extract

valuable information needed for reconstructing the

regional economy and environmental adaptation (by

studying, for example, prehistoric hunting methods

developed for specific environments as depicted in rock

art images). The multiplicity of the represented themes

also provides us with the topographical situation and

ecological setting. Utilizing rock art styles is of vital

importance in studying such issues. Nelson, for example,

distinguishes two styles of European Palaeolithic rock

art. The first, and the older, is the Franco-Cantabrian

style or the imitative style or portrait pictures. It is

characterized by isolated or individual representations

of animals and human beings. They are polychromes

and depicted in natural size and poses. The second style

is the Levantine style or the interpretive style or action

pictures. It represents real compositions or groups

illustrating for the most part hunting or dancing scenes

executed in a conventional manner .

92

The deterioration or the degradation of the

naturalistic style was a consequence of the physical

(environmental and ecological) and cultural changes

that occurred in the end of Palaeolithic period. Nelson

explains this point by stating that: 'Pictorial art of the

strictly Palaeolithic style disappeared from southern

Europe as a natural result of decadence of the hunting

cultures during Mesolithic times, i.e., actually sometime

before the down of the true Neolithic age' 93

Another important point concerning the

significance of rock art is that human remains

(osteological data or palaeoanthropological evidence)

of the Late Pleistocene are sometimes not available

or inadequate for reconstructing the ethnological

history of the ancient population. Regarding

this problem Dutour, for instance, relates:
c

The

palaeoanthropological history of the Sahara is still

poorly known, because of paucity of material which

has been recovered thus far from this vast area ’. 94 In

such a case, anthropomorphic figures represented in

rock art are often of viral importance in obtaining

valuable and sometimes precise information regarding

ethnic and cultural groups. From this perspective,

attempts have been made to identify the different

ethnic groups of the Saharan population during the

Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene depending on

the physical characteristics of human figures of Tassili

and elsewhere in the Sahara.
9 ’

In addition, substantial data on the evolution

of human settlement and the dynamics of ancient

population can be obtained by studying the

distribution ofrock art images and their concentration

in particular areas or zones. In other words, the careful

study of a rock art corpus certainly contributes to the

study of microevolution of prehistoric populations

(/. e., their displacement, migrations, and genetic

drift). In this respect, one might argue that rock

art style and techniques could be useful in studying

the various ancient migrations that occurred during

prehistoric times. Nelson explains this by showing

that ‘the separate artistic traditions were carried

in several directions from the point of origin ’. 96

Hence, rock art can be used in studying interregional

interaction during prehistoric times . Rock art,

therefore, involves valuable and rich data that enable

us to detect the continuation and discontinuation of

cultural traditions and draw conclusions on the life

and death of prehistoric communities.

Thus, we can conclude that palaeozoological

history and the biological and geographical evolution

of human settlement since the Late Pleistocene (or

at least at the boundary Pleistocene-Holocene) are
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possible to follow up- or in any case- can be revised by

utilizing the data obtained from the analysis of rock

art images. The conclusion, then, must be that the

zoomorphic and anthropomorphic figures presented

in rock art can be regarded, at any rate, as a secondary

source for obtaining and/or supporting both

palaeoenvironmental and palaeobiological data.

Rock art can also be used as an ethnohistoric

source since the native point of view {i.e impressions

and experiences) still resides in the domain of art.
98

The largest body of the representational art consists of

pictographs (paintings) and petroglyphs (engravings).

These images (mainly those dated before the appearance

of writing) provide an artistic view of the prehistoric

experience. In this regard, Molyneaux relates:

c

The fixed position of rock art within a fluid

cultural landscape makes itpotentially sensitive to

changes in the patterns ofgroup occupation or the

adaptation within a region. If dijferences of the

form, the subject, or location ofimages are shown

to reflect changes in conceptual orientation) rock

art may reflect the wider socio-economic and

ideological changes in the lives ofcultural groups.

It might be possible then to use rock art in the

analyses of the problem of […] cultural history

and continuity [ofculture through times]’

Up to tms point, some writers argue that rock

art can be taken to document, for example, changes

in the concept of self in relation to nature. Cheska,

for instance, has developed an interpretation of the

post-contact history of Micmac culture depending on

rock art images.
100 According to this interpretation,

the Micmac’s rock art is divided into three phases

corresponding to the 1

8

th
,
19h and 20 th

centuries:

'identification of self with nature (r especr) . .

.

identification of self over nature (control); and...

identification of self on nature (abuse)’.
101 Lewis-

Williams and others also employed rock art images to

study changing perceptions of Southern Africa past.
102

As an undeniable fact, the painted and engraved

rocks reveal some resemblances and differences in

motive, idea, and morphology. This means that rock

art reflects the similarities and dissimilarities in the

mentality of various human groups. The analysis of

thematic content of these images may enable us to

formulate generalizations regarding prehistoric human

groups in specific period of time {e.g., most if not all of

these groups have passed through the hunting-gathering

stage). Analyzing similar topics or thematic content of

rock art images [e.g. y hunting scenes) from different

regions may allows us to discern the major differences

in the mentality of these prehistoric groups. In view

of that, we can safely affirm that tms aspect of culture

[i.e.y rock art) demonstrates a configuration which is

rich in local, regional, and world-wide elements.

A number of authors, as well, believe that

spiritual preoccupations emerged and societies

became increasingly ritualized with the appearance

of the aesthetic feelings and artistic expressions. This

category of writers usually attributes the origin of

'primitive
1

religion to rock art traditions which took

place in the Palaeolithic Period or the last Ice Age

which extended from 1 10,000 to 10,000 BCE Young,

for example, considers Paleolitnic cave art as one of the

most important evidence of early art forms which are

closely linked to the religious beliefs and ideology. 103

Cnippindale, Smith and Tagon studied the archaic

rock-paintings in Western Arnhem Land in Australia

as visions of dynamic power. ()
In his study of some

aspects of representational art in prehistoric Siberia,

Whitaker argued that the ithyphallic condition of

the represented deer suggests some association with

fertility rites.
1 ( Such examples show that it is possible

to deduce valuable information concerning ritual life

in prehistory. The reason for that, as believed by many

authors, is that rock art is considered one of the most

aspects of man’s culture which are affected by religious

beliefs and ideology.
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Rock art also has a chronological value. Placing

rock art images in a chronological sequence allows us

to follow the different stages of cultural evolution of

mankind in prehistory. According to the represented

themes, the style and technique employed, the degree

ofpatination, and the cases ofsuperimposition, rock art

researchers attempt to establish a chronological scheme

for each rock art corpus. The Saharan rock art corpus,

for example, is chronologically divided into four major

periods or phases: Bubaline Period; Carrie or Bovidian

Period; Caballine or Horse Period; and Camelline

or Camel Period. Each period is, consequently,

connected with specific aspects of economic (hunting

and gathering, pastoralism, warfare, and nomadism),

technological, and cultural and social activities.
106

Rock paintings or pictographs can be utilized

in identifying ancient DNA of both humans and

animals. This can be done since prehistoric artists

could have been used organic substances {e.g., animal

fat, blood serum of animals and/or humans) to bind

the pigment to the rock.
10

In conclusion, human occupation, economic

activities, cultural adaptation and other social and

cultural aspects of prehistoric people -can all be

evidenced and attested by recourse to rock art subjects

which are well-documentea in many areas of the world.

The multiple nature of rock art which is reflected in

the variety of the represented themes, hence, ensures

us as specialists in this field to adjoin our results with

those deduced from the other fields of specialization

{e.g., palaeozoology, palaeobotany, paleoecology,

palaeoenvironment, palaeontology, palaeoanthroplogy,

palaeobiology, ethnography, archaeology, and history).

The validity of this longest continuing art tradition is

undeniable in exploring man’s world prehistory.

III. Explanatory pictorial record to promote the

understanding of prehistoric rock art

This elucidated section is especially designed

to provide the readers with a tangible perception of

rock art. It visualizes most if not all what has been

included in the current account. The main aim of

this illustrative section is to outline the many topics

and details presented in the previous pages in four

questions which will be answered via a carefully

selected group of images that cover different areas

of this wo rid-wide artistic tradition. Each image will

be an adjunct to a very short but fitting comment

which comes back with a part of the answer. The four

questions which are considered in this section follow:

c

Where
1

, 'What
5

, (How’ and (Why’ rock art.

111.1: Rock art . . . Where? (Figs. 1-3)

Rock art is parietal, meaning executed on the

walls of caves and shelters. It also occurs in open-

(Fig. 1) A part of the (Hall of rhe Bulls) inside one of the many decorated caves discovered in Lascaux (Dordogne, France), http://www.

costal inks,comlperroglyphs.h tml
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(Fig. 2) A rock art shelter in the Tin Aboteka Area (Tassili N'Ajjer,

the Algerian Sahara), htcp://www. paleologos.com/mysterio.htm,

(Photo by Neil Austin. Copyright SA Tourism)

air, meaning made on exposed natural bedrock

outcrops, huge blocks or large exposed boulders.

Rock paintings and engravings, then, seem to be

represented since the suitable rock surfaces are

available and people are acquainted with rock art

tradition.

111.2: Rock art •" What? (Figs. 4-11)

Rock art consists of two main categories:

paintings and drawings (picrographs), and

engravings (petroglyphs) or, in some cases, a

combination of both. There are also another

two less famous types of rock art. The first type

comprises the permanently fixed representations

sculptured on cave or cliff walls; this type of rock

art also includes the immovable clay modeled

figures. The second is known as (geoglyphs)

which cover drawings on the ground, or large

motifs or designs produced on the ground, either

by arranging stones to create positive geoglyphs

or by removing patinated stones, stone fragments,

gravel, earth or soil to expose unpatinared ground

and create negative geoglyphs.

(Fig. 3) San rock art boulders in Vanderkloof (The Northern

Cape, South Africa), http://www.sourhafrica.info/pLs/cms/show_

eailery sa info?n yid=2306&p site id=38

(The art collection of rhe Constitutional Court)

(Fig. 4) Rock paintings (pictographs) of San (Southern Africa),

hrrp:/ vww.southalrica.info/pjs/ciTLs/show gallery sa—info?p

gici=2306& p_sitc_id=38
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(Photo B. K. Swartz, Jr.)

(Hg. 7) This type of rock art is a combination of engraving and

painting (pictopetroglyphics, pictogiyphs, or petrographs) (White

River Narrows, Lincoln County, Nevada, USA), http://wcb.bsu.

edu/rockat*t/

(Photo: P. Bah n 'Prehistoric Arr

)

(Fig. 8) Bison bull and cow, modeled in clay in the rotunda of the

fuc d’Audouben (Ariege, France), http://www.donsmaps.com/

cavepainrings3.html

(Fig. 10) The Atacama Giant (The Atacama Desert), A geoglyph

produced on the ground by removing patinared stones, stone

{ragments, gravel or earth to expose unparinated ground and create

negative geoglyph, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atacama_Giant

(Fig. 1 1 ) The White Horse as seen from an altitude of 700 meters,

Thi's geoglyph is a large-scale design produced on the ground by

removing soil to expose unparinated! ground and create a negative

figure

(Fig. 5) A rock drawing (pictograph or picrogram) from Columbia,

http://www.crysmlinks.com/petroglyphs.html

(Fig. 6) Rock engravings (petroglyphs) on Newspaper Rock at

Canyon Lands National Park (south of Moab, south eastern

Utah, USA), http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petroglyph

(Fig. 9) Bunjil geoglyph (the You Yangs Lara, Australia), A design

produced on the ground by arranging stones to create positive

geoglvph
(
petroform), http:/Jen .wikipedia.org/wiki/Geoglyph
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111.3: Rock art … How? (Figs. 12-26)

Rock art is executed by using different (additive:

painting and drawing, or subtractive: engraving)

techniques. Paintings are performed in one color

(monochromes), two colors (bichromes) or more

(Fig. 12) Monochromes of auroches (Lascaux, Dordoene, France),

http://en.wikipedia.Org/wiki/Image:Lascaux-aurochs.jpg

r: ^m

(Fig. 13) Bichrome of horse (Lascaux, Dordogne, France), http://

artchive.eom/artchive/C/cave/cave_painting_horse.jpg.html

(Fig. 14) Polychromes of the antelopes (elands) depicted in

Zaamenkomst Panel (Maclear District, Southern Drakensburg,

South Arrica), hap://www onker.net/an:_african l.htm

(polychromes). Engravings are done by using different

techniques; they are pecked, hammered, incised, or

scratched.

Jean-Marie C^hauver © DRAC
(Fig. 15) Hand stencil created by blowing red pigment onto a

hand placed against the wall of Chauvet Cave (Point D'Arch,

France), http://wwvv.ciilrure.gouv.fr/cuiture/arcncit/chauvet/en/

(Fig. 16) Engraved bovid in the rock art of the (Libyan) Sahara,

A pecking technique is employed in executine this pre-Saharan

animal, http://www.libyarockart.com/cow_rock_art.jpg

(Photo: Gerhard Milsrreu, Rock Care). © ICOMOS
(Fig. 17) Fully-peeked Iron Age rock engravings (Valcamonica,

Italy) . hrtp://www.inrernational.icomos.ore/risk/2002/

rockart2002 .h tm#
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(Fig. 18) Petroglyph made by the pecking technique

(Arkansas, USA), http://arkarcheology.uark.edu/rockart/index.

hcml?pageNam e =W h a t% 2 0 i s%20 Rock% 20Art%20and%20
What%20Can%20it%20Tell%20Us%20Aboiit%20the%20Pasc?

(Fig. 19) Rock Engravings of the Bushmen (Twyfel ton rein,

Namibia), Two methods of a pecking cechnique are employed

to create fully-pecked Figures and pecked outlines. hctp://www.

phototravels.net/namibia/damaraland- twyfelfontein.html

(Fig. 20) Magdalen ian Paieolichic base-reliefs of ibex in the

Abri Bourdois at Angles-sur-FAnglin (Vienne - Austria), htrp://

en.wikipedia.ors/wiki/Roc-aux-Sorciers

(Fig. 21 )

A

deeply incised or grooved rock engraving from the

valley of the Draa (Morocco), http://www.answcrs.com/topic/

draa-river

(Fig. 22) Naturalistic Style: Bull with marks on chest (Lascaux,

Dordogne, France). http://\v^^v. knnklewood.com/images/lascaux. jpg
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(Fig. 23) Realistic style (Lascaux, Dordogne, l~Tance). hrtp:// (Fig. 24) Bichrome schematics at Mkoma Rock Shelter (Zambia),
home.earthlink.ner/-aliison.ryan/NESTM/study_guide.pdf http://www.spirit-of-the-iand.com/exhibitions/july2005.ht

(Fig. 25) Abstracted prehistoric rock art at Pilila A/Aingu (The Hill of rhe White Man), (Kalemba, E Zambia). hrtp://www.spirit-of-rhe-

I an d .com/exh i b i r io n s/
j
uly200 5 .h t

(Fig. 26) Geometric headless anthropomorphic figure

Prehistoric Native American pictograph (site no. 3PP0142,

Arkansas, USA), http://arkarcheology.uark.edu/rockart/index.

hrm!?pagcName=Show%20Advanced%20Rock%20Art%20
1 mage& Image= 1 ) 7>

111.4: Rock art … Why? (Figs. 27-34)

Various purposes may stand behind the

creation of tms longest continuing art tradition.

The following is an attempt to summarize the main

purposes that may have led prehistoric societies

to producing rock art images as suggested by the

many theories that aimed to explain the intention

or rhe function of this artistic tradition depending

on its location, age, and the type of image:

1- Rock art images probably had deep cultural

and religious significance for the societies that

created them.
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(Fig. 29) The Great God of Sefar, on the rock art trail in the Sefar

Lower Maze Areahttp://nacuralarches.org/tassili/rockart.htm

2 - Many of them are thought to represent some

kind of not-yet-fully understood symbolic or

ritual language.

3 - Rock art images also appear to be a local or

regional dialect of the tribes or the societies

that created them.

4- They might also have been a by-product of

other rituals.

5 - Some rock art images are thought to be

astronomical markers, maps, and other forms

of symbolic communication, including a form

or pre-writing .

(Fig. 27) Wounded bison attacking a man (Lascaux, Dordogne,

F ranee). h ttp://artchive.com/artchive/C/ cave/cave_paintine

wounded_b ison.jpg.html

(Fig. 28) San Rafael Swell Panel

1

Archeologists think much (not necessarily all) rock art was linked

with ritual activity, http://www-personal.umich.edu/-bclee/

rockart/ rawallpaper.html

(Jhig. 30) 1 oca do Morcego Site - Serra da Capivara - PI (Brazil).

http://www.ab-arterupestre.org.br/

6- Some of them seem to refer to some form

of territorial boundary between tribes, in

addition to possible religious meanings.

7- Other theories suggest that rock art was

made by shamans in an altered state of

consciousness, perhaps induced by the use of

natural hallucinogens (drugs, migraine and

other stimuli).

8 - Rock art images were made for a decorative

purpose (art for art’s sake).

9 - Rock art paintings and engravings served for

a commemorative purpose.

Rock art as a source of the history of prehistory
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(Fig. 31) Panther Cave, the Rio Grande, the Lower Pecos region,

fexas . http://www.rockart.ore/eallery/rock29.html

(Fig. 32) Xique-Xique I Site - Carnauba dos Dantas - Serido -

RN (Brazil), http://www.ab-arterupesrre.oor.br/

(Fig. 33) Winkler's Site 26, the Eastern Egyptian Desert, http//

rouregypt.net/teblog/egyptologynews/?p=2967

Whatever the reason for executing such paintings

and engravings and the functions that rock art served

(/ . social, cultural, or psychological), prehistoric artists

(Fig. 34) Zarzora, the Western Gilf Kebir. http://www.

t-lexpcd.icions.com/desert/rockart7newsire/NS8.jpg

shaped their artworks to convey ideas, thoughts, and

experiences regarding their world view. These depictions

undoubtedly reflect the cultural landscape during

prenistory. Rock art, then, argues for a more integrated

social landscape in which ritual and economic activities

merge with artistic creation. Rock art, as reflected in

its thematic content, also illustrates a considerable part

of the physical landscape. Tms type of art should be

regarded by anthropologists and archaeologist as the

only
1

elementary and complete record' of the history of

prehistory; its 'pictorial chapters’ comprise behavioral,

ideological, religious, economic, social, political,

ethnological, artistic, faunal, environmental, and

ecological history- which are written and instrumented

only in 'an artistic language’.
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This paper aims to make known an interesting

limestone stela whicn is conserved in Cairo Museum. 1

The only record of its precise archaeological

context that has survived is its temporary number

17/5/25/7(S.R. 1204 1) and its measurements. It

is exhibited in the museum’s lower floor (corridor

14). However, looking for a parallel text, I came

unexpectedly across an article of M.G. Daressy

entitled
c

Stele fragmentee d’Abousir’ 2 which is the

same stela of the present article. According to Daressy,

the monument in question was found, in the house of

one of the inhabitants of the village of Abu-Sir near

Saqqara and it was broken into 22 fragments. 3 By

identifying the monument and its owner, I found that

it was republished eight years later by K. Seth4 who

had only recopied the text without giving the registry

number or any comment. Considering that both of

the Egyptologists had just given their own copies of

the text without any scientific treatment and regarding

the shortage and inaccurate reading and comments

in the two publications, a new intervention might be

useful and necessary. Finally, it must be noted that

the inventoiy number of the stela was incorrectly

attested in PM as 18/12/19/1. 5

Description (Fig. 1- PL 1)

The stela is carved from a creamy limestone;

the surface was painted with a yellowish colour.

It was once broken into twenty fragments before

being restored and has lost some parts or its cavetto
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(Fig. 1) The Stela of Min-hotep

cornice, some fragments of the body, as well as the

entire bottom. 6 The obverse of the stela is 180 cm.

high and 1 12 cm. wide. The thickness is generally

7 cm. increasing to 7.5 cm. at the top and the two

sides. The stela bears figures and inscription which

are carved in sunk relief. Traces of colour show that

the hieroglyphs were once filled with yellow and blue

paint; while the figures were filled with red colour.

The stela is capped by a cavetto cornice painted in

red and yellow. The lintel, the jambs and the surface

of the stela which is occupied with the scenes and the

text are framed by a torus. The lintel and the jambs

of the stela are inscribed with sunk hieroglyphs, filled

with yellow paint. The text, giving the formula of

the horep-di-nisut, starts on both sides of the ankh-

sign which is located in the middle of the lintel, and

(PI. 1) Transcription of the text.

goes to the two extreme ends of the lintel and then

continues on the two jambs (Fig. 1); the inscription

on the left hand side reads:

o. 1111 I I

-Ov I I I O- — awvwa

'P ^ I

0
n i

(] 3

c

An offering which the king gives (to) Osins, Lord

of Reserau 8 (and to) Anubis who is upon his mountain

(and) to the gods, the leaders of the Duat (the

hereafter) the companions {imyw-ht) of Onnophris
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(Wnn-nfrw), 9 may the grant bread, water, air, seeing

Aton ’Itn) and the worshipping of Ra 10 when

he shines, to the ka of the royal scribe, confident of

the perfect god {mh lb n ntr nfr),
u Child of the kap 12

(nursery/ chamber)
,
Hetuhetu/ 13

The second part of the text, located on the

right hand side of the ankh-sign, says: A

: ®— n
/vwvwv c—

il I iS _rTjUi. D
d l[

lAn offering which the King gives (to) Sokar-Ptah-

Khent(y)-Tanenet (see infra: Additional Comments),

may they grant all what come on their offering table

to the ka of the spokesman of the king of Upper

Egypt and ears of the king of Upper Egypt, 14
great

confident of the lord of the Two Lands in the efficient

execution ofwhat has been commanded to him 1 ’ the

royal scribe, the scribe of recruits,
16

the scribe of the

treasury
’

The surface of the stela is divided into three

registers. The first register shows on the left side a god

seated on a low-back chair inside a kiosk surmounted

by a rrieze ofuraeus whose heads filled with blue paint,

are surmounted by the solar disks painted in red. The

figure of the god, who is presumably Osiris, had lost

the entire upper part of the body. Before the kiosk is

a cubic offering-table of which the upper edges were

decorated with a cornice. The table is charged with

a heap of offerings; starring from top they are: clump

of lotus flowers and two buds, an elephant tusk, three

vases, two trussed geese or ducks, three small pieces

of meat, perhaps hearts, three chests with the coats,

four forelegs and four heads of oxen, and six rounded

loaves of bread.

their hands in adoration. Traces of the first woman

appear with a bunch of flowers on the head. Missing

the second and the third ones, the body of the fourth

woman is shown with a cone of perfume on her head.

Eleven columns of hieroglyphic text, carved in sunk

relief filled with blue colour were inscribed above the

five figures:

1234567891011

‘[1] Giving adoration to [2] Osiris. Kissing the

land before [3] Onnophris by the royal scribe, [4]

scribe of treasury, controller of Upper and Lower

Egypt, 17 Min-hotep 18
[5] called (c/d n.f) Het- [6]

uhetu, 19
justified [7]. His sister, his beloved, [8] the

lady of the house [9] His mother Ta-em-by 20

[10] the lady of the house Tyay. 21
[11] (the mother)

of his wife, Ta-(net)-Mut’. 22

The second register shows the deceased and his

family in an offering scene. To the left, the deceased

and his wife are seated on high-back chairs before

an offering table. They are carved in sunk relief and

their bodies were painted red. The wife, wearing a

clinging dress and a collar, extends her left hand to

clasp affectionately the shoulder of her husband.

With her right hand, she holds his right arm. On her

head, she wears a long wig surmounted by a cone of

perfume and lotus flower. The base of the offering

table is flanked by a big jug and an amphora with

two small handles. The owner of the stela, wearing a

ridged wig and a short kilt, holds a piece of cloth in

the right hand and smells the lotus flower held in his

On the other side of the offering table stands

the owner of the stela, hands upraised in adoration.

His head and the exposed parts of the body retain

their red-brown paint. He is wearing a kilt (its upper

part is still preserved), a collar, and curly wig. Behind

him, there were four women; they were all raisin?

left hand. The table is charged with breads, vases, a

goose, grapes, cucumbers, a bundle of onions and a

bunch of lotus which surmounts all.

The offering table, the owner of the stela and his

wife are surmounted by nine columns of hieroglyphic

text, engraved and filled with blue paint. The text
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gives the names and titles of the deceased and his

wife:

.3"

£

[1] The hereditary noble at the stations of the

broad courtyard, 23
[2] the royal scribe, scribe of the

treasury, controller of Upper and Lower Egypt [3]

in the wsht-hsll, for (he) was useful to the king24
[4]

Min-hotep [5] called He- [6] tuhetu. [7] The lady of

the house [8] Ta-(net)-Mut [9] justified.’

On the other side of the offering table stand three

figures: the first, whose engraved body was painted

red, wears a short garment, a leopard-skin, and

sandals. He is offering and burning incense before

the deceased and his wife. The second person is

missing, except, his right foot. As for the third figure,

it represents a standing man wearing a short wig and

a short garment and carrying a box, surmounted with

a pile of offerings and a bunch of lotus flowers. A

number of columns, probably nine, were inscribed

above the three standing figures; from which only the

first two and the last two were preserved:

2

X
itfi

¥i

O II

€

‘[1] Making incense, bringing the heart of the

deceased2
) [2] the divine offerings, oxen and

fowl [3] called He- [4] tuhetu.

As for the third register, it is entirely occupied

with ten lines of hieroglyphic text, the signs of which

were carved in sunk relief and filled with yellow and

wmte colours; it reads —
):

#?1# SM .1

D IP
__«

P . 5

.6

UPSffiUrTTi $5 .7

!iff ! , E .9

. 10

c

An offerine: which tne king gives (to) usiris ruler

of eternity, Onnophris, who is at the Thinite nome 26 rh
,

in his water-procession of the New Year (lit. the day

of the year),
27 with the implements28 of the Neshmet-

bark. 29
[2] O scribe, counter of taxes and dues (hrp) of

Upper and Lower Egypt, 30 who knows how to seek out

benefactions in the affairs of the [3] king,
31 the scribe

great horses and their chariots of gold and

silver, overseer of Upper and Lower Egypt Min-hotep 32

[4] called [Hetuhetu, he says]
cO the gods who are in

the west, who settle beside the Lord of the Universe (lit.

Lord to the end), 33 judges of [5] who wipe

away the wrongdoings ... Min-hotep, called Hetuhetu,

justified. [6] [May you cause that he eats] the offerings

before Ra from the hand of Thot, may you give him

... with his ennead with ointment; [7] may you do to

him everything of what is done to every beneficent

noble one (in order that) he may respire the myrrh

smell, cup (iab) ana jar of wine and milk [8] to the ka

of the royal scribe, the scribe of the treasury, the leader

of the festival of Ptah, beautiful of face, Min-hotep,

called Hetuhetu, he says: every wab-priest(and) every

scribe, who receive [9] avoided his

writings! Your praised one (?) they give you life without

detaining {hnhn) a friend (hnm) [10] with all

good and pure [things] for the Ka of the scribe of the

treasury Min-hotep, justified’.
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Additional Comments

Dating of the stela

K. Sethe has attributed the stela to the reign

of Amonhotep II.
34 Accepting the principle of

attributing the monument to the 18 rh Dynasty, this

dating is not as accurate as it seems. Owing to the

absence of other monuments attesting the owner of

the stela, it might be necessary to review the dating

in the light of the artistic and epigraphically style of

the monument.

The detailed representation of the human body

especially that ofMin -hotep is very similar ofthe style

of the post-amarnian school of art at Memphis. The

exaggerated details of the man’ anatomy resembled

what has been the style of the Amarna Period. It

might be also useful to notice the domination of

the yellow colour on the stela which has been one of

the features of the artistic style at the end of the 18 th

Dynasty and during the 19
th Dynasty. Furthermore,

on the left jamb of the stela, the artist mentioned

the word Itn and inscribed the hieroglyphic sign of

the man upraising his hands in adoration facing the

seated god . This is definitely the religious and

epigrapnic influence of The Amarna Period. Thus,

until a new monument bearing a precise dating for

this person would be unearthed, it is presumably

that our Min-Hotep must have been living during

the reign of king Horemheb or at the beginning of

the 19
rh Dynasty. 35

The owner of the stela

Unfortunately, the owner of the present

stela has never been attested so far on any other

monument. We know, however, that he was named

Min-hotep, Hetuhetu. It is to be noted that the

second name is preceded by the expression dd{w)

n.f 'said to him 36 which was used to introduces a

It is most probable that the epithet

'Child of the kap\ attributed to Min-hotep, called

Hetuhetu, gives the indication that he was raised in

the royal palace among the royal children.
38

If so,

he must have had a distinguished position before

the king so that he held many high administrative

titles and epithets. He was 'royal scribe, confident

of the perfect god’ 'spokesman of the king of

Upper Egypt and ears of the king of Upper Egypt
5

,

'great confident of the lord of the Two Lands in the

efficient execution of what has been commanded

to nim’ 'scribe of recruits’ 'scribe of the treasury

'controller of Upper and Lower Egypt
,

nereditary

noble at the stations of the broad courtyard’ and

'controller of Upper and Lower Egypt in the wsht-

hall, for (he) was useful to the king’.

Apart from ms names and titles, the stela also

mentions some members of Min-hotep’s family.

They are his mother ll his sister his

wife who was entitled (lady of house’ and

his mother-in-law As for the other woman

who was also entitled 'the lady of the

house’ (First register col. 10) she could be a second

wife.

As for the tomb of Min-hotep, which is still

undiscovered, it is to be found in the vicinity of the

village of Abu-sir or, in the necropolis located near

the pyramid of Titi.

(1) The God Khenty-Tanenet

The group Skr-Pth Hnt(y)

t3-(t)nnt which is inscribed at the end of the left

side of the lintel and at the beginning of the left

jamb evokes an important issue. Does it indicate

an association between the Memphite gods Sokar-

Ptah and the chthonic deity Tatenen?

It is very well-known that the god Tatenen,

second deceased’s name on his monuments during sometimes written as Tarjenen, or Tanen,

the New kingdom. 37 symbolizes the emergence or silt from the fertile
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Nile after the waters of the inundation recede.

The meaning of his name is uncertain but may

possibly mean 'the rising earth’ or 'exalted earth’.

We are not entirely certain of his origin; it is likely

that he may have been an originally independent

deity at Memphis. Nevertheless, he seems to have

been considered as a deity of the depths of the

earth at this city, presiding over its mineral and

vegetable resources, though even as early as the

Old Kingdom he had become synchronized with

Ptah as
c

Ptah of the primeval mound’ viewed as a

manifestation of that well known deity of Egypt’s

capital. Hence, we find him in an important

role associated with the creation of the world as

formulated on the 25 rh Dynasty Shabaka Stone of

Memphite theology. 39

It is, however, certain that the issue has

nothing to do with the god Tatenen. We may

have noted that the term ^^ ended with

feminine ^ and the determinative n which has

never occurred in the name of the god Tatenen.

Moreover, the nesba-form of the preposition xnt,

which is usually followed by a place, was written

between the names ot ^okar-Ptah and the word

in question. Therefore, I believe that the above

mentioned group refers to Khenty-Tanenet who is

a different god, originated at Memphis as early as

the Old Kingdom. 40

Apartfrom thewellknown relationship between

the two Memphite gods Sokar and Ptah,
41 Sokar

was associated in Coffin Texts with the ceremony

ofthe ‘Opening ofthe Mourn .

42
Likewise, Khenty-

Tanenet was mentioned in the offin Texts as ‘He

who opens the deceased’s mouth in the judgement

hall in which Horus opened the mouth of Osiris .

43

On the other hand, Khenty-Tanenet was one

of fifty-one deities associated with Ptah. In the

temple of Sety I at Abydos, the suite of Sokar,

we read
c

Words spoken by

Uienty-Tanenet to Ptah- khenty-Tanenet .

A Thus,

the presence of a synecretic relationship between

three deities Sokar, Ptah and khenty-Tanenet is

not surprising due to their Memphite origin and

the similarity of their functions. Accordingly, the

group ^ ° must not be translated

as
c

Sokar-Ptah, who is residing in Tjenenet’4 )

but rather as an allusion for a combination of the

three Memphite aeities Sokar, Ptah and Khenty-

Tanenet.

(2) The festival of Osiris and the Neshmet-

Bark

The stela also made allusion to a feast of

Osiris. This feast might be the one that used to

be celebrated at Abydos and which had particular

importance during the prosperous times of the

New Kingdom. After Aklienaton s time, kings

paid great attention to the holy city of the Thinite

nome and dispatched there. Anxious as they were

for the sanctuary of Osiris, high ranking persons,

civil servants or priests, charged with verifying

the inventory of sacred fixtures, to construct, in

the name of their sovereign, a new monument to

the god of Abydos and, very often, to direct, by

taking an active part, the festivals celebrated in his

honour. 46

Noting that the documents of the Middle and

New kingdom did not indicate the duration or

the precise time of the feasts of Osiris, our stela

refers to one of these celebrations that might have

taken place, according to the text, in the first

day of the year. Furthermore, the stela makes

reference to important preparations of material,

of administrative and liturgical order for a water

procession, during which the Neshmet-bark

was decorated with religious implements and

standards. 47
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As for the Neshmet-bark, it was associated

with Osiris and his sanctuary at Abydos as far as

the Middle Kingdom. 48 Examining the different

ways of writing the name of this bark from the

Middle Kingdom to the Late Period49 we may

notice that the present stela offers a different form

of the name. The determinative of the name on

our document represents a sacred bark with a

shrine containing the fetish of the Thinite nome.

This determinative is in fact very similar to the

representation of the bark in question that used

to be illustrated on some stelae.
50

Like the other divine barks, at least since the

middle of the 18 th Dynasty, 51 the Neshmet-bark

had a special clergy. Finally, it is to be added

that bark of Osiris at Abydos used to be entirely

rebuilt every time and equipped with the care of

the representatives, who, on their stelae, recorded

this fact of importance by means of a stereotypical

and very discreet sentence:
£

I directed work in the

Neshmet-bark’. 52
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tie a Saqqara’ RdE 31(1979) 140-41, n. (e), 142, n.

(k); Ward, Egyptian Administrative and Religious Titles

of the Middle Kingdom, with a Glossary of Words and

Phrases used (Beirut, 1982), 143 (n. 1229); J. Malek,
cAn Early Eighteenth Dynasty Monument of Sipair

from Saqqara
5

, JEA 75 (1989) 68-69, n. (180, 70, N.

(26); J.-L. Cnappaz, 'Un nouveau prophete en Abydos’

BSEG 14 (1990), 29, n. (g); Taylor, An Index ofMale

Non-Royal Egyptian Titles 190. For this writing, see:

Gardiner & Weigall, A Topographical Catalogue of the

Private Tombs at Thebes (London, 1913), 32.

13 Ranke, PN I, 257 (19), who read the name Hetet or

Hethet.
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14 For the ride r^-nswt which appeared in the Middle

Kingdom, see Urk. IV 1427. 17 Ward, Egyptian

AdministrativeandReligious Titles oftheMiddleKingdom,

101 (n. 846); D. Doxey, Egyptian Non-royal Epithets in

the Middle Kingdom (Leiden, 1998) 331 (9.1); Taylor,

An Index ofMale Non-Royal Egyptian Titles, 134 (1305).

As for V) n nswt cnhwy n /(y it was attested in differ-

ent forms in the New Kingdom, see Urk. IV, 540 (16-

17); R.A. Caminos & T.G.H. Games, Gebel es-Silsilah

I, The Shrines, 31 (London, 1963) Shrine 15, pi. 6;

P.E. Newberry, 'Description of the Objects found in

the Tomb , in: The tomb ofIouiya and Touiyou (1907)

7 (CG 511003); Taylor, An Index ofMale Non-Royal

Egyptian Titles, 134 (1306).

15 To be read mh-ib r
? n nb Swy m smnh rdyt m hr.f

Urk. IV 1513 (5); Taylor, An Index ofMale Non-Royal

Egyptian Titles, 122 (11 lb. It is worth mentioning that

K. Seth, had incorrectly transcribed the word rdyt as .

Urk. IV, (1313. 5)

16 For the title nfrw, see, Taylor, An Index ofMale Non-

Royal Egyptian Titles, 212 (2068). It is to be noted that

the word nfrw was given here the sign as a determina-

tive.

1 / The signs of this title, restored according to the traces

of three vertical signs, were written retrograde. For the

same title, see infra the text in the second register.

18 Ranke, TWI, 152 (9).

19 Owing to a lack of space the scribe of the text has omit-

ted the two signs .

20 If my reading is correct, this name was not attested in

Ranke, PNl, II, or III.

21 This feminine name is unattested in: Ranke, PN, but

for Tyl cf.7WI378 (1).

22 PNl, 360 (10).

23 Urk. IV, 1513 (13); Ward, Egyptian Administrative

and Religious Titles, 102 (n. 850a). The reading of this

title is in fact a problematic issue. W. Helck ,

c

Rpr
t

auf dem Thron des gb’ Or 19 (1950) 431; Helck,

Untersuchungen zu den Beamtentiteln des agyptischen

Alten Reiches (Gliickstadt, 1954), 56. Helck did not give

a reading for the thrice-repeated signs but he placed

the title in the framework of the Sed-festival and gave

the translation:
c

Rp c
.t fiir die drei Sockel’. Accepting the

connection of the title with the Sed-festival, S. Bosticco,

Museo Archeologico di Firenze. Le stele egiziane daW

Antico al Nuovo Regno I (Roma, 195 9) 56. Bosticco

did not neither give a reading for the three signs. _Ln an

18 th Dynasty example of the title, Naville read the three

signs idbw ‘domains’. E. Naville Bubastis (London,

1891), 32. Finally, according to Taylor, the title must

be read: Rp c
(t) r dnbw wsht. Taylor, An Index ofMale

Non-Royal Egyptian Titles, 136 (1325).

24 Urk. IV, 1513 (14); Taylor, An Index ofMale Non-Royal

Egyptian Titles, 185(1809).

25 For this meaning of Ih, see Wb. I, 15 (17), 16 (10).

26 The name tl-wr was written using the fetish of the 8
th

nome of Upper Egypt placed on a standard which bears

the religious symbols. The emblem consists of a wig,

with fillet and plumes, placed on pole. For this emblem

and the 8th nome, see P. Montet, Geographie de I’Egypte

Ancienne II (Paris, 1961), 99 ff.

27 In the group hnt.f rc rnpt, the sign might be sic for;

otherwise, it is a parallel of the group, Wb. Ill, 375 (10).

See also, additional comments infra.

28 For h cw = 'implements
5

, see Wb. Ill, 243 (3-15);

R. Faulkner, Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian

(Oxford 1976) 18d. t seems that the text here refers

to the statue ot Unnophris placed on the sacred bark of

Osiris. For this bark, cf. Montet, ueograpme de fEgypte

Ancienne II 103.

29 For this bark see additional comments infra.

30 In this titles which reads hsb b^kt Bwy hrpt Sm cw mhw,

the first part {hsb b^kt) is a conjectural restitution of

Urk. IV 1514 (1) but it occupies exactly the lacuna

and matches with the traces of signs.

31 To be read rhw hhy p^w nfrw m spw n nswt, cf. Urk. IV,

1514 (2); Taylor, An Index ofMale Non-Royal Egyptian

Titles, 138 (1340).

32 In tms line of the text, Sethe did not transcribe the

sign n which is still visible above the word nswt at the

beginning; he also incorrectly added the sign t under the

wr-bird. Finally, he transcribed the sign n after the sign,

and not before as shown on the stela. Urk. IV. 1514 (4)

33 According to Gardiner, Eg., § 100, it reads nb-r-dr.

34 Urk. IV, 1512. 15 (484).

35 For the same daring of the monument, see: Daressy,

ASAE19 (1920), 127.

36 This system of introducing the second name replaced

an earlier one in which it was preceded either by the

term rn.f njr his beautiful name’ or ni.f
c

his great

name’. This system tended to disaggregate, from the

sixth Dynasty, and rn nfr started to lose its original

meaning, to re-appear once more in the 3
rd Intermediate

Period. For more details about expressing the identity in

Ancient Egypt, see P. Vernus, LA IV, 320-326.

37 Cf. Posener,
c

Le mot egyptien pour designer le nom

magique’ RdE 16 (1964) 214 204; H. Guksch, Das
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Grab des Benja gen. Paheqamen, Theben Nr.343, AV7

,

(Mayence, 1978), 17-18; Vernus, LA IV, 323.

38 Daressy, ASAE 19 (1920), 130.

39 H.A. Schlogl, LA VI, 238-9.

40 Cf. Sandman-Holmberg, The God Ptah (Lund 1946)

61; H.A. Schlogl , Der Gott Tatenen. Nach Texten

und Bildern des Neuen Reiches, OBO 29 (1980) 105 ff;

Schlogl, LA VI, 238, n. 2; Ch. Leitz, Lexikon der

Agyptischen Gotter und Gotterbezeichrungen V, OLA 114

(2002), 876.

41 See E. Brovarski, LA V, 1059 and references.

42 CT VII, 15d-g, see Brovarski, LAY, 1058.

43 CT III, 183a (Spell 215), see Faulkner, The Ancient

Egyptian Coffin Texts (Oxford, 1978) 171.

44 KRIl, 174, 4.

45 In the light of this context, it is worth mentioning here

that the prayer inscribed on the private statue EMMA
19.2.3 from the Thutmosid period must be reviewed.

This invocation was translated as
c

the Council which

is in the Mansion of Sokar, Ptah, the great, residing

in fjenenet, and Anubis, lord of Resetau, lord of life,

Judge of the Underworld, that they may give an abode

to the soul of the scribe of the treasury ofAmun, Neb-

waaw, justified, in the House of Sokar in the following

of him who transfigures the soul in the fourth month of

Akhet; that they may advance his position, making true

his voice ...’ see: Hayes, The Scepter ofEgypt II, 158;

Brovarski, LA V, 1058.

46 For more details about the festivals of Osiris, cf. M-Ch.

Lavier,
c

Les mysteres ^Osiris a Abydos d
5

apres les steles

du Moyen Empire et du Nouvel Empire in: Akten

Munchen (1985) 3, 289-295; M-C. Lavier,
£

Les fetes

d Osiris a Abydos au Moyen Empire et au Nouvel

Empire Egypte, Afrique & Orient 1 0 (1998).

47 Lavier, Egypte, Afrique & Orient 10, 28.

48 For this bark in the Thinite nome, cf. C. Bonnet, RARG,

(1952), 521; Montet, Geographie de VE^ypte Ancienne,

103; J.G. Grifiths, LA IV, 627.

49 For the different forms of the bark s name, see: Lavier,

‘Les formes d
5

ecriture de la barque nSmt\ BSEG 13,

(1989), 89-101.

50 See for example Lavier, BSElj 3, the figures in pages:

27, 29.

51 Chappaz, BSEG 14 (1990), 23 ff., 27-8 n. (e).

52 We know for example that Ramsses II built a Neshmet-

bark, equal to the Maanedjet-bark of Ra, cf. Montet,

Geographie de VE^ipte Ancienne II (Paris, 1961) 103;

Lavier, BSEG 13, 2.
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The first to read native documents shortly

acquired by the Egyptian Museum of Turin was

the Decipherer of the ancient Egyptian scripts, Jean

Francois Champollion. Some distinguished pupils of

his endeavoured thereafter to apply his theories and

to explain the contents or single small monuments,

namely stelae.
1 But only about fifteen years later, the

Prussian scholar Richard Lepsius was to print the first

edition of a long papyrus, 2 one which he believed to

be the longest and most complete witness or its kind,

and which he dated to the Baltic period, fhis was a

first attempt (1842) to publish some comprehensive

papyrus scroll,
3 owing to the number of similar papyri

found in the tombs, as it was written in hieroglyphs, a

better known script in those times, although we cannot

maintain Lepsius’ opinion, based on a wrong dating,

about a Same recension of the Book of the Dead.

Actually papyrus is a fragile material, and should

be preserved in dry and quiet places, as the Theban

necropolis has proved to be. No wonder then that the

collection owned by the Turin Museum, gathered

mainly in that area, is especially rich in papyri. Their

dating of course depends on the times ancient Thebes

flourished, and on the quarters of the necropolis

which were spoiled by the antiquities hunters. The

rather homogeneous papyrus collections, now in

Turin, extend from the Ramesside period until the

Roman empire, and comprise particularly documents

in the hieratic, abnormal nieratic, demotic and

Greek scripts. In the following pages we shall limit

our treatment to the hieratic papyri belonging to

the New Kingdom. However, the research will push

us eventually out of the narrow walls of the Turin

Museum to find complements, either physical or

related to the contents, in other places. That will help

us know something more about the history of these

documents, since nothing is recorded about their

discovery and their early stages. On the contrary, tneir

history, both ancient and modern, is Deing written by

the studies in progress.
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About the middle of the nineteenth century,

new sensational discoveries were made, such as the

existence of works of entertainment and education,

and scholars became eager to know more about the

collections and to make their contents available.

Therefore, Wilkinson published the list of kings

(Royal Canon) already seen by Champollion 4 again

Lepsius turned himself to the plan of a tomb in the

Valley of the Kings while Chabas examined the

Gold Mines papyrus, 6 and Devena devoted himself

to the ‘papyrus judiciaire’.
7 Among the distinguished

European scholars Willem Pleyte set himself in

collaboration with Francesco Rossi, who became in

1870 Professor of Egyptology at the University of

Turin, and they both produced a thick book of papyri

in facsimile, which includes the best preserved pieces of

papyri, (excluding the funerary ones)
8 along with two

ostraca9
. Scholars could begin a harvest of promising

studies.
10 Wilhelm Spiegelberg pointed out among

the administrative papyri the Strike Papyrus, 11 while

among the literary papyri Max Muller recognised a

garland of love songs,
12 Herman Grapow the Hymn

to the Nile (1914) and Georg Steindorff a Ramesside

eulogy (1917); Gardiner recognised a copy of the

Satirical Letter.
1

3

More plates were to be the object of

dedicated studies, most of which are still underway.

Meanwhile Naville selected two Books of the Dead

dated to the New Kingdom 14
for his synoptic edition

of the Theban recension of the Book of the Dead.

In 1899 Ernesto Schiaparelli, who five years

earlier had been appointed director of the Egyptian

Museum, presented briefly at the twelfth Congress

of Orientalists in Rome, in front of an audience

dominated by Adolf Erman and Eugene Revillout,

some new results of ms personal research in that

field.
15 The publication of some of these was later

entrusted to two younger scholars, Giuseope

Botti and Thomas Eric Peet, pupils respectively of

Schiaparelli and Gardiner, 16 whichone edited a first

volume of hieroglyphic transcriptions, partly related

to some sheets already facsimiled by Rossi. More

scrolls found their way in the edition ofhomogeneous

volumes, in hieroglyphic transcription, by Gardiner 1

and Cerny. 18 Therein remarkable documents were

collected, already renowned as the (Turin) Strike

papyrus, 19 the Turin Indictment papyrus, the Letters

of the scribe Butehamon, among many others.

A step forward m the research had been taken:

documents were no longer considered according to

their state ofconservation, but rather in the light oftheir

contents and meaning, and were treated together with

similar evidence. Turin papyri entered the publications

of Piankoff,
20 Edwards, 21 Janssen

22
Bakir.

23

Some monographs resumed under a new

perspective older publications, like the Royal Canon24
,

the Tomb plan25 the Gold mines, 26 or added new

evidence. 27 Also the ostraca mainly coming from

Schiaparelli s excavations were reproduced28 and

checked, 29
the final edition being that of Lopez. 30

At this point anew problem came up: more fragments

pertaining to the Turin papyri and ostraca were noticed

in other collections like Geneva, which was provided

by the activity of the same Bernardino Drovetti who

sold his collection to Turin 31
or, rather mysteriously, in

Budapest. 32 A ritual scroll found by Schiaparelli in his

excavations at Deir el-Medina is actually shared with

the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, which owns its upper

part.
33 That shows that the remains housed in Turin

are by no means complete, and a hope to find more

complements somewhere is still likely.

There are other collections in Europe which

may have pieces completing those in Turin, or at

least showing a similar content or having the same

provenance.^ A series of papyri looted during the

French excavations at Deir el-Medina in 1928, and

belonging to the Amennakht archives, are now the

pride of the British Museum, being the outcome of

the Chester Beatty gift.
35 These papyri, mainly of
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literary character, are of special importance for our

research, as they provide a number of parallels to

similar documents in Turin. Sometimes the Turin

parallel helps reconstitute the London document, as

is the case of the papyrus with the Story of Isis and Re

(pBeatty XI). P. Beatty IX is a parallel to the Ritual

of Amenhotep I with a number of variants. P. Beatty

V holds a parallel to the Miscellany Turin D, which

has another parallel also in pAnastasi III. Fragments

of a book of aphrodisiacs in Turin are better preserved

than those of pBeatty VI. Sections of pBeatty VII and

VIII are found again among the Turin fragments36
P.

Beatty XVI corresponds to the beginning of the Book

ofThot preserved in the Turin great magical papyrus,

whose edition is forthcoming. It is true that the

papyrus with the Ritual ofAmenhotep I was found in

the excavations of Schiaparelli in 1910, but the ancient

collection gathered by Drovetti owned already several

fragments belonging to different books of the Daily

Ritual, beside the Ritual for opening the mouth.

Often the Chester Beatty papyri give a basis

to rearrange the scattered Turin fragments. 37 The

reconstitution ofsome manuscript at Turin happened

also to uncover the remnants of several parallel papyri

in a decayed condition in the same collection. On

another side some Turin texts were adapted to be

used as amulets. 38

At any rate the reconstruction of the rolls, even

when their contents are known already through better

preserved manuscripts, has proved essential in the

frequent case of rolls written on both sides, and with

an unknown text on one side. The discovery among

the Turin papyrus fragments of an exact parallel of

the Apopis Book in the pBremner Rhind at London39

has resulted in the ordering of the text on its verso,

probably related to spells for foretelling the future,
40

which allow us to recover a completely unattested

genre. More observations of this kind are to be

expected, also in relation with the study of ostraca.

Moreover the knowledge of genres and a detailed

study of reconstituted manuscripts may lead to a

completely renovated interpretation of what was

deemed. 41
It remains obscure why a calendar of the

feasts ofthe temple ofMontu at Armant slipped in the

archives ofDeir el-Medina, but it maybe enlightening

for more occurrences of this kind. In Turin several

manuscripts referred to works used to decorate the

tombs of the Valley of the Kings, namely the Book

of the heavenly Cow 42 and they may have been used

for the tomb of Ramesses VI. In fact several drawings

concern different plans drawn during the preparation

of the tomb of Ramesses IV. 43

A well-furnished school library contains several

classics, like the Hymn to the Nile (two manuscripts),44

the Satire on the Trades, the Maxims of Ptahhotep, 45

the Teaching ofa Man for his Son (two manuscripts),
46

and the Tale of Sinuhe. It is noteworthy that no

papyrus manuscripts for the Book of Kemyt, nor for

the Teaching of Amenemhat I,
47 nor the Prophecies

of Neferty, nor the Instruction of Hardedef, nor the

Instruction of Amennakht were detected in spite of

the high number of ostraca reporting these texts.

Ifwe compare the Chester Beatty papyri with the

Turin papyrus collection, we notice a wide range of

resemblances for the same or similar texts, but also

some remarkable differences. In the Chester Beatty

papyri, and in the Turin collection as well, there are

examples of the Hymn to the Nile, the Satire on the

Trades, the Satirical Letter, Love Songs, Miscellanies.

No roll however, among the Turin fragments,

is comparable to pBeatty I with the contendings

of Homs and Seth, or pBeatty II and its novel of

Blinding of Truth by Falsehood. pBeatty III reports

on its reverse a copy of the poem of the Battle of

Qadesh, which may be compared with a poem about

the wars of Thutmosis III in Turin. 48 PBeatty I

contains a praise of Ramesses V, while Turin owns a

collection of hymns to Ramesses VI and VII.
49
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Late Egyptian pieces of literature are now deemed

as 'actuality
5

literature^
0 opposed to ‘tradition

literature that may explain why the Late-Egyptian

novels are normally known only by one witness,

with the exception of the Miscellanies and some

instructions (Ani, Amennakht, Amenemope), in

contrast with Middle-Egyptian writings, which are

often known mainly through the school practice.

Otherwise the Turin evidence covers many items

which are known also from other sources, and it

sometimes shows a number of parallels of the same

texts.
51 For instance, the Book of Isis has not only a

parallel copy in pBeatty XI, bur the Turin ‘archives’

also held one more copy, in accurate calligraphy on a

roll written only on the obverse; and some quotations

can be found in the contemporary ostraca. The Dream

Book is well preserved in pBeatty III but a scrap of a

similar text is noticed also in Turin.

Mythical tales were encompassed in magical texts,

and include exotic topics as Seth/Baal and Anat and

Astarte, which are present both in the pBeatty VII

and at Turin. he wide horizon of the Ramesside

'empire is thereby present in its actuality. However, a

relationship of this material to the temple libraries must

be envisaged, though its historical background remains

open to questions. The school muster books, concerning

literature in Middle Egyptian draw from works produced

during the Twelfth Dynasty, i.e. about seven centuries

earlier. Some magical texts also drew from old materials,

in addition to ritual and religious books.

Moreover it is interesting to point out the

literary fields which are lacking in the Turin, or

Deir el-Medina material in general. No medical

texts, comparable to the renowned treatises of the

New Kingdom, were available; nor mathematical

handbooks or what in general is termed science.

Unique pieces are the Royal Canon, a private

copy of some official document; or the Map of the

Gold Mines, an extraordinary example of descriptive

topography and geology; 2 and the Satiric-erotic

papyrus. 53 On another side at least three manuscripts

of the Instruction of Ani certainly come from Deir

el-Medina; while the Instruction of Amennakht is

reconstructed only from ostraca,
54 and there is just a

small ostracon for the late Instruction of Amenope,

which was to become widespread.

Indeed the ostraca help to ascertain the knowledge,

and the popularity, of rarely attested works, like

the Teacnine for Merikare. Nothing refers to the

Middle Kingdom Story of the Peasant, in spite of

some possible quotations in the Ramesside tombs. 5 -

These observations are good to check the reception of

literature over the centuries.

We can also try to form an opinion about some

special find as the case of intact burials. The tomb

of Sennedem, dated to the Nineteenth Dynasty and

discovered in 1882 gave the airo ostracon with a

large quotation of the Story of Sinuhe; but no roll

of the Book of the Dead was found in tnis tomb.

During the Ramesside period chapters of the Book

of the Dead were mainly used to decorate the walls of

the funerary chambers.

The tomb of architect Kha, a wealthy official,

found in 1906, can be dated to the end of the reim

of Amenhotep III. The Book of the Dead made for

Kha and his wife was produced in the same workshop

as the Book of the Dead of Yuya, the king’s father-

in-law. However in the extremely various and rich

furniture of this tomb nothing literary turned out.

This ‘deception’ can be understood under several

insights: Kha, an excellent and estimated technician,

was no learned man. Or more probably, the works

which we have described above belong to the ‘reality’

school, administration, work, and are not the heritage

of what we now consider literature’. Among the

Deir el-Medina people we find no narratives nor

biographies: does it mean that this level of society had

no language excellencies?
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Just a few meters outside the tomb of Arch.

Kha, and a couple of centuries later, a conspicuous

amount of rather well-preserved papyri was to be

deposed until its discovery in 1928. What happened

to the Eighteenth Dynasty documents? Not a scrap of

evidence remains from Deir el-Medina.
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Abstract

The aim oftms paper is to examine the iconography

ofdonkeys in Old Kingdom scenes executed in private

tombs and how the ancient Egyptians utilized them

in their farming community. Three categories of

donkey usages can be specified: (1) Donkeys carrying

loads; (2) Donkeys threshing grain; and (3) Donkeys

carrying officials. The paper ends with a discussion

seeiking to evaluate the relationship between people

and donkeys.

Introduction

The Egyptian term for a male donkey is
r^

] and

c
^t for a female one.

2 The hieroglyphic word is written

with a phonogram sign *1 a phallus, alluding to its

strength and sexuality/ and a donkey.

Two main species of donkeys4 were known in

ancient Egypt, Equus asinus, which was probably

identified during the late Pre-dynastic and in early

Dynastic period. Bone remains of domesticated

Equus asinus were found at el-Omari, 5
as one of the

first sites, and at other sites such as Maadi, 6 Helwan,

and Abusir. 7

Representations in Old Kingdom tombs8 indicate

the existence of Equus africanus the Arrican Wild

Ass, which lived wild in the desert.
9 Examples of

hunting wild donkeys dates to the New Kingdom;

examples are shown on a painted box from the tomb

ofTutankhamun, now exhibited in Cairo Museum, 10

on the Mitrahina stela ofAmenhotep II,
11 and on the

walls of the temple of Medinet Habu. 12

(1) First Category: Donkeys carrying Loads

Donkeys carrying weights and loads were

commonly represented in agriculture pursuits in Old

Kingdom tombs, in cemeteries both at the residence

and in the provinces: for instance in the tombs of 7y-

mryP Nfr-b?w-pth,
1 ^ Sndm-ib^ R c-h c

.f-
rnh,

16
K3-m-nfrt ,

1

7
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SSm-nfi. 7V
7

, 1 8 and Htp-n-pth
19

at Giza; and in the tombs

of Nfr-irt.n.f,
20 Phn-wi-k^ 21 Shm-rnh-pth

22 and 3ht-htp
23

at Saqqara; and in the tombs of Hw.ns24
at Zawyet

el-Amwat, Wr-ir.n.i
2

'
)

at Sheikh Said, Ppy-cnh-hrj-ib
2G

at

Meir, and 7 /
27

at Deir el- Gabrawi.

This category is best represented in the tomb of

Nfr-irt.n.f at Saqqara. It dates to the Fifth Dynasty,

and it comprises two phases:

Description

The scene in question occupies the whole east

wall; it shows the deceased and his wife standing

viewing agriculture activities depicted in seven

registers. The first phase is depicted in the fifth

register, apparently showing a group of donkeys

having transferred their loads and being driven

back heading to be loaded once again with sheaves

or grain sacks. The second phase is illustrated in

the sixth register, showing a loaded donkey with

an oval-shaped bag. Over the donkey’s back is a

sort of cloth or saddle. Behind the donkey stood

its drover, depicted hanging a linen band from the

front, while uplifting his right hand with a stick,

whereas his left hand is in the gesture ot aiding the

donkey with its loads.

The donkey is employed28
in agriculture scenes; 29

the work however comprises a sequence of stages to

accomplish its duties. A first phase depicts a scene

composing a group of men chasing their unloaded

donkeys towards their sheaves.30 An earlier account

of a complete scene of donkeys’ arrival comes from

a preserved relief in the tomb of 7y-miy51
at Giza. In

the middle register these donkeys are again depicted

in one queue, facing the opposite direction,

indicating carrying more loads. The number of

donkeys shown is usually from four to eight, and

the number of drovers varies from one scene to

another. When drovers are shown following their

donkeys in one queue, they see:m to be similar

to the number of donkeys, so that each drover is

responsible for one donkey, 32 but sometimes each

drover is looking after two donkeys. 33 They are

shown wearing short open kilts,
34 clasping either

long sticks or short ones. A scene represents the

lead man holding two rhythm sticks . Some scenes

represent them barefooted, but other instances

depict them with sandals, more likely to protect

their feet from the donkeys’ hooves. 36

A standard caption over the donkeys’ heads

reads: 'driving back a hundred donkeys’. 37 The text,

however, indicates that the donkeys’ tasks require

cycles of carrying and dropping their load.

This first phase is usually represented in a

separate register,
38 but some scenes represent it

along the same register with the second phase. 39

A remarkable scene pictures two donkeys meeting

each other: one is shown loaded and the other

unloaded, yet on its way to transport more

produce. The loaded donkey’s facial appearance

see:ms to be expressing its unhappy experience

from the heavy load it is carrying.
40 The second

phase shows donkeys carrying corn sheaves and cut

grain bundles, attached to the backs of the donkeys

to be transferred to the threshing floor.
41 Donkeys

may be male"52 or female. 43 They are illustrated

between one to five in number, shown laden with

sacks filled with grain or sheaves, fastened up at

the top.
44 They are shown with an elaborate saddle-

cloth, rectangular in shape, composing a section of

fringed fabric, probably to fit the donkeys’ back. 45

Its function is to offer safety for the carried product

besides protecting the animal’s bare skin, which is

not rough enough to bear the load friction on its

back. 46

Baskets differ in shape and size.
47 They include

a basket or leathern bag fixed firmly, by ropes and

bands, on the back of the donkey and around

its belly, more likely to prevent the load from
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falling. Examples represent them oval
48

in shape

but sometimes the rounded top is shown flat
49

rather than circular. Other forms are rectangular’0

hexagonal' 1 and rhomboid. 52
Additional pile of

sheaves is sometimes shown attached to the top 53

in other instances, the sheaf is absent where the bag

takes the shape of a pear.
Vt
Janssen argued however

that the donkey would be capable of carrying loads

of approximately 50 kg partitioned into equal parts

on both sides .

5

Donkey drovers are one 56 two) 7 or three’
8

in

number. They are shown naked59 or wearing either

plain short kilt
60

or short open kilt,
61 which vary in

length, believed to be an upturned one or placed

in different ways, enabling them to run freely after

their donkeys Other instances show them having

a linen band hanging down around their necks,

suggested63
to be for cleaning dirt and sweat from

the body. Visual representations show them with

their natural hair, since workmen are not shown

bearing wigs;
64

since they are exposed to the sun,

it would be too hot to wear them. Yet wearing

wigs, by donkey drovers, in agriculture theme is

introduced first at Saqqara and later at Giza . Also,

a possible example is shown in the chapel tomb of

Wr-ir-n.i at Sheikh Said.
66

Sometimes, scenes show three drovers

accompanying one donkey, 67 each shown in

different gestures.
68 The first who, precedes the

donkey, is sometimes shown with his head turned

towards the donkey, while orienting the direction

in which the donkey moves. He is shown raising

one hand to grasp the load, presumably to prevent

it from falling. His duty might be also to stop the

donkey from moving when needed. The second

drover is shown moving beside the donkey.

Sometimes he is depicted naked, indicating a

young boy, and raising his hands in a gesture of

steadying the donkey’s heavy loads or perhaps

helping to balance the heavy weight in place on the

donkey’s back. The third drover, who is shown at

the back of the donkey, is illustrated putting one

hand on the load while his other hand is raised

with a stick probably to fast the donkey’s speed. 69

Some interesting scenes show them holding their

sticks under their armpits. 70 One scene shows two

drovers assisting one donkey; they are stretching

their arms out, pulling and pushing the load to be

rightly balanced on its back. 71
It is not possible to

be sure, with these scenes, whether they accurately

represen t the number ofmen driving a donkey on a

particular occasion or rather provide an abbreviated

sequence of the range of actions needed to keep a

donkey at work.

An unusual scene72 represents a female figure

followine a loaded donkey and its drover. She is

wearing a head band shown fastened at the back of

her head, carrying a sack over her head, supporting

it with her right hand and holding another bag

with her left hand. She is wearing a simple short

skirt, presumably to free her move, and is also

shown barefooted.

An interesting scene shows the transport of

gazelles on donkey-back; 73 where a group of young

gazelles are shown caged in a small box on the

donkeys’ back. The donkey is followed by a drover,

named as the ‘Supervisor ^-priest Ftk-B (?)\ He

is shown supporting the box with one hand and

driving the donkey by a stick with the other. Texts

labeling these agricultural scenes are straightforward

labels: for instance, from the tomb of Ppy- rnh-hrj-

i.b
74 above the right hand group, there is the label

'lifting the barley, and above the left hand group is

written 'lifting the emmer
5

. In the tomb ofNfr-b^w-

pth75 the caption labels 'carrying away with a herd

of donkeys’ and 'causing to go slowly that which

comes behind’.
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(2) Second Category: Donkeys threshing

grain

Threshing is the process where donkeys tread on

the stems of grain and walk over the grain, spread on

the threshing floor, using their round sharp hooves,

until most of the grain is separated .

76 The term sp.t

indicates 'threshing floor’ although, during the Old-

Kingdom the —t was often omitted .

77

This type of scene appears, for instance, in the

tombs of Sndm-ib 8
, R c-wr79

, Rc-hc
.f-

cnh80
, SSm-nfr IV,

81

Htp-n-ptJf
1 and Snfrw-htp

^ 3 in Giza; in the tombs of

Nfr-irt.n.f,

84 Phn-wi-k?,
85 Shm-rnh-pth ,

s6
Pth-htp I ,

87
Iht-

htpy
88 Htp-k?

89 and cnh-m c-hr
)0

at Saqqara; and in the

tombs of Hw.ns, 9]
Wr-ir.n.i

92 and Ppy^nh-hrj-ib^

In a scene from the tomb ofNfr-lrt.n.fthe threshing

process is shown:

Description

Seven donkeys are shown treading grain

on a raised floor. They are moving in different

directions, most likely forming a circle. Amusingly

one of the donkeys is shown nibbling some grain

from the floor, while the other is shown uplifting

his head. The herd is supervised by a drover, who

is shown naked, while hanging a band of cloth

resting on his neck. He is raising up a long stick

with one hands, while his other hand is directing

one of the donkeys.

An interesting scene is executed in the tomb of

R c-h c
f-

cnh:

Description

The relief illustrates a herd of donkeys shown

heading in different directions, and with no saddle-

cloth on their backs. There are three attendants or

drovers. One is shown standing at the back of the

herd, with a raised stick. The other male figure is

depicted naked at the front of the herd; he is shown

leaning backwards, and pulling one of the donkey’s

fore-legs. The drover standing in the middle, placed

at the centre of the floor, is shown outstretching his

two arms in a manner of organizing the threshing

process.

A depiction from the tomb of Til
94

at Saqqara,

shows the labourers unfastening the bags placed on

the ground, while the sheaves in them are scattered

next to the threshing floor in preparation for the

threshing phase.

Scenes always show a raised flat round area,

judging from pictures, on a level higher than that

of the floor. This suggests a circular area in which

the threshing process takes place, since a man is

standing in the centre of the floor.
9 ’ Donkeys96

were most likely anven around the floor in a circle

to crush the grain; they vary in number from

one scene to another, but presumably they are

sufficient in number to fulfill the duty. They are

always represented moving together; one is shown

attempting to run in an opposite direction, another

is depicted upraising its head possibly braying; a

further is figured pausing and lowering its head,

in a desire to nibble some cereal or grain .

97 The

donkeys are not wearing a saddle-cloth on their

backs, since the nature ofwork required their sharp

pointed hooves and not their backs.

The drovers are usually two in number; one is

shown standing in front of the herd and the other

standing at its back. Sometimes a male figure is

shown in the middle, as if to watch out the work

carefully. Harpur identified this as a
c

new feature ’. 98

All seem to be keeping the donkeys in position on the

threshing floor to accomplish their task. Each man

is shown brandishing either a long or a short stick.

They are wearing short kilts, sometimes fastened with

ribbons (?) at its back or its side and are shown

barefooted." One example shows an apparently

nude figure .

100 The scene is generally labeled with a

caption that reads: 'turn back with them'
101
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(3) Third Category: Donkeys carrying

officials

Representations ofmen riding102 donkeys are rare;

however, three examples of officials riding donkeys

are known to me in Old Kingdom reliefs. These are

from the tombs of Hw-wi-wr ,

103 Ny- rnh-Hnmw and

Hnmw-htp .

m

Description

In the tomb of Hw-wi-wr at Giza, on the

eastern wall of the chapel, the fourth register shows

an elaborate depiction of the tomb owner sitting

directly, inside a litter without a cushion, fastened

on a pair of donkeys’ backs by thick ropes. One of

these is shown nibbling a bit of grass. The tomb

owner is holding a piece of cloth or perhaps a

handkerchief (?) in his right hand, and leaning on

a staff in his left hand, a symbol of high status. He

is wearing a wig and a short pointed beard. Behind

him is a donkey drover, wearing a short kilt and

holding a stick in his right hand, while his left hand

is placed on his shoulder, in a sign of admiration.

The procession is followed by another drover who

is also holding a stick, but wearing a short kilt and

having a band of linen with two strips hanging

over his neck, and is wearing sandals. The text in

front ofHw-wi-wr reads: 'Acquaintance of the king,

Hw-wi-wr . The reason for this ride see:ms to be the

inspection of his cultivation activities.
1(b A parallel

scene is shown in the tomb of ppy- cnh-hrj-ib, who

is shown seated on a carrying-chair placed on the

floor to watch and inspect the harvest process.
106

Another scene appears in the tomb of Ny-

Cnh-Hnmw and Hnmw-htp. here Ny- Cnh-Hnmw 107
is

portrayed kneeling in an open carrying chair, set

on the back of a pair of donkeys. He is holding the

chair arm with one hand, holding a long stick with

the other, and wearing a long wig. Above him is

a hieroglyphic text stating his titles, his name and

the reason of his trip. It reads: 'Traveling to the

Beautiful West
5

, indicating that the possible reason

for the visit was to view his tomb in the Beautiful

West, in the necropolis.

‘To the right of the procession is the donkey

drover, wearing a short kilt and a band of linen,

hanging over his neck, depicted with sandals on

his feet. He is holding a long stick with one hand

and grass with the other. He is shown turning back

towards the two donkeys, and offering grass to

their mouths; one of the donkeys has decided to

nibble some. Another drover is shown following

the two donkeys. He is dressed the like as the first

drover, and also holding a stick in his hand. The

procession is followed by a male figure, shown

carrying a bag over his shoulder which might

contain the equipment needed for such a journey’.

The tomb-owner is either shown in a seated

position, with his knees up in a wooden chair

tied to the backs of two donkeys. Partridge
108 has

argued that the rider has to balance himself above

the donkeys’ hips, which apparently see:ms to be

uncomfortable, but it is not possible to judge from

the scenes. However, the reliefs show no evidence

of padding to the chair that would make it a more

comfortable journey.

Pictorial and textual evidence is absent for the

riding of a donkey. 109 Houlihan has argued that

‘in contrast to their modern descendants, ancient

Egyptians apparently opted not to ride on the back

of the donkey’. 110 Against this opinion, Janssen and

Janssen
111 argue that reliefs on the walls of private

tombs cover religious contexts, besides a number of

domestic activities, and do not necessarily represent

daily life fully.

One would argue that the ancient Egyptian

villagers must have ridden the backs of the donkeys,

resembling their ancestors in modern Egypt; a

practice which is restricted to lower strata in the
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Egyptian hierarchy. For that reason it was not

shown on the walls of the tombs. Another opinion

is that the Ancient Egyptians also preferred going

on foot.

Discussion

Depiction of donkeys are absent in the Fourth

Dynasty, yet frequent in the Egyptian art of the

Fifth and Sixth Dynasties ,

1 12
utilizing both male

and female donkeys ,

113
in the three categories

discussed above, as well as ploughing; a rare activity

for the employment of donkeys .

1 1

4

Yet Nibbi 11 ’

has noted that 'Louise Klebs 1 16 draws attention to a

passage in Papyrus Lansing 1 r which speaks rather

affectionately of the feminine ass which pulls the

plough at the required time’.

The iconography of the Egyptian donkey

shows it fairly large in size, with long ears, normally

grey in color, and with dark stripes along its back

and across the shoulders .

118 The advantage of the

donkey as a domesticated animal is that it is easy to

keep; they also can simply live on small quantities

of regular forage, and are long-lived, sometimes

reaching their fortieth year, and they reproduce

well, providing new generations at minimum cost to

their owners. However, one of their disadvantages

is their low speed.
1

9

Measuring the relationship between people

and donkeys

The environment which surrounded the Egyptians

imposed a high level of contact with animals. Strouhal

expressed this association: It seems more likely that

among the agricultural community the orderly cycle

of seasonal work, added to the contact with the

animal world/ 120 Tomb scenes indicate contrasting

relationship from care to cruelty. Such care is executed

in a scene from the tomb of B^kt at Beni Hassan
,

121

representing a procession of male and female donkeys

moving with their young foals, and following a driver

who is shown carrying a foal gently on his shoulder,

while at the rear of the procession a small male figure,

is shown with upraised hands holding a stick. The

question which rises is the nature of the contradiction

between these two behaviors towards the animal

simultaneously depicted at the same scene. Would

the first action allude to love of donkeys whereas

the second performance is regarded as superiority or

brutality towards the donkeys?

For instance, scenes show a repetitive motif

which occurred in different categories in donkey

illustrations .

122 They represent what is probably a

punishment of a reluctant donkey by one or two

drovers. One example represents the donkey moving

to the opposite direction of the loaded donkeys in

the same register, while one of the drovers is shown

standing in front, tugging the donkey’s right foreleg

and pulling his ears. The other driver is shown

goading the animal’s rear with a short stick held in one

hand, while pulling his tail with the other .

124 Murray

suggested that this behavior towards the animal is

'with the intention either of maiang it stand still or of

throwing it A drover’s cry accompanies the scene

it reads: 'Hurry back to thy things ’. 126

A negative personal attitude towards the donkey is

portrayed in the tomb of Iti at Gebelein, daring to the

First Intermediate Period. The scene represents the

donkey carrying a sack fastened to its back, probably

to be transported to granaries. It is followed by a driver

who holding a stick over his shoulder. Significant is

a depiction of a red sore wound at the donkey’s hind

part, apparently in consequence of being beaten .

127

Similar behavior is evident from a text, dated to the

Nineteenth Dynasty, from Deir el Medina, l28where a

man is addressing ms colleague (?). The text reads:

c

What means your telling me in speaking falsely

about the donkeys, They have become of no use to

you, ’and your telling [me], The she-ass is ill owing to

the shabuti, when I asked you if its illness commenced
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during the decade (a ten-day period)? Now look here,

you shall bring it back loaded up [for] all your people.’

The text alludes to donkey’s mistreatment, recording

its sickness from being beaten by a shabuti 129 which

Wente 130
interpreted as a wooden implement that

has caused the donkey some discomfort’ and also

transporting many people .

131

Another threshing scene from the tomb ofanx-ma-

Hr shows seven donkeys trampling over a threshing

floor; one of the donkeys is shown eating, with cereals

in his mouth, while two drovers are administering

sticks to them. The text reads:
C

I will persuade you to

turn there in ’

_

132

On the other hand, a positive relationship is

shown in reliefs representing herds of donkeys in a

number of agricultural scenes, with their breeding 133

foals who appear in different representations .

1 34 They

are not carrying any loads or involved in any work,

but simply accompanying their herd
,

135
as if they are

receiving training to perform equivalent work in the

future. It also indicates their care in treating foals. A

threshing scene shows a donkey raising his foreleg

facing his drover, the text reads; 'Descend with them,

comrade ’. 136 The caption composes an indication to

sort of companionship. Also placing a sort of cloth or

a rug on the donkey’s back is another sort of care in

treating the donkeys .

137

A textual record from Deir el Medina ,

1 ,8 dating

to the Twentieth Dynasty, is addressed to the scribe

of the necropolis: ‘select the good one [meaning the

donkey] and treat it well [with] proper treatment
5

,

indicating possessors care towards donkeys.

Finally, why did the ancient Egyptians use sticks

in driving donkeys? Physiologically, donkeys see:m to

be stubborn and single minded ,

139 and perhaps sticks

are the appropriate means to direct and encourage

donkeys to continue with their jobs, since they had to

perform hard long-term work. Waving sticks might

play a symbolic role to scare the donkeys rather than

applying actual beating, yet as a result of the personal

aggressiveness ofsome drovers’ some of these donkeys

were wounded. However, cruelty was not the basis

in dealing with donkeys, for the ancient Egyptians

usually cared for donkeys and understood the need for

such animals ,

140
since their first domesticated them.
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31 . For the matter of prestige’s, Urk. IV, 123o, 3-5 —

Gebel Barkal stela of Tuthmosis III, the defeated chiefs

are allowed to ride away on donkeys, because the king

has taken their horses from them. On the basis of a

text in O. Cairo 25543 lines 4-5, Janssen stated that

donkeys were employed in pulling chariots in rare

occasions. See: J. Janssen, The Commodity Prices from

the Ramesside Period (Leiden, 1975) 170; cf. argument

ofNibbi in ZAS 106 (1979) FN (61). Textual evidence

dating to the New Kingdom alludes to chariots pulled

by donkeys. See: Brewer, et al.. Domestic Plants and

Animals 100.

103 PM 1112, 255 (5); LD II, 43 (a); S. Hassan, Excavations

at Giza, I (Cairo, 1932) 244-246, fig 104 L. Klebs, Die

Reliefs des alten Reiches (2980-2475 v. Chr.) (Heidelberg,

1915), 29.

104 PM 1112, 642 (11); Mossa und Altenmiiller, Das Grab

des Nianchchnum und Chnumhotep pis. 42-3.

105 Cf. Harpur, Decoration in Egyptian Tombs, 55.

106 Blackman, Meir IV, 38, pi. XIV. Cf. A.M. Roth,

‘The practical economics of tomb-building in the Old

Kingdom: a visit to the necropolis in a carrying chair

,

in: D.P. Silverman (ed.) For His Ka. Essays Offered in

Memory ofKlaus Baer (Chicago, 1994), 227-240.

107 Mossa und Altenmiiller, Das Grab des Nianchchnum

und Chnumhotep 114, pi. 42. For Hnmw-htp seated

on a carrying chair over the back of two donkeys cf.

Mossa und Altenmiiller, Das Grab des Nianchchnum

und tmumhotep, 115, pi. 43.

108 Partridge, Transport in Ancient Egypt, 97.

109 Gautier, in: Baud and Shubert (eds,), Encyclopedia,

301; Owing a great number of domesticated donkeys

is viewed as bearing high measure of status in society.

See: Partridge, Transport in Ancient Egypt, 96; they were

shown counted in tribute and booty scenes indicating

their value to the country cf. PM 112, 344 (10).

110 Houlihan, Animal World, 31; cf. Darby, The Gift of

Osiris, I, 235.

111 Janssen and Janssen, Egyptian Household /immals, 36;

also see: Partridge, 1 runsport in Ancient Egypt, 97.

1 12 W.S. Smith, Histoiy oJbgyptia72 Sculpture ana Painting

in the Old Kingdom (London, 1946), 172.

1 1 3 There was no difference between the price of both

genders. See:: Janssen Ramesside Period study of

donkey prices in commodity Prices, 165-79; cf. Niboi,

ZAS 106 (1979), 154.

1 14 Ploughing is the process where animals, usually sheep,

would stamp over seerds, using their hooves, to immerse

them on a soft land, to a reasonable profundity. See:

Brunner-Traur, LA II (1977) 27; Brewer, et ai.

Domestic Plants andAnimals, 1 00.

115 Nibbi, ZAS 106, 155.

116 Cf. Klebs, alten Reiches, 51; L. I<Clebs, Die Relief und

Malereiendes Mittleren Reiches (Heidelberg, 1922), 27.

1 17 A. Erman, Papyrus Lansing (Kobenhaven, 1925), 39.

118 Gautier, in: Baud and Shubert (eds,), Encyclopedia,

301.

119 Partridge, Transport in Ancient Egypt, 95; Janssen and

Janssen, Egyptian Household Animals, 36; Strouhal, Life

of the Ancient Egyptians, 11 .

120 Strouhal, Life ofthe Ancient Egyptians, 117-8

121 Dating to the Twelfth Dynasty, see: J. Champollion,

Monuments de I’Egypte et de la Nubie (Paris, 1845), pl-

CCCXCI.

122 Cf. Junker, Giza XI, Fig 75; Cf. Harpur, Decoration in

Egyptian Tombs, 20/

.

123 Murray, Saqqara Mastabas I, pi. XI; tomb of R c-wr

Hassan, Excavations at Giza I, 33 fig 26.

124 LD II, 47.

125 Murray, Saqqara Mastabas I, 1 5.

126 Davies, Mastaba of Ptahbetep and Akhethetep at

Saqqareh, 14.
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127 Museo Egizio, Turin cf. Houlihan, Animal World, pi.

XIII.

128 168. O. Berlin 12398 translation after Wente, Letters

from Ancient Egypt, 137.

129 Parallel spelt words indicate 'baton
5

or ‘cudgel’.

130 Wente, Lettersfrom Ancient Egypt, 170 (3).

131 Cf. Brewer, et al., Domestic Plants and Animals, 100;

Janssen and Janssen, Egyptian Household Animals, 37.

For a possible example in a threshing context, dating to

the Old Kingdom, of beating donkeys see: inscription

in Fisher, Minor Cemetery at Giza, 100, pi. 53

132 Kanawati and Hassan, The Teti Cemetery at Saqqara II,

pi. 77 (room I). In the story of the Eloquent Peasant,

the peasant’s donkeys were punished for eating grain

in the field by being made to thresh. See:: Lichtheim,

Ancient Egyptian Literature, 171.

133 For cattle-breeding scenes see: Weeks, Mastabas of

Cemetery G6000, 41, fig. 33, pis. 17-25; Junker, Giza

XI, fig. 93, pi. XXIV [b].

134 Foals are mentioned in contracts and illustrated in

animal processions. See: Janssen and Janssen, Egyptian

Household Animals, 36; Partridge, Transport in Ancient

Egypt, 96; Representations of young animals dare to

the Fifth Dynasty see: Harpur, Decoration in Egyptian

Tombs, 210. There existence in large number suggests

a regular breeding system. See: Brewer, et al., Domestic

Plants andAnimals, 100.

135 Murray, Saqqara Mastabas I, pi. XI; LZ) 11,106b, 107.

136 Kanawati and Hassan, The Teti Cemetery at Saqqara II,

pi. 77 (room I).

137 Nibbi 7£4 64, 57; Nibbi, ZAS 106, 153.

138 P. Turin 1976 translation after Wente, Letters from

Ancient Egypt, 137-8.

139 Brewer, et al. , Domestic Plants andAnimals, 100.

140 The Ancient Egyptians knew the donkeys’ basic qualities,

practices, feeding, growth, illness and reproduction.

They kept them at Pens overnight away from wild

animals or thieves. Examples are derived from Old

Kingdom tomb scenes; for example on the walls of the

mastaba of Mmvld five species of animals are shown

eating from troughs and lower registers represent hyenas

being fattening up. See: P. Duel et al. , The Mastaba of

Mereuka II (Chicago, 1938) pi. 153. Also a wooden

model comes from the tomb of Mkt-rcc
t Deir el Bahari

dated to the Eleventh Dynasty depict a pens where four

cattle are feeding from a manger, in which the front two

men force-feeding two cows. Cf. Strouhal, Life of the

Ancient Egyptians, 110.
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A Coptic Letter from Ihnasya el Madinah, Cairo Museum TR 1245,

with References to Coptic Medicine*

uki^uljl^l 1245 3 I uxU i^UAt

Randa Baligh and Maher Eissa
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Papyrus Cairo (Ihnasya el Madinah).

Special Register Number (TR): 1245. 1

Provenance: Ihnasya el Madinah, Beni Suef

District.

Date: 7
th
-

8

th century CE

Size: Length 22 cm, width 16 cm (CG 3070 5).

Hand: Generally related to Stegemann, Taf 9, 1 1.
2

Palaeography: Papyrus is written in large clear

handwritinp- with the aid of a thin pen. The writing

does not have any ligatures. Certain clauses are

punctuated with a point above the line.

Dialect: Standard Fayoumic.

Content or Subject: Personal letter with medical

terms.

Preservation: The left hand side of the first seven

lines of this text is preserved in a good condition with

only a small lacuna at the beginning of the 4 th and 7
th

lines.

Names mentioned: Athanasius and Shenote.
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Papyrus TR 1245, Recto.

The Text:

Recto:

1-

^ NqApen(N) mn n^cux nim tn npocK, ^ycu

2 - / Mrrre 6 Mnenoy xm, eneiAH kc [oyN

3 - m e nemeei xi Tei Koyi Ney [oru

4 - ti e<\y ngk npocneK<\^ioMA x\(v ti

5 - ^]hki ToypTi<\ Xepr«xcTON (eir<\cTON?) x nxXf

6 -
(})] jp neTCAoyN xe Fini 6ihi \hi/ MiTei|

7 - N eKAAClACTIKON* NCI ei C£e(l) [f\ H^xy

5 - TOyTlA

7- eKK ClACTIKON

Translation:

Recto:

- First of all things we make obeisance and
[

2 -
. . .the healing of your light, since you know [

3 - May your charity reach me and accept this

small bless [ing]

4 - I give glory to you according to your rank and I
[

5 - Poor: cottage smoke one, erjaqrov one,

[

6 - That is god who knows that I did not find

celery [

7 - Ecclesiastic (Churchly?) those I write them [

Verso:

. . .n<x©io© ne Tp<\TiA<\Tiic? q;eNoyTe n t/

ex

Athanasius the commander + Shenote the least.
3

Comments:

This letter is written m text-book standard

Fayoumic by a monk or monastic person called

Shenote to someone called Athanasius the commander

<5Tp«\TYAATYC.

It is easy to notice that this is a medical papyrus

as it contains certain expressions and terms used in

these kinds of papyri.
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Letter from Shenote to Athanasius

This letter seems to be in reply to another letter

of inquiry regarding a medical condition. It appears

that the person called Athanasius who was a military

commander, had some problem in his eye (wood or

blood in eyes).
4 So he sent a letter to this monastic

person called Shenote to ask him about the medicine.

Shenote then responded with this letter including a

prescription for his illness.

In Coptic times, monasteries and churches were

used as medical centers. For example, many medical

papyri were found surrounding the monastery oiAp

a

Jeremiah in Saqqara. The temples of the Pharaonic

period were centers of knowledge and learning. The

priests of these temples were also known as healers.

Certain sects of priests were particularly famous

for this such as the priests of the goddess Sekhmet.

This also continued in Roman Egypt and during

the Islamic period as some mosques were known as

medical centers. Many large present day mosques

around Egypt also have medical centers attached who

treat people with very reasonable prices and in some

cases entirely for free.

Although very little information can be gathered

from this fragmentary letter, it is still important

because it offers some medical terms such as ToyTiA
5

.

This is the first time that term appears in Coptic

documentary texts. The term epr<xcTon is also

not a commonly used term. It sounds like a Greek

word but could not be located in dictionaries or other

books. The word ergaston was almost certainly used

as a remedy for eye illnesses, particularly blood in the

eyes. Perhaps we may find a translation for this word

in other texts.
5

The word 4 had two different

meanings in the late Roman empire.

First it designated an army general. It is derived

from the feminine term aTpair|MTtoaa. It was also

used in literary compositions during the Byzantine

empire between the 6 th and 7
lh centuries CE as the

military title ofMagister militurn during the Byzantine

empire. It was also equivalent to the term tribunus

(civitatis). It is sometimes used in connection with

relatively low offices of notary. From the 6 th century,
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it does not necessarily denote a general in the active

service but is mostly used as an honorary title.
6

It is

like using the term pasha for police officers and others

nowadays in Egypt after it was abolished as a title,

or using the word prince in the past to denote fine

manners or grace. Second, it was a modest ride. It

often appears on seals of the 6 th-8 th century. The title

'stratelates is sometimes mentioned as an isolated

dignitary. 7

In Byzantine times and especially in literary texts,

6TpATY Tyc translates as a military commander. At

the end of the 7
th

to 9
th

centuries it is probably more

appropriate to translate it as an officer 'honorary title
5

.

However, in this letter, it is more likely a real commander

since the tone indicates respect and awe such as line 4:
C

I

give glory to you according to your rank’.

Dialect of the letter: The dialect of this letter

is standard Fayoumic. 8 The papyrus was found in

Ihnasya el Madinah, Beni Suef District but was

probably written in Fayoum. In any case, there is a

possibility that the Fayoumic dialect was used in the

whole area surrounding Fayoum and not just Fayoum

itself. It is difficult in some cases to define the exact

borders of a particular dialect.
9

Commentary:

1

-

An apostrophe-shaped mark barely appears

at the top of the vertical stroke.

2 - The first line is hardly visible because some

papyrus fibres got out, but it is still readable.

It begins with one of the most elaborate

openings in Coptic letters.
10

3 - npocK is an abbreviated form of npocKyNei.

There are many forms and abbreviations for

this word. 1

1

4 - This is a well- known expression and is

usually used when somebody is ill (Mrrre

RneKox ain, Mirre k Rnenoy <xin?),

specially with eye illnesses. Ophthalmology

was an important branch in ancient Egyptian

medicine due to diseases caused by dust, heat,

flies and intense light among other things.

We know of at least five ophthalmologists

from ancient Egypt. They were under the

protection ofthe god Thoth who cured the eye

ofHorus after it was cur into 64 pieces. Amon

was also believed to be an oculist who opens

the eyes.
12 We have around 108 prescriptions

to treat the eyes in medical papyri. Many of

them state eye problems are said to be caused

by having a demon in the eye which is a rather

supernatural explanation. 13

5 - (neT?) KCAoyN is reconstructed (meaning the

wora is not complete but can be completed

based on the context).

6 - The jussive m e, M<xpe f MAp" 14
expresses

a command directed to one or more first or

third person entities (jussive command). 1 )

1- on is reconstructed.

8 - This line describes the medicine to be taken

by Athanasius. Toyn<\ should be eoyei«\

or ©oyeie ^

y

TOUTia. Cottage smoke is

used in Coptic prescriptions for healing the

eyes, or as a medicine against eye illnesses and

other illnesses.
16

9 - The word epr^cTON could not be found.

10- This is a well known expression (RnidiMi),

when somebody cannot do something.

11-

With hi and mit the scribe probably made a

mistake and added mi to the word mit. This

mistake might have happened because of the

end of Mm6iMi is mi, and the beginning of hi

and mit as well, mit which is probably celery,

was used in ancient times to treat a variety

of diseases. It is a remedy to stop blood in

the eyes, like frankincense, celery is placed on

both eyes.
1
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12 - The address describes the recipient,

Athanasius, as a commander or an officer.

13- Athanasius was a very common proper name

in Middle Egyptian. 18

Verso:

stands for ornamental purposes in the middle

space where the tape crossed.

Notes

* This research paper was presented in the Ninth International

Congress of Coptology held in airo from 14-16 September,

2008.

1 This papyrus does not have a CG or TR number because

it was stored with many other Greek pieces from one

box in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo. The box is from

Ihnasya el Madinah and is in section 6 of the Egyptian

Museum in Cairo, Curator Mr. Sayyid Hassan.

2 V. Stegemann, Koptische Palaographie, 25 Tafeln, Band

I, Quellen und Studien zur Gescmchte und Kultur des

Altertums und des Mittelalters (Heidelberg: Selbstverlag

von F. Bilabel, 1936).

3 1 his kind of expression is common in letters, like the

humble servant.

4 In ancient Egyptian medicine, diagnosis and name of

disease was merely a statement of symptoms.

5 For more details concerning medicine and medical

terms, see: Marie Helene Marganne, La Chirurgie dans

I'Egypte greco-romaine: Inventaire analytique des papyrus

Grecs de Medicine (Geneve, 1981). Also: Marie-Helene

Marganne, La chirurgie dans rt^ypte greco-romaine

d'apres les papyrus litteraires grecs. Studies in Ancient

Medecine 17 (Leiden, 1998).

6 Palme, Bernhard, Griechische Texte XVII, Dokumente

zu Verwaltung und Militdr aus dem ^patantiken Agypten,

Corpus Papyrorum Raineri. Band XXIV, Textband

(Wien, 2002), 178 n. 2.

cZu g pa r) als Ehrentitel s. Jones, Later Roman

Empire II 535; ferner Gascou, Grands domains 65,

Am. 362 und A. Kazhdan, The Oxford Dictionary

of Byzantium III (1965) s.v. Stratelates. DaE der

Terminus schon m 6 Jh. Nicht nur einen General im

aktiven Dienst, sondern als blosser Ehrentitel auch den

Rang einer Person (und nicht ihre Funktion) bezeich-

nene konnte, geht zweifelstrei aus der feminine Form

axpaxri?idTiaaa (CPR) X 127 [Ars., 584] hervor’.

Daneben kann cruparri otTT|q allerdings auch in byzan-

rinischer Zeit (Besonders in den literatischen Quellen)

noch miliransche Kommandanten bezeichnenek und

zwar also Aquivalent fiir magister militum: J. Durliat,

Magister militum- crcp01rjXdxrjQ dans Vempire byzantine

(VIe-VIIe siecles), BZ 72 (1979) 306-320; oder fiir

dux: M. Gelzer, Altes und Neues aus der byzantinisch-

agyptischen Verlwaltungsmisere, APF 5 (1913) 356; auch

BZ 22 (1913) als Aquivalent fiir tribunus (civitatis):

Maspero, Organisation militaire 83 f. und 89.

7 A.P. Kazhdan, ed., The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium

III (New York, 1991), 1965. In the Late Roman Empire,

‘Stratelates’ has two different meanings which are general

or 'Magister militum
5

,
or a modest title equated to that of

the xuo mp©HOM in Justinian I’s novel 90. It often ap-

pears on seals in the 6
ch-8 th CE. It continued into the 11

th

century and meant commander in chief.

8 Fayoumic dialect is characterized by the exchange of the

r sound to an T sound. Most Fayoumic documents fall

between the 4 th
to the 1

1

th
century. In writings from the

previous century, they sometimes referred to it as the

‘Bashmuric’ dialect. This is a misnomer as the latter is

the dialect of people who live in the northern Delta near

Mansoura. In Arabic: E.M. Ishaq, Coptic Literature:

Coptic Dialects and their Literary Effects (Cairo, 1998),

21, 24.

9 For medical information check: A. Biedenkopf-z^iehner,

Untersuchungen zum Koptischen Bnefformular unter

Beriicksichtigung dgyptischer und griechischer Parallelen.

Koptische Studien, Band I (Wurzburg, 1983), 94 ff.

7ipoaicuv£i.

10 For more details about ToyTiA, see: G.E. Baithar,

Zusammenstellum uber die Krafte der Bekannten infachen

Heil-und Nahrungsm ittel von Abu MohammedAbdallah

Ben Ahmed aus Malaga, bekannt unter dem Namen

Ebn Baithar. Aus dem arabischen iibersezt von Joseph v.

Sontheimer. Erster Band (Stuttgart, 1840); W.C. Till,

Die Arzneikunde der Kopten (Berlin, 1951), 67, no. 64;

Hiittenrauch, J.R. Martindale, The Prosopography ofthe

Later Roman Empire, 3 vols. (Cambridge, 1992).

11 H. Forster, Worterbuch der griechischen Worter in den

koptischen dokumentarischen I exten\ Herausgegeben von

Hans Forster. Texte und Untersuehungen zur Geschichte

der altchristlichen Literatur, Band 148 (Berlin, 2002),

690 ff. 7i:poaKeiv8, 7ipoaK8ivsi, 7ipoaKr|v, 7ipoaKri-

vai, TrpoaKrjvs, 7ipoaKrjvy, TipoaKivs, rcpoaKivsi,

7ipoaKivo\|/, TTpOaKV)/, 7ipoaK\j/v.

12 H. Kamal, Dictionary of Pharaonic Medicine (Cairo,

1967) 159.

13 Some of the eye spells are: nos. 9, 23, 34, 36 from

the London papyrus, 356, 360, 385 from Ebers, os-
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tracon Deir el Medina no. (8) 1062, c
f '

^

1 4j 4jj J_v£5 4j

127-120 (2 1 c—id ‘
14 B. Layton, A Coptic Grammar with Chrestomathy and

Glossary: Samdic Dialect^ Porta Linguanim Orientalium

N.Siiml) §340.

15 Layton, A Coptic Grammar Porta Linguanim

Orientalium 20 (2004), §340, 268.

16 W.C. Till, Die Arzneikunde der Kopten, 67, no. 64,

Hiittenrauch.

17 L. Manniche, An Ancient Egyptian Herbal (London,

1989), p. 76-77. Ancient Egyptian ^ m3tt, Arabic

^ karafs. Dioscorides gave the Egyptian name as

mith (111.75). According to Hassan Kamal, Dictionary

of Pharaonic Medicine, 92, celery or matet’ could mean

either celery or parsley. There were different kinds of

celery such as Apium graveolens (pharmaceutical Herba

Apu graveolentis, Fructus Apu graveolentis) ,
Apium dulce

Mill (celery of the Delta), and Apium petroselinum (des-

ert celery). In his translation of Ebers, Dawson rendered

it as mandragora. In papyrus Ebers Pres 352, it is used

externally as an application over the eye to expel blood

from the eyes-probably a sub-conjunctival haemor-

rhage, EbbelFs translation of Ebers, 70; B. Ebbell, The

Papyrus Ebers: The greatest Egyptian medical document

(Copenhagen, 1937). It appears in Crum as parsley or

celery in both Sahidic and Bohairic. W.E. Crum, A

Coptic Dictionary (Oxford, 1962) 188.

18 B.A. Pearson and J.E. Goehrine (eds.) The Roots of

Egyptian Christianity. Studies inAntiquityand Christianity

(Philadelphia, 1986). Perhaps Ch. Kannengiesser, SJ .

‘Athanasius of Alexandria vs. Anus: The Alexandrian

Crisis’ 204-215; A. Schiller,
lA Checklist of Coptic

Documents and Letters’ BASF 13, no. 1 (1976), 99-

123. See: pap. V 9492.
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A New List of the High-Priests of Ptah at Memphis
till the End of the Ancient Egyptian History (332 BCE)

(Part 2: From the Twenty-First Dynasty to the Thirtieth Dynasty)

0.3 TTY jjjQI > y# jUSj ^
Basem Samir El-Sharkawy

J'jJl wr hi.p(.w) hmw(.wt) —^.LJl j o^jt ^ i J

j

jji]\ j_P ^ 4JLo^>-y j 4j ‘
; j C0J-L« 4_<w?LxJl 7- Ijj J Js-

c (Gepard) 11 a
^

\\ jJj>- *

1 ^ j Js^
^ ^-woAl 4^ ^>^4 c^ULL^-Jl 0

'' w\Ji Li 4jw\_fij 4^vl LwvJl ^ Lo«S"" . 4-wJ L^-l 4i^ >- c( rc-X-vV ) 0^-b jii]\ 4j^)^y\3j

3 wLpVl ^jlwj2J « jlj 0 LjbK_Jii| C|
rw^J yA

(Charles Maystre, Ph.D. [1948] published in OBO 113 (Gottingen, 1992) : —

•

Lio) 52 : j ^

83jPM 1112, part 2, : j 46 j (Dieter Wildung, LA II (Wiesbaden, 1977) 1256-1265 :

104 J! jj
^J>

c (fascicle 3, (Oxford, 1981) 916-918

y JV2P AjL^j oLI UJb c^-^* 4^<Jli jX3> c^ib-^Ul j
0j^\jtl\ 4jjSf' j^L^l ^Js-

Jllc

^ 7^(75) J!^. Lc. 2jjJi!l j^^2_p ajL^j Lp
j

4JjjJL)

JJl c ( 1 04 f^j) {^^3 (76 ^j) ^ J

t

(
JjliJl) fjJrl f

J^>r c((^LoV : cUL• i OJ-L-o i J!^ J W V JJ^P jl.1

0j^y\ jv^Lp j^sJl j
^jJ

1 Jjv^Lp ^jJwUl 4J^JxJl •
4JL^S" jLS" P Iji jIjc« wUT Aj\j 4^ojUjJl ' I*Aj£> J-woJjJ

9 < ^ ^ ^ >X^\

^

->_
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The previous part of article (issue no. 3, 21-47)*

dealt with the High-priests of Memphis (HPPM):

their professional title (wr hrp.w hmw.wt) and its

translations, as well as their costume ((Gepard’-skin

symbols (such as 5
,r/?-necklace), and the side lock. I he

first part of the new sequence dating list started with

the first one in the Second Dynasty and stopped at the

End of the New Kingdom; while the present part of

article continuing this aim, begins from the Twenty-

^irst Dynasty till the End of the Ancient Egyptian

History (Thirtieth Dynasty), with new HPPM such

is no. 78: H).t.i)j who was also called

Hc
(j)-m-W ?)L{t) (Twenty-First Dynasty) ,

and

. 104: ^T1 Dd-hr (?) (Thirtieth Dynasty).
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The HPPM names and their ordering are as follows:

N.B. (*) in text below indicates the photos/figure

with its caption related to HPPM number.

IV. Third Intermediate Period

Two major genealogical documents from the core of

our knowledge ofMemphite pontiffs for this period, and

(combined with contemporary data) have an important

and direct bearing on the Twenty-first Dynasty

chronology. Theses are the remarkable genealogies of

Memphite priests, one of which is in Berlin (23673:

Fig. C in issue no. 3, 32) and the other is a parallel from

the Serapeum of Saqqara, which is now in the Louvre

C96’; Car. 52: Fig. D in issue no. 3, 32).
264

Dynasty of c^-jht I. [No 76] contains, Pwpw I.

[Nq 77], [maybe / H?.t.wy, No 78 Hr-s?-J^.t

I. [Nq 79], Pwpw II. [Nq 80],
r
s?-jht II. [81 ]

r
nh.f-

nj-Shmt I. [Nq 82], Sd-sw-Nfr-tm [No 83], S^nk I. [Nq

84], and Wsrkn [Nq 85]. While the Dynasty of S^nk

II. [No 87] contains, Mr-n-Pth [No 86], Tkrt [Nq 88],

Py-dj-Js.t [Nq 89], P^.f-tlw-WboStt [Nq 90], Hr-s^-

Js.t II. [Nq 91], and cnh.f-nj-Shmtll. [Nq 92].
265 Most

of those HPPM were not buried in tombs at Saqqara,

but in cenotaphs (burial chambers) in Memphis itself

beside the enclosure of the great temple of Ptah. 266

76- c^-jht 1., He was mentioned on Berlin

23673: 1/15* 267
as a son -m-

Ih.t II. [HPPM No 64] son -rnp.t

[No 63] son of Pth-m-yh.t I [No 61]

according to Berlin 23673: 2/ 1-3. 268 Temp.

Twenty-First Dynasty: Amenophis (according

to Wildung), 269
or Amen-em-<ipet?>-nisu

(Nfr-k?-R c - Hk?-WjSt) (according to Berlin

23673: 1/15, and to K.A. Kitchen). 270

77-

Ntr{j)-hpr-R c-mrj-Pth also known

as Pwpw I,
271 Louvre 96: 11 (Fig.

D, line 3, 33);
272

lintel of Cairo Museum

CG. 40033* l;
273

lintel of Copenhagen,

Ny Carlsberg, Glyptotheque A 746*2; 274

and was also mentioned as Pp on Berlin

23673 1/14*3 .

275 Temp. Pasebkhanut (P?-

sbD-h r-niwt: Psusennes) I (
ci-hpr-R c stp-n-

Imn) according to Berlin 23673 and to K.A.

Kitchen, 276 while Hermann Kees stated that

Pwpw (I) practiced his duties since the final

years of Pasebkhanut I reign and during his

successors: Imn-m-ipt (Wsr-m3ct-R c stp-n-

Jmn), Oserkon the Elder (
c?-hpr-R c stp-n-R^),

and the first years of the reign of Siamun {Ntr-

hpr-R K mry-Imn)
,

277 but according to Dieter

Wildung he practiced his duties only during

the reign of Siamun. 278

78- odM HS.t.wyi?), the

High-priest of Ptah at Memphis (wr hrp.w

hmw.wt) and the ^m-priest, who was also

called ^^ Hc{j)-m-W?L{t), the father

of
<

'orod s father, Secretary of Ptah etc.

2

r
nh.f-n{j)-mw.t, on a lintel dating

to the reign of Siamun (21
st Dynasty) found

in
cKom Rabia a or

cKom Rabic

j around Hathor Chapel at Mit-Rahinah:

Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glypt. . I.N.

1012, Bristol, City Museum H 3568-3569, 279

and was also the father of a man who had a

common name during this period which is

i! 0 who served under

'the king of Upper and Lower Egypt, the Lord

of the Two Lands (siamun)’ whose name was

lost among the remaining inscriptions on an

inscribed small limestone object. This last

object was discovered in 1987 by SCA in
cKom

el-Fakhry
5

^ ^ in the area of ‘Saqiet el-

Khareeb V and ‘Muslims cemetery
5

(Register Book of the Antiquities

Inspectorate at Mit-Rahinah, No. 3982*). 281

79 - Hr-s?-J^.t 1., son of 0
Ntr(j)-

hpr-R c-mrj-Pth also called Pwpw I

70
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(Fig. C.) Genealogy Tree ofHPPM on Berlin 23676.

L: 90 cm and H: 45 cm, Lost in left end 15 cm W. and 40 cm H.

Dated to the reign of the king S^nk I. (22
nd

Dynasty)

[Nq 77]. He was mentioned on Louvre Stele

96: 10-11 (Fig. D); 282 may be he who was

mentioned as son of Pp I. on

Berlin 23673: 1/13-14* l;
283 and there is doubt

that he is the owner of statue-naos in the airo

Museum CG. 1212 284
(JE. 27847, SR. 9333)*2

(?). Temp. Pasebkhanur (Psusennes) II.
285

80- I Pwpw II
286 or Dm-pdt (?!), son

of1? Hr-sS-J^.t I [Nq 79], as it had been

written and mentioned as HPPM on Louvre

Stele 96: 9-10 and 1 1 (?) (Fig. D);287 while

considered only as a ‘prophet’ (hm-ntr) on

Berlin 23673: 1/12*. Temp. Pasebkhanut

(Psusennes) II.
288

Issue No.4 / 1

hlQ 0 ID X
H 2 IPHfMg S f

he.

(Fig. D.) Genealogy Stele of r^.wt-3h.wt

[Famous as Louvre- Serapeum 96]

Serapeum-Louvre Stele IM. 3429 (= RC 3160

no. 96 = R 440 = Cat 52).
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c^-jhtll289 son of ^-\^^Pwpw II.

[No 80], he was mentioned as HPPM on BM
Statue 904 (25); and Louvre Stele 96: 9-10 (Fig.

D); while as hry-sst? (n) st-wrt, hm-ntr, 'Chief

of Secrets of the Great Seat and Prophet’ on

Berlin 23673: 1/11*. 290 Temp. Twenty-First

Dynasty (king’s name is destroyed).
291

82- ^ ™ to cnh.f-nj-Shmt L, son of r -

/ / II. [No 81] as a HPPM according to Louvre

Stele 96: 8-9 (Fig. D), but as a ‘prophet’

(hm-ntr) on Berlin 23673: 1/10*; he was also

76. r
s

?
,-jht I.

77.1a Ntr{j)-hpr-R r-mrj-Pth called Pwpw I. (CG. 40033) 77.1b Detail of 77.1a (CG. 40033)

77.2a Ntr(j)-hpr-R c-mrj-Pth called Pwpw I. on top, left (Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg, Glyptotheque, A 746)
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79.1 I. 79.2a and 91. Hr-sW^.t I. or II. (CG. 1212 = JE. 27847 = SR. 9333)
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77.2b The necklace and the side-lock ofPwpw I. 77.3 Ntr{j)-hpr-R r-mrj-Pth,

(part of Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg, Glyptotheque, A 746) called Pwpw I.

78. or H^.t.wy (?) {Register Book ofthe Antiquities Inspectorate at Mit-Rahinah^ No. 3982)
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mentioned on both Cairo Museum JE. 86789

and CG. 741 (JE. 29858, SR. 9319)*[83].

Temp. Twenty-first Dynasty (according to

Wildung) or specific Pasebklianut (Psusennes)

II and may be till the first years of the reign of

S^nk I (Twenty-Second Dynasty) (according

to both Heba Mahran and Basem El-

Sharkawy). 292

83- 5 Sd-sw-Nfr-tm, a son of ©

nj-Shmt I. [No 82] and a HPPM according to

Louvre Stele 96: 7-8 (Fig. D); while only as

hry-s^t? (n) st-wrt, hm-ntr, 'Chief of Secrets of

the oreat Seat and Prophet’ on Berlin 23673

1/9 (fig. C). He was married to a 'priestess of

goddess Mut named T^-^pn-JLt and had five

sons with priestly titles: SSnk (I.) [Nq 84], Hjljt

c
nh.f-nj-Shmt, Hr-Sy-J^.t, and P?-hm-ntr and

two daughters were 'chanteuse in the choir of

the beloved Ptah ’ Tj-dnjt-n-B^stt and THj-n-

Mm 21) 3 His major monuments are: gray granite

Double sitting statue, Cairo Museum CG. /4l

11 12 13 1

1 ) ns Z i

• i

(

• h /
• n h ri n I

83.2c Back side inscription

83.3 ScI-sw-Nfr-tm {Serapeum-Louvre Kneeling

Group-Statue holding Stela E. 25680)

85.787. Inscription, Tel-Basta Temple (Berlin 10837)

75Issue No.4
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87. Hb-Std double-scene from the cenotaph of S^nk II. at Mit-Rahina (now at Cairo Mus., JE. 88131)

(JE. 29858, SR. 9319)*1294 Quartzite sitting

statue, JE. 86758*2 discovered by Ahmed M.

Badawi during his excavation at Mit-Rahina

at 1942; 29
’ and Cleveland Museum Stele.

296

He had been mentioned also on: Louvre Stele

96: 7-8 (Fig. D); 29/ Serapeum-Louvre Kneeling

Group-Statue holding Stela E. 25680*3; 298 and

Berlin Museum 8169 (Memphis) 299
. Temp.

Twenty-second Dynasty: S^nk (Shoshenq) 1.
300

84- S^nk I, son of 3 Sd-sw-Nfr-tm

[No 83], and the father of Wsrkn [No 85]. He

was also related to King Shoshenq I,
301 and was

mentioned on Louvre Stele 96: 7 (fig. D). 302

Temp. Twenty-second Dynasty: I.
303

85- i ™ Wsrkn, son of®®/] i S^nk I.

[Nq 84], and the father of a 'priest and ^m-priest

of Ptah’ named Tkrt? ()q Wsrkn was mentioned

on Louvre Stele 96: 6 (Fig. D). 305 Probably he

was mentioned on Berlin Museum 10837*

(Inscription from the Temple or fel-Basta)

(?).
306 Temp. Twenty-second Dynasty: Wsrkn

(Osorkon) II.
30 ’

86- Mr(j)-n(j)-Pth, according to Ch.

Maystre he maybe a son of ^^/]
i S^nk II [Nq

87] and a brother of the HPPM Tkrt [No 88]

(?!)
308 He was mentioned on Serapeum-Louvre

Stela 1 19 (S.N. 82).
309 Temp. Twenty-second

Dynasty: Tkrt (Tekeloth) II
3il) during the last

years of the reign of Wsrkn (Osorkon) II.

87- i Ssnk II., the crown prince, son of

the King Wsrkn (Osorkon) II from the queen

Karomama. 31

1

His cenotaph was

inside the Temenos of Ptah Temple at Mit-

Rahina, and moved to Cairo Egyptian Museum

(JE. 88131)* with its monuments (JE. 86763-

86793 and Temp. Nr. 4/1/44/1-11, 9/1/44/1-

4).
312

1 agree with Charles Maystre’s opinion313

which regarded that the HPPM who was

mentioned on Berlin Museum 10837*

(Inscription from 1 ei-Basta Temple) (?)
314

is S^nk II. Temp. Twenty-Second Dynasty:

Wsrkn (Osorkon) II, died after(?) Year 23 but

before his father.
3

88- Tkrt, (younger?) son of S^nk

II. [No 87] and married from his father’s

(Osorkon II) half-sister a<=> Tsw-

B?stt-prt (her mother: Js.t-m-hb) (Louvre

Stele IM. 3749 17), and maybe he married

also from the priestess Dcl-B?stt-iw.s- cnh. 516

His burial chamber was located beside the
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cenotaph of his father, and moved with its

monuments also into Cairo Egyptian Museum

(JE. 868 15-86823). 31 He was mentioned on

Louvre 38/39:

’

1S
(1) n Serapeum-Louvre

Stele IM. 3697 (RC 2792 S 1904; no. 34;

R 410; no. 6344) as a HPPM;319 and on

Serapeum-Louvre Stele IM. 3749 (RC 2998;

N. 413; S 1898 ?; no. 18; R 401) but nor as

a HPPM.’ 2(> Temp. Twenty-second Dynasty:

S^nk (Shoshenq) III.

89- Great Chief

of the Ma son of Tkrt [Nq 88] and grandson

of Osorkon II from his mother’s side (7 m-

Bistt-prt), but as a son of the grandson from

his father’s side {Tkrt).m During 1 942-1944,

Ahmed M. Badawi discovered his burial

chamber at Mit-Rahina with the ceiling in

pyramidal form (CEDAE n° 32005)*, and

88./89./91.2 Tkrt, Pi-dj-Js.t, & Hr-si-J^.t II.

(Serapeurn-Louvre Stele IIM. 3697)

its monuments are now in Cairo Egyptian

Museum (JE. 86109, 86754-86762, 86794-

86800, 86946-86950). 322 He was mentioned

as a 'Great Chief of the Ma’ not as a HPPM
on Louvre 38/39

:

323 Serapeum-Louvre Stele

IM. 3697*' 2t and IM. 3749V 2 Temp.

Twenty-second Dynasty: from Year 28 ofS^nk

(Shoshenq) III till Year 2 of P^-mi (Pimay).

90 - V" son of P)-dj-Js.t [Nq

89] and a half-brother of Tkrt [Nq 88]. Ushabti of

Cairo and Berlin 1 1637 , and recorded on both

above-mentioned Louvre 38/39 3 ~ Serapeum-

Louvre Stele IM. 3697* 328 and IM. 3749*. 329

Temp. Twenty-second uynasty: Year 28 of

dSnk (Shoshenq) III only (according to K. A.

Kitchen, The Third Intermediate Period in Egypt,

487 (Table 18)), but the reign of Py-mi (Pimay)

(according to Wildung, LA II, 1262: 76).

77Issue No.
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Q P ?
j-clj-Js.t91- Hr-sU^.t II, son of

[Nq 89] according to Serapeum-Louvre Stele

IM. 3736 4-9 and 17-20. 330 Also Ahmed M.

Badawi discovered during 1 942- 944 his burial

chamber at Mit-Rahina, and its monuments

are now in Cairo Egyptian Museum (JE.

86807 _86814).
331 He is the owner of the

statue-naos of Cairo Museum CG. 1212332
(JE.

27847, SR. 9333)* [79.2 & 91.1]. His name

is recorded also on both the ^erapeum-Louvre

Stele IM. 3697*2 (RC 2792, S 1904, no. 34,

R 410; no. 6344) ;

333 and Serapeum-Louvre

Stele IM. 3736*3 (RC 2793, S 190 5, no. 36,

R 41 l)
j34 Temp. Twenty-second Dynasty: P?~

mi (Pimay) and Ssnk (Shoshenq) V. 335

# r
nb.f-nj-Sljmt II son of

Hr-Sj-JLt II. [Nq 91]
36 He was mentioned on

the statue-naos of Cairo Museum CG. 1212”

(JE. 27847 SR. 9333)*[79.2 and 91.1].

92

89./91.3 P 7)-dj-Js.t& Hr-s^.t II.

{Serapeum-Louvre Stele IM. 3736)

Temp. Twenty-second Dynasty: P mi and

S^nk V. 338

Tf-nh.t (?!); He did not hold the title

wr-hrp{.w)-hmw{ . wt) (HPPM), but he held

the title‘-priest of Ptah’ as it was mentioned

on Piankhi Stele (line 20).
339 Temp. Twenty-

fourth Dynasty.

94-^™^ Blk-n-rn.j^ Two Ushabtis of Berlin

Museum 5829 and 7997 the description on

them mentioned him as 'Hoherpriester von

Memphis’ (HPPM). 341 Temp. Twenty-fifth

Dynasty.

95- cn Toh{?)rk{j) (?!), Francis L. Griffith

presumed that he held the title of the High-

priest of Ptah, before being the King of Upper

and Lower Egypt, beside being the ruler of

Lower Egypt at that time. 342 Temp. Twenty-

fifth Dynasty.

78

,

. —-.
.-•'.

cr-T

',-
'

'6m

/••r

X
.
ground ?lt) ftj

tomb of Petiese

!:
. J" :

«£'.m—
89.a-b Pj-dj-Js.t (Ceiling in pyramidal form of the

burial chamber at Mit-Rahina, CEDAE n 0 32005)
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96.2b P-i-clj-Pp

(Between the legs ofCG. 595)

96.2c Pi-dj-rp

(On the back-pillar of CG. 595)

96.2a Pl-dj-Pp (kilt of Cairo Mus. Limestone

headless Statue^ CG. 595. H. 37 cm, from Mit-Rahina)

A New List of the High-Priests of Ptah at Memphis. Part (2)

V. Late Period 343

96-

Po-dj-Pp^ He had three statues:
345

Aberdeen, Anthropological Museum 140 5;

Cairo Egyptian Museum CG. 525* 1
3 i6

(Leider

Squeezes 16.1 1 A, B = SCHISM 1054) and CG.

595*2. 34 Maybe he owned also:
348 Ushabti of

Cairo Mus. CG. 47354, 349 four alabaster canopic

jars CG. 4266-4269, and Serapeum-Louvre

Stele IM 3098. Then he will be, according to

Hasan Nasr el-Din, the one who had the same

name, buried in a tomb had seen on 1892 by

De Morgan at Saqqara between pyramids of

Teti and Userkaf,350 held the titles: it-ntr, mrj-

np\ wrb r
? (‘God’s father, beloved from the god

and the high purifier-priest
5

) , and was born to

P)-dj-Pth^ ]

'prophet of Ptah and prophet of

Bastet mistress of Ankh-tauy’ and the lady Nfr-

hrj (according to PM IIP, 565 811) or Wbistt

(according to Aubert, 21o-zl7 & Schneider,

227).
352 Wildung referred that he was mentioned

in A. Erman’s manuscript ofWb. who translated

the name as: 'he who was given from the god

(Pep)’ this structure which appeared during the

Twenty-second Dynasty. 3 ) 3 Temp. Twenty-sixth

Dynasty: during the reign ofPsmtk I (before year

21 according to Hasan Nasr el-Din).
354

97- Hk?-ir(w)-c
3, he and his family successor

[Nq 98 and No 101] held the two titles wr

hrp(.w) hmw(.wt), hm-ntr Pth 'Greatest of

the Directors of craftsmen and the priest of

Ptah’. 3” Temp. Twenty-sixth Dynasty: (c. 589

BCE and after) during the reigns of both of

Nj-k?w II and Psmtk II.
356

98 - L0 ! )
1

Nfr-jb-R
c-mn (w) , son of

ir(w)-c
y [No 97]

357 and father of Nj-k3w-mrj-

Pth, god’s father, ^m-priest, Chiefofthe King’s

Secrets, and the overseer of the imj-hnf358
as

mentioned on a stele (^erapeum-Louvre Stele

4213) belonging to his grandson’s son Jch-

I. (Nq 101). Temp. Twenty-sixth

Dynasty: (c. >b4 BCE and after) during the

reign of W?h-jb-R c
(Apries).

3 ) 9

99 - Nijyk^wijymniw), he was mentioned

on Ushabti Berlin 1 1641 360 and it had been stated

79
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on its label'
61

that the owner was 'Hoherpriester

von Memphis’ (HPPM). Temp. Twenty-sixth

Dynasty: According to Ch. Maystre he held his

office during the reign {Jrh-mi II (Amasis). 362

100- Wd3-^w we did not know his father’s

nor mother’s names but he had a son called

Hr. He did not hold the traditional Memphite

high-priestly title, i.e. wr-hrp(.w)-hmw{.wt),

but he held the title hm-ntr wr n Pth
c

the

great priest of Ptah’ (the High-priest of Ptah)

wmch is mentioned on two Ushabti: Munchen

Museum AS 616 (belongs to him) and London,

University College Museum 583 (belongs to

his son Hr). Temp. Twenty-sixth Dynasty and

Twenty-seventh Dynasty. 364

1 0 1 _w ft

™

-m^-mn(w) I.
365

also called

Hnm-jb-R c s^-Pth,m son of
c

god
5

s father,

priest Chief of the King’s Secrets, and the

overseer of the imj-hnf called Nj-k?w-mrj-Pth,

who was son of Nfr-jb-R r-mn(w) [No

98].
36 Jch-m^-mn(w) I was mentioned on two

stelae: One belongs to him, Serapeum-Louvre

Stele 42 13;
368 and the other to his son

tf-nlj.ty

s

Serapeum-Louvre Stele 4044 (Louvre

324) dated to the Year 36 from the reign of

Darius I
36

(489 BCE). He married three women:

From S[jmt-nfr \\e had three sons

tf-nh.t;
3V0 Hrj and Jch-m^-mn(w) II, Nq 102);

from SB-irt-bnt,he had two sons (Pj-dj-hr-rsn

and P?-^r-n-Mwt);57] and from Js.t-rh.t, he had

their only son (Psmtk). 5 2 Temp. Twenty-sixth

Dynasty: Jch-m^ II or later and Twenty-seventh

Dynasty:
[ ambyses II]

r 3-Darius I.

102- Jrh-m^-mn(w) II, son of Jch-m^~

mn{w) I. [Nq 101].
374 He was mentioned on his

brother’s {S

m

d-B.wj-tf-nh . t) Serapeum-Louvre

Stele 4044 (Louvre 324).
375 Temp. Twenty-

seventh Dynasty: Darius I.

103- 00 *0^ 1 ? Hnm-jb-R c Sy-Pth known also

U 1 Nk3w, was mentioned 3 6 on Louvre Apis

Stele 141 Temp. Twenty-seventh Dynasty:

Darius I or later.

104- Dcl-hr (?) (Thirtieth Dynasty)
,
who had

been sacred as Imhotep and Amonhotep son

of Hapu; he also had the title p? hb (Ibis), the

sacred bird of1 hoth, the lord ofwisdom. King

Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II (170-116 BCE) had

built a sanctuary for him in Habu Temple. 378

Unfortunately, nothing is known about the

HPPM since mid Twenty-seventh Dynasty till

the Thirtieth Dynasty.

We still have some undated fragments from

Mit-Rahina belonging to unknown HPPM, 3
l,

one of them is a fragment of the Stele

M-20/ 1668/2488 (Philadelphia, University

Museum, E. 3)78) which was discovered

during seasons 1915-1923 in the excavation of

the University Museum of Pennsylvania. 380
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Dendera is the modern name of the ancient town

iwnt . During the late period, the epithet t? -ntrt

(meaning ‘of the goddess’ was added to distinguish it

from similarly named places.

The form lwnt-ty-ntrt is the direct ancestor of the

Greek Tsvxopa and Coptic NiTNTCDpe and modern

Dendera.

Dendera lies on the edge of the Western Desert

(on the western bank of the Nile), 60 kms to the

north of Luxor and 4 kms to the north west of

Oena.

It was the capital of the sixth Nome of Upper

Egypt, this Nome extended from just south of Qena

to Hu, including both sides of the Nile.
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Its importance lies in the fact that it was the main

cult center for the goddess Hathor who is identified

by the Greeks with the goddess Aphrodite. 1

Egyptian Egyptologists presented many studies

on Denclera texts in different ways such as:

(1) Doctorate Degrees

Zeinab El-Kordy was a pioneer in the field of

studying Greco-Roman temple texts; she conducted

her PhD research, in French, on the 'Crypts of the

Dendera Temple: An archaeological and Religious

Historical Study 2 under the supervision of

Professor F. Daumas, Montpellier University, but

unfortunately it has not been published yet.

In 1987, Hassan Amer presented his study on

the doors and entrances of the Temple of Dendera,

in French. He gave descriptions and translation of

the inscriptions of the main gates and doors of the

temple. 3

In 1995, Mamdouh El-Damaty presented a

study on the chapel of Sokar-Osiris in the Temple

of Dendera, in German. This chapel is located to

the east of the sanctuary, number (F) according to

the plan of Chassinat of the temple. 4

He included transliterations, translations and

comments on all the texts in the chapel. The texts

referred to important rituals and festivals such as:

the resurrection of Osiris in the month of Khoiac. 5

The texts refer to the procession of Osiris when the

priests move his statues from the Crypts and from

Sokar Chapel on the temple roof to the outside of

the temple on the 24 th day ofKhoiac. The procession

has to reach to the sacred lake, then return to the

chapel (F).

In the early morning of the 25 th
day, the

procession of Osiris leaves the main temple to

reach to Kliadi on the east bank of the Nile where

it was believed that a symbolic cenotaph of Osiris

existed.

On the 26 rh day the procession returns to Homs

temple to the east of Hathor Temple, then enters

into the main temple and returns to the chapel (F)

and to Osiris Chapel on the roof.
6

The chapel texts mention the New Year

festival and the drunkenness festival, which takes

place on the 20 th of the month of Thoth.

Another important festival that is mentioned is

the birth of Isis.

°

In 2000 Hanan Taha presented her PhD at

Cairo University on ht-Wcbt,ht-Ihy(K) Hall and

two halls in southern crypt (1) ht-Wcbt(D) and

ht-lhy (E) in Dendera temple, in Arabic. (Not

published yet).

She presented transliterations, translations

and comments on texts of ht w c
bt Chapel no.K in

Chassinat plan 9 and ht w c
bt no. D & ht Thy no.E. 10

The study had the following results:

The chapel (k) is located within the chapels

surrounding the sanctuary. It is the first chapel

to the west. It has two names ht-w rbt '(hall of

purification) and ht- Thy (hall of 111y) these two

names came within a long list of names which

designate the town, the temple and the mammisi

of Dendera are associated with goddess Hathor

and god Ihy.
u

The chapel (k) is dedicated to Hathor rituals

and for god Ihy, son of Hathor, the walls of the

chapel are decorated with shapes of statues of the

protective ancestor gods of Dendera who surround

the main gods and accompany them during their

annual feasts.
12

The texts in this chapel (K) and two other

chapels (D and E) mention the New Year

festival.
13

The study shows that chapel (K) is related to the

purification of Hathor during the New Year festival

as an indication of a new rebirth of the goddess.
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The texts of ht-w c
bt, ht ~lhy (k) and (E) at the

southern crypt (1) and (E) at the western crypt (1) show

the birth and the eternal royal authority of god Thy.
14

In 2007 I presented my study on the

‘Inscriptions of the screen walls at Dendera and

Edfu temples
’

to airo University, in Arabic.

(Not published yet)

I included transliterations, translations and

comments on the texts of the screen walls of

Dendera at:

The Nectanebo I mammisi; 16

The roman mammisi; p

The fagade of the main temple; 18

The Wabt chapel; 19 and

The New Year chapel (kiosk).
20

The inscriptions and scenes on the mammisis

of Dendera showed many important rituals

connected with the divine birth of the king

specially during the beginning of the year. It also

focused on the king’s ability to stop the danger

that might happen at the beginning of the year.

1 he offerings symbolize the god’s protection of

the new born child such as the crowns, amulets

and collars.

Hathor and Isis play the major part in the

mammisis, so each of the offerings presented to

them (the Horizon symbol, the water clock, the bbt

collar, the menit collar, crowns, food and different

kinds of clothes) has its own meaning. 21

The inscriptions and scenes on the outside facade of

Dendera show many rituals such as presenting justice,

presenting sistrum and amulets, and burning incense.

From the inside the scenes show the king

coming forth from ms palace to participate in the

rituals and festivals ofthe temple; the purification of

the king by Thorh and Horns; and the coronation

of the king by Nekhbet and Wadjet.

According to the titles and epithets of the

king on the screen walls in the facade of the

Dendera temple, these scenes function as political

propaganda to show the Ptolemies and Romans

who is chosen by the Egyptian gods to ascend to

the throne of Egypt due to their role in confirming

the existence of Justice on land.
22

The inscriptions and scenes on the Wabet

chapel at Dendara refer to the purification of the

gods who participate in the New Year festival.
23

The New year chapel at Dendera is the place

where the soul of the sun god Re joins the souls

of the deities in the ritual known as
c

the union

with the solar disc so many of the inscriptions

on the screen walls at the chapel related with this

ritual show many spirits with lion and cobra heads

protecting the procession of Hathor and driving

away the danger of the new year and sustaining the

fertility of the kine.
2

1

In her study about god Geb 2 Shafia Bedier

translated some of the Dendera texts.
26

In his study about goddess Nier Ramadan El

Sayed translated some of the Dendera texts.
28

(2) Master Degrees

In 1989 Mamdouh El-Damaty presented his

MA thesis in Arabic to Cairo University on the

chapel (E)
29

entitled ‘The Chapel of Set-Meskhnet

at Dendera Temple’ not published yet).

He gave transliterations, translations and

comments on the texts of the chapel. From

his translation, the names and titles of Hathor

appeared 111

,
as well as the chapel dedicated to Hathor

as a birth place in her form as Hathor-Isis. 31

In 1991 Hanan Taha presented her MA thesis

in Arabic to airo University on
c

The chapel of

Per-hedj-ser-nefret (Q) at Dendera Temple’ (not

published yet).
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The chapel (Q)
32

is located to the west of

Ennead Hall (O) in Chassinat the plan. It has an

entrance in its south wall that leads to the open

court that proceed the chapel of the New Year.

Hanan Taha gave transliterations, translations

and comments on the texts of the chapel, her

translation showed offerings of different kinds of

semi and precious stones, ointment, gold, lapis

lazuli, food and drinks.

She also showed the role of the chapel during

the New Year festival; she stated that the chapel was

a storeroom for treasures and valuable materials for

the daily and annual services in the temple. 33

Maissara Hassan presented his MA thesis to

Cairo University in Arabic, in 1999, on
c

The Wabt

Chapel (S) at Dendera Temple’ (not published yet).

The chapel (S) is located to the west of the

Ennead Hall and south of the western staircase.
34

The study showed that the chapel was

dedicated to the purification and adoration

of goddess Hathor during the main festivals

especially the New Year festival.
35

The chapel of the throne of Re (N) in Chassinat

plan36 was the subject of the MA thesis presented by

Mohamed Abd-Rabo El-Tounsy in 2000 to Cairo

University in Arabic, entitled The Chapel of the

Throne of Re at Dendera Temple’ (not published yet).

He stated in his study that the chapel was

dedicated to the god Hor in his form as Hor-Re. 3

The only chapel which bore the name ‘Menit’

in the Greaco-Roman temples (located to the west

of the sanctuary of Dendera) was the subject of

Abdul Rahman Ali’s MA thesis at airo University

in 2002 in Arabic, entitled (the chapel of Menit
C

L’

at Dendera temple’ (not published yet).

He stated that the chapel (L)
38 played a major

role during the New Year festival. The statues of

Hathor and her sacred objects were brought from

the crypts to mis chapel annually and some rituals

were performed on this occasion at the chapel. 39

My own study forMA degree to Cairo University

in 2001 in Arabic was about the chapel (G) in

Chassinat plan,
40

entitled 'The chapel of Harsomtus/

Horsmatawy at The temple of Dendera
5

.

The chapel is located to the south- east of the

sanctuary.

The study presented valuable information about

the god Harsomtus, his form, his role and titles.

The texts and scenes reflect many religious

ideas such as the continuity of the solar relieion;

Harsomtus is depicted emerging in the form of

a serpent from the lotus flower, which is inside a

boat in similarity with the god Re.

The death and resurrection of Harsomtus is also

depicted and his crossing the netherworld as well.

Harsomtus is considered as a primeval goa in

his form as a serpent. In addition, as the creator

god, he gives life to the people everyday.
41

The most recent study is presented by Ahmed

Safina in 2008 to Cairo bmversity (in Arabic) about

‘The Chapel 'hryt-ib\E) 42
at Dendera Temple’43

(not published yet).

(3) Articles

The texts, objects and scenes of Dendera

Temple were part of many studies by Egyptian

Egyptologists such as:

- Aienab El-Kordy; a pioneer among the

Egyptian Egyptologists in the field of studying

Greco-Roman temple texts.

Zienab El-Kordy discussed the names of the

town of Dendera or, rather, the temple complex

and its parts found in the crypt no. 9 = West Crypt

3) which is called by Daumas the Crypt of the

Archives. They are here discussed, particularly with

the divinities which occur in them. 44
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She did a study on Hathor’s gold crown, one

of the goddess’s favorite objects for her daily and

annual services in the temple of Dendera. 4 )

She gave translation and interpretation of the

texts related to Harsomtus; his origin, his role and

his aspects at Dendera temple. 46

She gave translations and made comments on

the scene of goddess Hathor to the west of the New

Year Chapel (kiosk) on the roof of the temple. 4/

She presented a study on the New Year

headband, which appeared at Dendera in the New

Year chapel, set -meskhnet chapel and the Roman

mammisi at Dendera. 48

She studied the texts in Dendera temple which

refer to the leaves of the trees iM, im, and b?k.
49

Also she studied the texts and scenes at Dendera

temple related to the presentation of the toilet

objects (makeup).

Finally El-Kordy presented a study on the scene,

texts and role of the staircases of Dendera temple? 1

- Ali Omar Abdalla studied many objects and finds

from the temple of Dendera like: the finds from

the sebakh; 52 an unusual statue from Ljreaco-

Roman time found at Dendera;) 3 two Middle

kingdom monuments found at Dendera;)4 and

other statues found in the sebakh at Dendera. 5 ’

- Shafia Bedier published a door lintel from

Dendera and kept in the Egyptian Museum

(special Register no.46 1/).
56

- Hassan Amer studied the texts related to the

bracelets hAdrt in the Dendera temple. 57

Prior to that, he gave a new interpretation of

the text which is related to the date of the temple

construction. 58

- Adel Farid wrote about the archaeological

history of Uendera depending on the demotic

inscription on some ostraca and other objects

from airo and Louvre Museum v} and on some

stelae as well.
60

- Mamdouh El-Damaty worked on many texts

and scenes of Dendera temple such as:

The identification of Hathor -Isis in the

Dendera texts, he stated that the inscriptions

of friezes, chapels and hall walls of the temple

were divided equally between the two goddesses

Hathor and Isis. This means that Hathor-Isis was a

manifestation of one goddess or Dendera. 61

He presented a study on the role of Sekhmet

in the New Year chapel at Dendera temple62
,

lie

translated and commented on the protection

formula behind the Kine in the New Year Chapel

on the roof of Dendera temple. 63

He wrote two articles on the empty cartouches at

Dendera6 "
1

especially at the time of Cleopatra VII.
6 ’

He translated and interpreted the presentation

of the golden falcon referring to the Dendera

texts.
66

Finally, he wrote an article about some texts

and scenes of the eastern staircase of Dendera, and

he stated that the eastern staircase was used for

climbing up during the festivals in the temple.
6

- Wagdy Ramadan discussed the title ‘The One

whose Step is Large in Dendera texts.
68

- Labib Habachi republished the Chapel of

Menthuhotep which was found at Dendera

in 1916 and is now in the Egyptian Museum

under number JE 46068 .

69

- Ramadan el-Sayed surveyed the texts related to

light and brightness in Dendera temple. 70

- The festival calendars of Dendera T emple were a

subject to be examined by Sherif el-Saban. 7]

- The architectural elements or Dendera were

a subject of study by Alexander M. Badawy

when he suggested an entrance to the temple
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of Dendera to the north of it.
72 fhe recent

excavation by SCA confirmed his suggestion.

- The SCA made a major plan to restore the ceiling

of Dendera. They finished the first part of the

ceiling of the Hypostyle Hall, and I reported that

in an article for Ancient Egypt Magazine which is

issued in the UK entitled
c

The Temple ofHathor

at Dendera: revealing the painted ceiling’.
73

Future Studies

Some young scholars are working now (2005-

2009) on the texts of Dendera temple such as:

Ahmed Ali Khalifa Abdel-Latif from the Faculty

of Arts Dept, of Egyptology at Ain Shams University

is preparing his PhD thesis on 'Presenting crowns in

the Egyptian temples in the Greco-Roman Period’

(since July 2006).

Yasmin Abdel-Mottaleb from the Faculty ofArts,

Dept, of Guidance at Ain Shams University is doing

her MA on 'Attributing to the Gods in the Royal

1 itles connected with the scenes or rituals- a practical

study on the temples of Horus at Edfu and Hathor at

Dendera’ (since March 2005)

Ali Ahmed Ali is Doing his MA in Arabic at

the faculty of Arts Dept, of Egyptology at Helwan

University on the 'Names and Titles ofHathor in the

Temple of Dendera’.

Ahmed Mashhoot from Fawoum University is

doing his MA in Arabic on the Passage E>-H> to the

west of the second hall (Z) in the Chassinat plan74
.

Most recent is Mohamed Abdel-Mawla form

Mansoura University who is preparing his MA in

Arabic on the texts of the Chapel (D which is called

the treasure in the same hall.
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The Spirit And The Letter: Chirographic And Semiotic

Studies
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The origin of handwritting and manuscript signs

goes back to the art of cave paintings and mural

decorations. These marks and their artistic expression

may present deep meaning and internal coherence.

The permanent interaction between the stroke ana its

significance is a subject of research which is both artistic

and literary, therefore transdisciplinary and transculrural.

My chirographic and semiotic studies (a synonym

of calligraphic) investigate a variety of subjects, and

they are all research projects on the relationship and

interface between Spirit and Letter, between the Inner

and the Outer, between Essence and Form. Amone

artistic techniques at the disposal of the chirographer,

a pointillist impression or a rising letter’ prevents the

eye from concentrating on detail, thus producing a

dynamic and tridimensional effect. Color spheres

enhance the dynamics of a fixed image.

A stroke of a banner composed of three colored spaces

also introduces movement, similar ro a Mobius band.

By using three primary colors, a state of

completeness is suggested, or of accomplishment,

a constant and invariable character. Other color

combinations in this triple space translate various

interactions between the Essence of the text and its

graphic Form.

In 1987, together with my father Jan Wolkowski

who operated the Art Scriptorium in the rine Arts

Building in Chicago for thirty years, we were invited

to present a collection ‘The Gospel in Many Toneues

with excerpts from the Gospel ofSaint John in twenty-

seven languages in the Crypt ofSacre Coeur Basilic a of

Montmartre in Paris. In 1998 the Znad Wilii Gallery

in Vilnius, Lithuania, offered 'The renewal of the art

of Benedictine Illumination in the XXlh
century’.

This was also on display at the Castle of Piast Princes

in Opole and Wroclaw, Poland. It travelled next to

the Library of the Fine Arts Department of Nicolas

Copernicus University in Torun Poland in 1999.
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All subsequent exhibits present my personal

research.

In 200 3, as part of the Frederic Chopin collection

of the Polish Library in Paris, a study of a quote by

Solange Clesinger in different languages was on

display in Museums in Tokyo and Vienna.

A permanent presentation of ‘The Spirit and the

letter between the Loir and Loire Valleys’ is offered

since July 2004 at the Chateau de la Voloniere at

Ponce sur Loir, Sarthe, France.

In October of the same year, the medieval Saint

Leonard Chapel in Croissy sur Seine, near Paris, hosted

an opus
c

George Sand and her friends’ with references

of ten outstanding representatives of arts and letters.

In March 2005, for the sesquicentennial of the

birth of the French poet Arthur Rimbaud, a collection

was shown at the Robert Schuman Center in Kaunas,

Lithuania and Espace Reine de Saba in Paris.

In September, Schuman’s House in Scy-Chazelles,

Lorraine, France invited a commemoration oPRoberr

Schuman, the Father of Europe’ which was also on

view in the Center in Kaunas, Lithuania.

The same year marked the 50 ch anniversary of the

death of the French scientist and philosopher Pierrre

Teilhard de Chardin. Exhibits in several languages

noting this event were held in the Society in Montreal,

Canada, at the Townhall of the Fifth District in Paris,

Stanford University in Palo Alto, California, Marist

College in Poughkeepsie, New York and Chestnut

Hill College in Philadelphia.

Also in March, the St Joan of Arc Church in Las

Vegas, Nevada, presented references from history and

literature. In May, a collection 'The Two Miloszes’

(Czeslaw and Oscar), poets who wrote respectively

in Polish (Nobel Prize laureate) and in French, was

exhibited at the Hotel de l’Aigle Noir in Fontainebleau,

France in August and at the Robert Schuman Center

in Scy-Chazeles, France.

The centennial of the birth of the French writer

Jean-Paul Sartre was honored at the French Institute

in London in March and the Institute for Linguistics

in Gabes, Tunisia in December.

The Wine Museum in Verzenay, Champagne

Area in France, was the location of an exhioition

'Wine, the Spirit and the Letter’ in October.

In June 2006, the Abbey Saint-George of

Boscherville in Normandy, France, exhibited the

'Rose, Spirit and the Letter’. During the same month,

the Monastery of Veniere in Boyer, France, displayed

the Prologue to the 'Rule of St Benedict’ in fourteen

languages.

During the Cultural Heritage Celebration in

September, the Rene Descartes Museum in Touraine,

France, honored him with a collection of his citations.

In December, following the death of the French artist

Raymond Devos, a homage was held at the Cultural

Center of his birthplace in Mouscron, Belgium.

In January 200 7, a selection on Antoine de Saint-

Exupery, French writer and author of 'The Little

Prince’ was presented at the City Hall of Sceaux,

France. ‘The Curies: the family of five Nobel

Prizes’were celebrated in November 2005 at Sceaux,

France for the 70th anniversary of the Nobel Prize in

chemistry and at the Peugeot Cultural enter in Paris

in May 2007.

In May 2008, the House ofJoan ofArc in Orleans,

France was the site of a collection of Historical and

literary quotations on her subject. This was the second

time after it was shown in the Las Vegas exhioition

held three years earlier.

The Cultural Heritage Celebration of September

witnessed the venue of an exhibit in French and Latin

on Bernard of Clairvaux at the Abbey of Clarte Dieu,

Saint Paterne Racan, in Touraine, France.

The current year 2009 is marked by an exhibit

in April at the Museum of the History of Medicine,
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Rene Descartes University in Paris, with thirteen

references from Hippocrates to the Nobel Prize

Laureate in Medicine for the discovery of the AIDS

virus. In May, the Townhall of Fontainebleau, France

received excerpts in twenty-four languages of the poet

Oscar Milosz, in celebration of the 70 Lh anniversary of

his death. In June, the Nelligan Library and Gallery

in Quebec, Canada, hosted the birth centennial of the

French writer Regine Pernoud. This being the birth

bicentennial of the American writer and poet Edgar

Allan Poe, my collection in nineteen languages of his

work is presented at conferences celebrating him at

the Universities of Moscow (Russia), Alcala, Caceres,

Valencia (Spain), Keio (Tokyo), Mons (Belgium),

Sao Paolo and Belo Horizonte (Brazil), Warsaw

(Poland), Baia Mare (Romania), Valparaiso (Chile).

The bicentennial of the birth of the Polish poet

Juliusz Slowacki will be celebrated with a collection

in six languages at the Nelligan Library and Gallery in

Quebec. As I write this paper, an opus on the Russian

writer Nicolas Gogol in 23 official languages of the

European Union in being created for the bicentennial

of his birth, which will be celebrated in Moscow, Saint

Petersburg and Quebec.

My research in geopoetics has lead me in

2003, to publish a compilation of one poem in 109

languages, by the Polish poet Adam Mickiewicz.

According to Index Translationum UNESCO, this

is the most extensive investigation of any poem

worldwide. Several chirographic projects combine

both directions, such as a citation of Oscar Milosz in

twenty-four languages, Arthur Rimbaud in thirty-five

languages, Edgar Allan Poe in nineteen languages, a

sonnet by Ronsard in seven, or the Ode to Joy by

Schiller in nine languages. These are the precursors

of a European Poetic Space, the final goal being a ‘23

by 23 matrix of poetry
5

in all official languages of the

European union.
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The extensive use of inscriptions is one of the

distinguishing features of Islamic art. Calligraphy

occupied a place and gained importance in Islamic

art unparalleled in any other culture. It gained its

importance from the Muslims need to write down the

Quran and preserve it. Then calligraphy developed as a

discipline with its own precise and strict rules to which

proportion was mandatory. The art of calligraphy

was not confined to the Quran or to books, it was

rather used to adorn all kinds of objects and buildings.

The Muslims developed within the art of calligraphy

an unsurpassable variety of styles and ornamental

inscriptions that became an essential element of

decoration. That led Welch to describe Arabic script

as 'the central form of Islam’s arts and the foremost of

its characteristic modes of visual expression.
51

Doris Abouseif considered the extensive use of

inscriptions on objects of daily use as a reflection of the

taste of the Muslim society that regarded knowledge

as of foremost value although literacy was widespread,

especially among urban populations. 2 She added that

the use of inscription in the arts freed the calligrapher’s

imagination to create ornamental devices and to

transform the letters into ornament. 3

Metal objects carrying inscriptions are certainly

common all over the Islamic world. In the early

period, Islamic metalworkers followed, and further

developed pre-Islamic, particularly Roman and

Byzantine traditions.
4 Metal objects of the early period

were usually decorated with a single line of inscription

without dots and in many cases bear the date of

manufacturing the object. 5 By the tenth and eleventh

century, inscriptions played a more important role

in the decoration of Islamic metalwork. Inscriptions

usually invoked blessings and good wishes on the

owner or expressed dedication to him. 6
It was in the

twelfth or early thirteenth century when the practice

of decorating metal objects with long inscriptions

giving the name and titles of its owner have spread

from Upper Mesopotamia to Syria and Egypt, and

reached its peak in the Mamluk period. In contrast

to the Mesopotamian practice of using narrow,

inconspicuous and well-integrated inscription bands,

on the Mamluk metal objects, dedications often form

the main, if not the only decoration/

One of the ornamental inscriptions that were

widely used on Mamluk metal objects is the radiating

inscription. This form of inscription is used within

a circular arrangement or medallion, in which the

hastae or shafts of the letters point towards the centre

of the medallion. 8 This type of ornamental inscription

was usually used in metal work, and despite its beauty

and extensive use; no detailed study was devoted to it.

Therefore, the present study will focus on the radiating

inscription in an attempt to clarify its appearance,

development, usage, meaning and the decorative

motifs related to it. The study at hand will be divided

into two main parts; the first will present various

examples of metal objects with radiating inscription

and the second will analyze these examples to shed

light on the artistic features of that type of ornamental

inscription.

Part I:

The first group of examples includes objects of

metalwork -with radiating inscriptions- attributed

to sultans of the Bahari Mamluk period. The earliest

example of metal work with radiating inscription is

the hexagonal table of al-Nasir Muhammad (dated

728 A.H./1328 A.D). It is made of brass inlaid with

gold and silver and preserved in the Museum of

Islamic Art in Cairo. 9 The upper surface of the table

is hexagonal in shape and its centre is occupied with

concentric arrangement (fig. 1-A). The centre has a

small circle bearing the word 'Muhammad 5

written in
£

naskh
5

script on a pierced background. It’s

surrounded with radiating inscription in kufic script

that reads: U-J' / dJJLJl jlkJLJ! UV
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(Fig. 1- A) Top of hexagonal table of Al-Nasir Muhammad

o Ql

‘Glory to our lord the Sultan, al-Malik al-Nasir,

Nasir al-Dunya w’l-Din, son of the sultan Qalwun’

Each two of the vertical shafts of the radiating

inscription are plaited together in knots and the

upper parts of the shafts are pointed. The medallion

is encircled with a ribbed frame which contains lotus

flowers on a pierced background.

Four of the sides of the table are also decorated

with radiating inscription (fig. 1-B). Each side bears

a circular arrangement ot tour concentric circles: the

central one bears the word: ‘Muhammad’ written

in naskh script, surrounded by radiating inscription

also in naskh script and reads:

• j Jill j Lj jJl 011 \j Jj-oJ j-p

OlkLJl

'Glory to our lord the Sultan, al-Malik al-

Nasir, Nasir al-Dunya w’l-Din, son of the sultan

Qalwun,

This circle is surrounded by a narrow circle

with floral decorations and then a wide ribbed one

containing lotus flowers.
10

Another object attributed to al-Nasir Muhammad

is a brass candlestick preserved in the Museum of

Islamic Art in Cairo.
11 The body of the candlestick

(Fie. 1-B) One of the sides of the hexagonal table of Al-Nasir

Muhammad

is decorated with a wide band of thuluth inscription

which is interrupted by two large medallions, with

radiating inscription written in thuluth script. It reads:

j^UJl ^JUJl U! dUJl

'Glory to our lord the sultan, al-Malik al-

Nasir, the learned, the just, the defender (of

Faith) the warrior of the frontiers Muhammad

son of the Sultan Qalwun’

The centre of the medallion is occupied with a

cartouche.
12

The candlestick of al-Nasir Muhammed in Museo

Artistico Industrial in Rome was also decorated

with radiating inscription (fig. 2-A). The base of the

candlestick is decorated with a medallion that has a

six-petaled whirling rosettes surrounded by radiating

inscription on a floral background and it reads:
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(Fig. 2-A) Medallion on the candlestick of Al-Nasir Muhammad
in Museo Andustriale in Rome. After: D. Rice, Study IV, fig. 8.

The horizontal band of inscription on the

cylindrical body of the incense burner is also

interrupted by two lobed medallions with radiating

inscription written in naskh script that reads:

0112_L^Jl ^

— jjl J
Lo w\Jl

\
1 %^oJl LLoJ ' 1 ij 1

jJ

'Glory to our lord the sultan, al-Malik al-

Nasir, the learned the diligent the defender (of

Faith) the warrior of the frontiers the warden

of the marches, the supported (by God), the

victorious Nasir al-Dunya w’l-Din Muhammad

son of Qalawmi
5

The radial inscriptions on both the lid and

LLJl 1 Wl ljr J

c

Gloiy to our lord the sultan, al-Malik

al-Nasir the learned the dilieent the just the

defender (of Faith) the warrior of the frontiers’

The outer circle is decorated with elegant slender

lotus flowers.
13

Among the best preserved examples of metal work

with radiating inscription is the incense burner of al-

Nasir Muhammad (fig. 2-B) that is now preserved in

Nuhad Es-Said collection.
14 The lid of the incense

burner is decorated with a horizontal band of

inscription interrupted with two lobed medallions

with radiating inscription. It reads:

1

jtJlxj' jJJLJl (jlkJLvJ lj J

I 0 J
^yi ^jJlJ Lj jjl

J^>\j hj\ ]'

c

Glory to our lord the sultan, al-Malik al-

Nasir, the learned, the diligent, the defender

(of ^aith), the warrior of the frontiers, the

warden of the marches, Nasir al-Dunya w1-Din

Muhammad son ot l^alawun’

(Fig. 2-B) Incense burner of Al-Nasir Muhammad.
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body were inlaid with gold and set against a floral

background inlaid with silver. The centre of each

medallion is occupied with a circle with the phrase:

jlkLJl 'Glory to our lord the sultan’ and it

is inlaid with gold.
1-5

Some objects decorated with radiating inscriptions

bear the name of Sultan Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn

Qalawun (742-743 A.H./ 1342 AD). A metal lamp

(fig. 3 -A) preserved in the Museum of Islamic Art in

Cairo is one of these objects.
16 The bulb of the lamp is

decorated with a wide band of naskh script interrupted

by three medallions with radiating inscription written

in naskh script without dots and reads:
17

jlkLJl >p

. .

.

LLJ

Glory to our

lord the sultan, a

Malik al-Nasir. .

.

the sultan, al-Malik

al-Nasir

What is unique

about tms lamp is

that the inscriptions

glorify both the sultan

al-Nasir Ahmad and

his father al-Nasir

Muhammad.

The second object

that was attriDuted to

the same sultan and

was decorated with

radiating inscription

is a brass tray-stand.
18

Each ofthe two conical

parts ofthe stand were

decorated with two

ribbed medallions

(Fie. 3-A) Mosque lamp of al-Nasir

Ahmad Ibn Muhammad. After: G.

Wiet, Objets en cuivre, pi. IX

/ ,
.”'...

with radiating inscription set on a floral background

and surround the epigraphic emblem of the sultan

that reads: U LLLJl
C

al-Malik al-Nasir.
1

A candlestick in the Keir collection also bears the

title:
C

al-Nasir in its radiating inscription who could

be al-Nasir Muhammad or his son al-Nasir Ahmad.

The body of the candlestick is decorated with a large

band of naskh script against a scroll background and

interrupted by two large medallions with a rosette in

its centre and radiating inscriptions that read:

'Glory to our lord the sultan, al-Malik al-

Nasir
5

.

20

Al-Salih Isma’il ibn Muhammad ibn Qalawun

(743-746 A.H./ 1342- 1345 AD) also had his share

of metal objects with radiating inscriptions. The

first object is a cylindrical container with a pointed

cover21
preserved in the Museum of Islamic Art

in Cairo (fig. 3 -B). The body of the container

is decorated with a band of naskh inscription

interrupted by three laree lobed medallions

bearing radiating inscription that reads:

j^UJl ^JLJI dUJl jlULJl

'

^ -LA

'Glory to our lord the sultan, al-Malik al-

Salih, the learned, the diligent, the defender

(Fig. 3-B) Radiating inscription on a cylindrical box of Salih

Ismail. After: Izzi, ‘Objects’ pi. 6
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(of Faith), the warrior of the frontiers 'Imad al-

Dunya w’l-Din’

This inscription radiates from the praise of the

sultan that reads: jlkLJi jp 'Glory to our lord

the Sultan’.
22 The second object attributed to al-Salih

Ismail is a rose water sprinkler with a bulbous body. 23

The body is decorated with a band of inscription,

interrupted by three large medallions with radiating

inscription and reads:

}
•
jJ Lj jJl : ULoJ' 1

L^Low^l
- c

'Glory to our lord the sultan, al-Malik al-

Salih
c

lmad al-Dunya w’l-Din Isma’il’

These inscriptions radiate from the central circle

with the epigraphic emblem of the sultan which

reads:
24 dXLJ

.

Similar to the metal lamp of al-Nasir Ahmad

another metal lamp was attributed to al-Kamil

Sha’ban25 (746-747 A.H./ 1345-1346 AD). It

followed the same tradition of the lamp of Sultan

Ahmad in glorifying both the ruling sultan; al-Kamel

Slia’ban, and his deceased father al-Nasir Muhamad.

The bulb of the lamp was decorated on its upper part

with a band or inscriptions bearing the name of al-

Nasir Muhammad interrupted by small medallions

with his first name. While, the lower part of the bulb

is decorated with a wide band of inscriptions bearing

the name of al-Kamil and interrupted with three large

medallions with radiating inscription that reads:

LLJ jlLJLvJl 1_5 J

UaJ!

'Glory to our lord the sultan, al-Malik, the

learned, the diligent, the just al-Kamil Seif al-

Dunya w’l-Din Sha’ban’

The centre of the medallions bears the words:

diLJ jlkLJl 'Glory to our lord the sultan’

written in naskh script.
26

Al-Kamel Sha’ban had another object with

radiating inscription which is a unique brass tray
27

(fig. 4-A). It’s one of the most sumptuous of its kind

because of its elaborate work and unique layout of the

decoration. The whole surface of the tray is occupied

with concentric circles; the central one with radiating

inscription, surrounded by interlacing circles forming

a large petaled flower, surrounded by a circular band

of inscriptions, surrounded by another wide band of

inscriptions that is broken with three medallions with

radiating inscriptions. The central lobed medallion

has a flower in its centre, surrounded by radiating

inscription set on a floral background and reads:

ISsJl LLoJl 0112-L-vJi ljV jp

Oi Lj jJl

Glory to our lord the sultan, al-Malik al-

Kamil, the learned, the just, seif al-Dunya w’l-

Din, Sha’ban’

The other three medallions with radiating

inscriptions bear the same text but the medallion

has the epigraphic emblem in its centre and it reads:

dJU' c

al-Malik al-Kamil. Each medallion is

surrounded by a circular band of flowers and a lobed

frame. 28

(Fig. 4-A) Tray of Al-Kamil Sha'ban.
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(Fig. 4-A) Rose water sprinkler ofAl-Nasir Hassan.

The well-known rose water sprinkler that was

attributed to al-Nasir Hasan (748-752 A. H./ 1348-

1351 AD and 755-762 A.H./1354-1361AD) is also

decorated with radiating inscription
29

(fig. 4-B). Its

bulbous body is decorated with a band of naskh script

interrupted by three lobed medallions with radiating

inscriptions in naskh script reads:

jJl
j Lj jJl L) ‘j 1 i U'V j-oJ

c

Glory to our lord the sultan, al-Malik al-

Nasir, Nasir al-Dunya w’l-Din’

The frame of the medallion is wide and its centre

is occupied by a circle containing a flower. The

radiating inscription is inlaid with gold and set on a

floral background inlaid with silver.
30

The pen box ofal-Mansur Muhammad31 (7o2-764

A.H./1361-1363 AD) also bears radiating inscriptions

on its interior (fie. 5-A). It bears four lobed medallions

(Fig. 5-A) Pen box of al-Mansur Muhammad.

with radiating inscription set on a floral background

and it reads:

wLa>L>c_<J! (J)Lxi' LLJl “ U 1 !' Ls jp

‘Glory to our lord the sultan al-Malik, the

learned, the diligent the just, the defender (of

raith) the warrior of the frontiers’

The centre of the medallion contains a whirling

rosette.
32 Each medallion is framed with a wide lobed

frame and the inscriptions are inlaid with 201d.

Another object was attributed to al-Malik al-

Mansur who could be al-Mansur Muhammad or al-

Mansur Ali (778-783 A.H./1377-1381 AD). It’s a

brass tray inlaid with silver and preserved in Victoria

and Albert Museum33
(fig. 5-B). It followed the

decorative style of the tray of al-Kamil Sha’ban. 1 he

whole surface of the tray is occupied with concentric

circles; the central one with radiating inscription,

surrounded by interlacing circles forming a large

petaled flower, surrounded by a circular band of

inscriptions, which in its turn is surrounded by

another wide band or inscriptions that is broken

with three medallions with radiating inscriptions

too and the frame of the tray or the rim is floral.
'4
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The radiating inscription on the central medallion

reads:

UJl J^UJ! JUl! dUJl OlkLJl

'Glory to our lord the sultan al-Malik, the

learned, the diligent, the just, the vanquisher,

the defender (of Faith)
5

And the radiating inscription on the three

medallions reads:

j IjJl LjJI L*J ' L*Ji o 1WL ' U

11<Jl _kjJ] 1

'Gloiy to our lord the sultan al-Malik, the

learned, the diligent, the just, the vanquisher the

defender (of Faith), the warrior of the frontiers,

the warden of the marches’.

The radiating inscription is surrounded by a wide

circular band of lotus flowers and a lobed frame. 3

?

The second group of examples represents objects

of metalwork -with radiating inscriptions- that belong

(Fig. 5-B) Tray of al- Mansur.

to amirs of the Bahari Mamluk period. Among these

examples is a bowl in the Aron Collection.
36 The

bowl has a round base which is decorated from the

outside with a central whirling rosette and radiating

inscriptions surrounding it. The inscription reads:

‘His exalted excellency, the lordly, the

learned, the warrior of the frontiers, al-Nasiri

The radiating inscription is set against a floral

background. It’s surrounded by six pointed shapes

that made the whole design look like a large flower with

six petals. The petals were decorated with arabesques

and between each two petals there is a whirling rosette

surrounded with flying ducks. '

A lamp stand30
in the same collection also bears

radiatine inscription. The tray of the lamp stand is

circular and slightly concave. It had a small circle in its

centre surrounded by radiating inscription that reads:

^^! V JUl
c

His exalted excellency, the great amir al-

Malaki al-Nasiri’

The radiating naskh script is set against a floral

background. 39

Another object also attributed to one of the

officers of al-Mailk al-Nasir is the tray preserved in

The Freer Gallery ofArt40
(fig. 6-A). The centre of this

tray is occupied with a six-petaled rosette surrounded

by radiating inscription in thuluth script. It reads:

l5
xLJI JUJI JUl yLJl

‘His exalted excellency, the lord, the high,

the just, al-Malaki al-Nasiri

Around it is a band divided into eight units, filled

with large lotuses flanked by five-petaled blossoms

alternating with two pairs of flyine ducks. 41

A cylindrical brass box (fig. 6-B) attributed to an

officer of al-Malik al-Nasir was also decorated with
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(Fig. 6-A) Part of a tray of of an officer of al-M alik al-Nasir.

radiating inscription.
42 The lid of the cylindrical box

has a six-petaled whirling rosette that is surrounded by

radiating inscription in thuluth script. It reads:

'His exalted excellency, the lord, the learned,

the efficient’

The inscription is set against a floral

background. 43

A tray stand in the Nuhad Es-Said Collection"

(fig. 7-A) was also attributed to an officer of al-Malik

al-Nasir.
4
) Each of the two conical parts of the tray

stand is decorated with a band of naskh inscription

interrupted by two medallions with radiating

inscriptions. The circle in the centre of each medallion

contains inscription that reads: dJU'
c

al-Malik

al-Salih’ surrounded by radiating inscriptions in naskh

script that reads:

iS <S jUJl jl<J\

The generous authority the high the lordly, the

great amir, the conqueror, the defender (of the

(Fig. 6-B) The lid of a cylindrical box of an officer of al-Malik

al-Nasir.

(Fig. 7-A) Tray stand of an officer of al-Malik al-Nasir.
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(Fig. 7-B) Detail from the base of a candlestick belonging to an

officer of al-Nasir Hassan.

Faith), the warden of the marches, the helper’

The inscription is set against a floral background. 46

The same treatment of the radiating inscription is

present in the candlestick that was also attributed to

an officer of al-Malik al-Nasir. Each of the polylobed

medallions that decorate the base of the candlestick

(pi.7-B) contains a circle with the inscription :

jlkLJl surrounded by radiating inscriptions

on a floral backgrouna. £sin Atil suggested that the

candlestick was made for one of the officers of al-

Malik al-Nasir Hasan/'

The tray of amir Tybugha preserved in the

Museum of Islamic Art in Cairo 4 " is another example

of the use of radiating inscription on objects made

for amirs. The layout of the decorations on the tray is

very similar to that of the tray of al-Kamel Sha’ban.

It is decorated with concentric circles; the central one

bears graffito surrounded by radiating inscription,

surrounded by interlacing circles forming the shape

of petals, surrounded by a wide band of inscription

interrupted by three medallions. The difference

between mis tray and that of Sha’ban is that the

radiating inscription was used only in the central

medallion and not in the other three medallions and

the inscription in the wide band is set inside lobed

compartments.

A cylindrical brass box attributed to Aydemir al-

Ashrafi49 was decorated with radiating inscription. The

centre of the lid is occupied with the emblem of the

owner. It’s a three-fielded emblem with a cup charged

with a napkin in the middle field and a red cup in the

lower field.
50 The blazon or emblem of the amir is

surrounded by radiating inscription (fig. 13) that reads:

SjL

J

il5" ^ V

c

His excellency, the most noble, the high,

the lordly, the royal, the well-served,
c

Izz al-Din

Aydemir al-Ashrafi, the governor of the noble

province ofAleppo
5

The inscription is surrounded, on the bevel, by a

circle of flying ducks, flowers and whorls. 51

The ninth example is a bronze mirror preserved

in Topkapi Sarayi Museum52
(fig. 8). The example is

unique in bearing the name of the amir, to whom the

(Fig. 8) Tray ofAmir Alranbudia.
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tray was made, in the central circle of the tray. This

circle contains the word : J c

Alaa al-Din’. 53 The

radiating inscription surrounding it reads:

medallions; two of which bear radiating inscription

and the other two have lotus flowers. The radiating

inscription is written in naskh script and reads:

^ jj Jlxil

lS j. ^ !
^ —^<J! J^p

'

he honorable authority, the high, the

lordly, the royal, the well-served, the learned,

the efficient, the just, the treasure house (of

excellence), the helper, the savior, made by the

master Muhammad ibn al-Waziri

The circular band around the previous one

contains prowling animals interrupted by four

whirling rosettes. It s surrounded by a wide circular

band containing circles with the signs of the Zodiac

and their associated planets.^

The third group of objects represents metal objects

daring to the Circassian Mamluk period. One of these

examples is the remains of a metal lamp attributed

to Sultan Khushqadam (865-872 A.H./1461-1467

AD).” The lamp bulo is decorated with a wide band

or inscriptions interrupted by three medallions with

radiating inscription that read:

LLJl 0 1 LJL

‘Glory to our lord the sultan al-Malik, the

learned, the diligent, the just, al-Malik al-Ashraf

The centre of the medallion contains the phrase:

dj^i\
c

al-Malik al-Ashraf which is written in

naskh script
8

The third example is a lamp of sultan Al-Ghawri

(906-922 A.H./1501-1516 AD) which is also

decorated with radiating inscription. 59 The lower tray

of the lamp is decorated with a central large star shape

surrounded by fourteen circles, four of which contain

radiating inscription. It’s written in naskh script

without dots and reads:
60

^Jl y\ ^ iV' dUUJl jlkLJl l5 j-<J jp

jjJi

'Glory to our lord the sultan al-Malik al-

Ashraf Abu al-Nasr Qanswa al-Ghuri, may his

victory be glorious’

-La I Jw«Lx]l LLoJl 01121 ^

o jjl ILoJl \u
\
^oJl

"Glory to our lord the sultan al-Malik, the

learned, the diligent, the just, the defender (of

raith), the warrior at the frontiers, al-Malik al-

Zahir Abu Said Khushqadam, May his victory

be glorious

The centre of the radiating inscription contains

the eoigraphic emblem of the sultan that reads: ^
01kLJl Li yJ ‘Glory to our lord the sultan’ written

in naskh script.’
6

The second example is a basin in the Museum of

Islamic Art in Cairo. 57 The basin is decorated with a

wide band of naskh script interrupted by four lobed
(Fig. 9) Center Styles: 1.
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(Fig. 10) Center Styles: 2.

Part II: Analysis

From the above mentioned examples we can

realize that ornamental radiating inscriptions were

widely used to decorate metal objects during the

Mamluk period. We have no evidence that this style

of inscription was used earlier than the reign of al-

Nasir Muhammad ibn Qalawun, particularly his third

reign 709-741 A.H./1310-1340 AD

The design:

In all the examples of radiating inscriptions,

the words were arranged inside a circular shape

or a medallion and the shafts of the letters, which

were elongated, pointed towards the centre.

The comparison between the centers of these

compositions betrays five main trends or styles:

- In the first style (fig. 9 ), the centre of the

medallion contains a circle with the name

of the object owner. Al-Nasir Muhammad

ibn Qalawun is the only sultan whose name

'Muhammad is written in the centre of the

radiating inscription on his hexagonal table
61

and one of his candlesticks. 62

(l"ig. 1 l) Center Styles: 3.

- In the second style (fig. 10) the centre of the

medallion contains a circle with a rosette or

a whirling rosette. The whirling rosette was

more frequently used. It was sometimes a

six-petaled whirling rosette such as that on

al-Nasir Muhammad’s candlestick in Museo

Industriale in Rome, 63 the bottom of a bowl

of one of his amirs64 and the lid of a cylindrical

box of another. 6> In other cases it was an eight-

petaled whirling rosette such as that on the pen

box of al-Mansur Muhammad. 66 Moreover,

the simple flower was used in the centre of

radiating inscription such as that on the centre

of the tray of al-Kamil Sha’ban
67 and the rose

water sprinkler of al-Nasir Hassan. 68

- In the third style (fig. 11) the centre of the

medallion has a circle with three fields; the

upper and the lower are plain while the middle

contains the phrase: jlkLJl li j-J^ 'Glory to

our Lord, the Sultan . fhat style was used on

the incense burner of al-Nasir Muhammd, 69

the cylindrical box of al-Salih Isma’il
70

the

lamp of al-Kamil Sha’ban 1 the candlestick of
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(Fig. 12) Center Styles: 4.

an officer of al-Nasir Hasan 2 and the lamp of

Khushqadam. ^

- In the fourth style (fig. 12) the centre of the

medallion contains the epigraphic emblem of

the sultan, it is in the form of a circle divided

into three fields; the upper and lower are plain

while the middle contains the title ofthe sultan.

It’s worth noting that whether the owner of the

object was a sultan or an amir, the title inscribed

in the centre was that of the ruling sultan. The

title
C

al-Malik al-Nasir was inscribed in the

centre of the radiating inscription on the tray

stand of Sultan Ahmad, 74 while the title
£

al-

Malik al-Salih’ was inscribed on the rose water

sprinkler of al-Salih Isma’il
75 and on the tray

stand of an amir.
v,

In the same treatment, the

title
C

al-Maiik al-KamiF was inscribed on the

tray of al-Kamil Sha’ban and
C

al-Malik al-

Ashraf on the basin of the Qaytbay’s wife.
78 In

the latter example, the metalworker followed

the traditions of that style rather than using

the common form of the epigraphic emblem

of Qaytbay. 9

(rig. 13) center Styles: 5.

The only exception of that rule is the use of

the title of an amir, who was called
c

Alaa al-Din ’

in the centre of the radiating inscription on his

tray.
80

- In the fifth style (fig. 1 3) the radiating inscription

contains in its centre the emblem of the owner.

The example of that style could be seen on the

lid of the cylindrical box of Aydumer which

contains a cup in its middle field.

The Inscriptions

Naskh or thuluth scripts were generally

adopted in radiating inscriptions, while kufic

script was used only once in the radiating

inscription on the top of the hexagonal table of

al-Nasir Muhammad. In that example, plaited

kufic was adopted and the letters alif and lam

were knotted. The upper top of each shaft takes

the form of a pointed spear. The single strokes

were also knotted at one side of the shaft, except

for the letter lam of the word li-mawlana which

bears two knots and ends with two pointed ends.

(fig. 9)
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The naskh and thuluth scripts used in the rest

of the examples are extremely creative. The shafts

of the letters are elongated and point towards the

centre of the medallion. The number of strokes,

or shafts, is usually an even number varying

between eighteen 81 up to forty eight .

s2 Sometimes

an additional letter, alif, is added at the end of the

text to form an upright stroke that matches the

lam of li-mawlana at the beginning of the text.

This practice is used in the radiating inscription

of the incense burner of al-Nasir Muhammad, his

candlesticK in Museo Industrial in Rome and the

cylindrical box of al-Salih Isma’il.

The shafts of the letters alif, lam, taa, kaf

occupieds most of the space inside the medallion,

leaving only its lower part for the rest of the letters.

Sometimes, important words, usually the name

of the sultan, were written above the rest of the

words intersecting with the strokes. The word

'Muhammaa intersects the strokes of the radiating

inscription of the incense burner of al-Nasir

Muhammad84 and the same practice was used with

theword (Sha’ban on the tray ofal-Kamil Sha’ban 8

and the word
£

Aydumer’ on the lid of a cylindrical

box .

86 Moreover, words were sometimes crowded

in part the text such as the word 'Qalwun in the

radiating inscription on the sides of the hexagonal

table of al-Nasir Muhammd .

8 Also the word
£

seif

was crowded with
C

al-Dunia wa al-Din on the tray

of al-Kamil Sha’ban .

88

Not only are the layouts inventive, but also

are the letter forms themselves. The eye of the

letter sad, for example, was pierced by the upright

of the letter alif like a rino- on a skewer,) This

practice could be seen in the word 'al-Nasir
5

on

the hexagonal table, the incense burner and the

candlestick of al-Nasir Muhammad .

90

The analysis of the texts of the radiating

inscriptions revealed several facts. First: all the

radiating inscriptions on metal objects made for a

sultan started with 'Glory to our lord, the Sultan

al-Malik" •’ followed by various titles ofthe sultan.

No particular titles were chosen and no particular

order was adopted for the titles. Probably the

metalworker chose titles that could provide a large

number of strokes -usually alif and lam- such as

al-'alim, al amil al-‘adil Titles added to al-

Dunya w’l-Din were also frequently used such

as (Seif al-Dunya w’l-Din’ 'Nasir al-Dunya w’l-

Din and
l

’Imad al-Dunya w’l-Din . fhe name

of the sultan was not necessarily mentioned. In

few cases the name of the sultan together with the

name of his deceased father were mentioned in

the text such as the radiating inscription on both

the top and sides of the hexagonal table of al-Nasir

Muhammad and that on his incense burner.

Second: the radiating inscription on metal

objects owned by amirs or other dignitaries

could be classified into two types of inscriptions.

The first represents inscriptions that glorified

the sultun nor the owner and in that case the

text started with the phrase 'Glory to our lord

the Sultan al-Malik...’. That could be seen on

the basin in the third group of examples .

91 The

second type of inscriptions included honorific

titles of the owner himself that started with
c

His

exalted excellency’ or
c

The most Noble and High

Excellency’ or other titles depending on the rank

of the owner. Although the text glorifies the

owner, the centre of the radiating inscription

could be the prayer for the ruling sultan: 'Glory

to our lord the Sultan 92
or his title .

93

The name of the amir was nor mentioned

in most of the metal objects with radiating

inscription.

The frame and related motifs

The medallions with radiating inscriptions

were either framed with a simple circular frame
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or a polylobed one. Sometimes the ribbon of the

outline is twisted at the top and bottom of the

medallion and connected with the upper and

lower bands of decorations .

94

Some motifs appeared together with the

radiating inscriptions such as the lotus flower. The

flower pattern was repeated in a wide circular band

that surrounded the frame of the medallion on the

top and sides of the hexagonal table of al-Nasir

Muhammad, two of his candlesticks
,

95 in addition

to the tray of Freer Gallery .

96 The lotus flowers

had eight petals and the flowers were arranged

facing inwards and outwards alternately and were

connected with scrolls (fig. 9 ). Generally speaking,

the use of lotus flowers represents one of the Far

Eastern, particularly Chinese, influences that

left a marked imprint on the flora of the Islamic

decoration .

9 The lotus flowers brought by the

Mongols to Iran were later introduced to Syria and

Egypt and made their appearance on metalwork in

Egypt at the beginning of the fourteenth century .

98

The lotus flower survived, together with other

motifs, until the end of the Mamluk period."

The second motif that appeared together with

some medallions with radiating inscriptions is the

flying ducks. The ducks were represented in pairs,

usually affronted and with their wings spread.

That motifwas seen around the cen tral medallion

on the tray of al-Kamil Sha’ban and around the

central medallion of the tray in Freer Gallery and

in both cases, the ducks were alternating with

flowers .

100 The flying ducks were also seen close

to the radiating inscriptions, not surrounding

it, on other metal objects such as the top of the

hexagonal table of al-Nasir Muhammad and the

rose water sprinkler of al-Nasir Hasan .

101

The association between the Qalawun family

and the flying ducks was discussed by many

scholars. Some scholars wrongly considered the

duck one of the emblems of Qalawun family,

based 011 the suggestion that the word Qalawun

itself means duck in Turkish. But other scholars

proved that the representation of ducks was

never associated with the name ‘Qalawun’. The

ducks were also represented in various forms and

numbers which deny that they were an emblem.

Moreover, the representations of ducks were used

before and after the Qalawun family’s reign and

that proves that it was a mere decorative element

and has no specific association with the Qalawun

family .

102

The third motif that was frequently seen with

radiating inscriptions is the rosette which was used

in the center of the radiating inscriptions. The

rosette was among the plants that were used as

emblems such as the five-peraled rosette adopted

by the Rasulids of Yemen and the six-peraled

rosette adopted by the Qalawun family .

103 But

none of the rosettes that were used in the center of

the radiating inscriptions could be considered an

emblem. They were either a six-petaled whirling

rosette or an eight-petaled one, as previously

discussed. Even the rosette on the tray of al-Kamil

Sha’ban and that on the rose water sprinkler of

al-Nasir Hassan were both with five petals and

therefore cannot represent the emblem of the

Qalawun family.

The forth and last motif is the representation

of the signs of the Zodiac and their associated

planets that was seen on only one example; the

tray of al-Tanbugha. The astrological images and

representations of the Signs of the Zodiac were

present in Islamic art since the twelfth century

and were more popular in the eastern regions

extending from the Jazira to Khurasan .

104 They

generally signify protection for the owner of

the object in addition to good fortune .

105 But it
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is obvious that this was not a theme frequently

associated with radiating inscriptions.

The meaning of radiating inscriptions:

symbolism or decoration

Radiating inscription with elongated letter shafts

pointing to the center of a circular medallion evokes

the image of the sun. The circular center resembles

the sun disk and the elongated shafts of the letters

resemble the rays of the sun. That visual effect was

emphasized in many cases by the use of gold for

inlaying the inscription, contrasting with the use of

silver for other decorative elements on the object.

Some scholars suggested a symbolic meaning for

the radiating inscriptions. Eva Baer suggested that the

radiant letters which spell out the names and titles of

the sultan were symbols intended to call up the light

that emanated from the ruling personage. 106 Esin Aril

added that the circular inscriptions, rosettes, lotuses

and ducks are associated with solar symbolism. She

suggested that those motifs may have had astrological

meanings and were used as charms for their magical

and protective values.
10 James Allen agreed with

Atil in considering the lotuses and ducks as solar

symbols. 108 As for the radiating inscription itself, he

suggested that the artist and the patron desired the

viewer to conceive some sort of similarity between the

ruler and the sun. The sun disk bears the first titles of

the sultan and symbolizes him as the sun.
109

To the sultan’s officers of state, to his mamluks

and all who were ushered into his august presence,

such objects with radiating inscriptions proclaimed

the presence before them of the Sun himself.
110 Allen

went even further when he mentioned that al-Nasir

Muhammad attributed to himself divine eminence

by using the radiating inscription. He explained that

in the circular inscription in the Quran box -of al-

Nasir Muhammad- God entitles himself
C

al-Malik

al-Qudus’ and in the radiating inscriptions on his

objects the sultan entitles himself
C

al-Malik al-Nasir’.

Therefore, the sultan deliberately was setting himself

and his own greatness against that of his creator.
111

In fact, I disagree with the above-mentioned points

of view suggesting symbolic meaning to radiating

inscriptions or suggesting intended equation between

the ruler and the sun. This disagreement is based on

certain reasons which are:

1-

The sun motif was used in Islamic art as early

as the twelfth or early thirteenth century in

Iran
112 and was used on Mamluk metal objects

produced in Egypt or Syria by the end of the

thirteenth century and during the fourteenth

century.
113

It was also used at the bottom of

many metal objects surrounded with fish.
1 M

That means, the sun motif was frequently used

in Islamic art and its appearance was prior to the

radiating inscriptions and its usage continued

till the fourteenth century. The shape of the sun

motif made it appropriate to be used as a central

motif around which decorations were arranged

in circular bands. Therefore, the radiating

inscriptions could have been an alternative to

the sun motif. It must have been an innovative

motif that looks like the sun but using letters for

its rays. It must have gained appreciation too and

that explains its spread together with the still

existing pictorial motif of the sun.

2 - The association between rosettes, lotuses and

ducks and solar symbolism is not proven in

Islamic art. Neither Atil, nor Allen who adopted

that idea explained that awo don or mentioned

what these motifs syir
1

Moreover, if these

motifs were truly associated with solar symbolism,

they should have been present in all objects with

radiating inscription. But on the contrary, they

were present only on few of them, disproving

such association.

3 - The idea that al-Nasir Muhammad was setting

himself and his greatness against that of his

112
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Creator is denied based on another Quranic

text on the same Quran box. The box bears the

verse:

dikii ikj uu

J-iJj tLiu ytjj f-LiJ
{

y<^ dJJLlil
’

: '
This Quranic text asserts the omnipotence ofGod

and that only God gives, or takes, sovereignty.

That means the ruler is assuring the ultimate

power to ^rod and not to himself.

Moreover, many other sultans used their titles

in the center of the radiating inscription such as

al-Malik al-Salih, al-Malik al-Nasir and al-Malik

al-Ashraf. And its hard to believe that they all

were setting themselves against God.

4 - The above mentioned opinions were probably

based on the study of one or few objects with

radiating inscriptions. But the present study

proved that radiating inscriptions were used on

objects made for sultans, amirs of various ranks

and other dignitaries. Therefore, it s hard to

believe that all those people were intending to

liken the patron to the sun.

If the idea of associating a great sultan -such as

al-Nasir Muhammd- with the sun could be accepted,

how can we explain that association for a young sultan

who ruled for a year or two? 115

And how can we explain such association for an

amir? And ifthe amir was intending to associate nimself

with the sun, emphasizing his personal prestige, why

would he write the name of the ruling sultan in the

center of the radiating inscription?

The answers to such questions would probably

lead us to believe that the radiating inscription was an

ornamental inscription that looks like the sun motifs

but carries no symbolic meaning. It was probably

appreciated by al-Nasir Muhammad and frequently

represented on his metal objects. His successors; his

sons and grandsons, followed his tradition and used

the same motif to decorate their metal objects. Also

high ofticials, who were generally fascinated to imitate

their ruler, followed the same practice. The radiating

inscription was probably a fashionable motif at that

time. Moreover, the workshops usually produced

objects for the sultans together with other objects,

which were mass produced ones, to fulfill the demand

of the high officers.
116 Such workshops used similar

motifs for the oDjects of the sultan and those of the

amirs. The radiating inscriptions were less frequently

used during the Circassian Mamluk period but they

never disappeared.

To sum up, the radiating inscription is an

ornamental inscription that appeared in the fourteenth

century and continued to be used till the beginning of

the sixteenth century, it was adopted to decorate metal

objects of sultans and amirs. The radiating inscription

was set inside a circular or polylobed medallion and

the shafts of the letters were elongated and point to

the central circle which bears a rosette, the title of the

sultan or a praise for him or the emblem of the amir.

The naskh or thuluth scripts were generally adopted

for the radiating inscription.
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The Digital Library of Inscriptions and Calligraphies

Calligraphy Center

Digital publications have become one of the

means adopted by the world today for preserving

cultural and historical heritages. To this end, the

BA Calligraphy Center has established an electronic

project which documents and publishes different

ancient inscriptions. This project is called The Digital

Library for Inscriptions and Calligraphy’. It comes at

the top of the goals of the Calligraphy Center, which

has taken upon itself the publication of different

calligraphy styles and inscriptions, especially those

left behind by the different languages that influenced

Egypt. The center makes all of this available to

scientists, scholars, and amateurs in the form of a

simple digital content on the website of the center.

The library is considered a digital archive for

the writings and inscriptions on buildings and

monuments throughout the ages. These inscriptions

are displayed on the website of the Digital Library

for Inscriptions and Calligraphy in digital form,

which includes photographs and a brief description

of these inscriptions.

The Digital Library for Calligraphy and

Inscription launched 1500 inscriptions on 1 3 August,

and less than one year later, thanks to the efforts of

the Calligraphy Center research team, this number

now exceed 4000 inscriptions, all available for free.

The BA staff who are carrying out this project

have made sure that the website of the Digital

Library for Inscriptions and Calligraphy has a

simple design and is easy to use, so as to enable the

largest number of researchers to benefit from the

ancient inscription treasures, and to attain abundant
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pictures and reterences for each inscrimion. Users

can browse easily through the inscriptions on the

Digital Library for Inscriptions and Calligraphy,

as they are categorized according to the original

language of the inscription, the classification and

type of the monument. Users can also find the

required inscription by using an advanced search

which enables them to search using the number of

the inscription, or the place where it is kept, or the

place where it was found, or the historical period to

which it belongs In this way, the researcher can find

everything related to the inscription: high-resolution
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pictures, inscription analyses, information and a

brief description of the monument, in addition to a

translation of the inscription.

In its initial stage, the project began with the

documentation of the calligraphies of the group

of languages that comprises the ancient Egyptian

language, Arabic, Persian, Turkish, and Greek.

This is in addition to another group of various

calligraphies, namely, the Thamudic, the Nabataean,

and the Musnad. As the documentation of the

calligraphy ofeach group oflanguages is completed,

work begins on a new group of languages.

The first language among this group of

calligraphies is the ancient Egyptian language. This

language of the ancient Egyptians passed through

several stages, each ofwhich had a different form of

writing. It started with the Hieroglyphic calligraphy,

which was then simplified into the Hieratic (which

literally means: the priestly calligraphy). After that

came the Demotic which was a very short form of

writing used for the purposes of daily life. Finally,

the Coptic calligraphy appeared, it was a result of

the Hellenic civilization and a mixture of the Greek

and Demotic calligraphies.

Each of these four calligraphies, which

merged under the umbrella of the ancient Egyptian

language, has left many monuments and artifacts,

which carry ancient engravings reflecting the

development of the ancient Egyptian language.

Some of the most memorable of these monuments

are: the funereal collection of king Tutankhamen,

with its mausoleums, statues, and royal slogans,

Hatchepsut’s obelisk at El-Karnak and Ramses II’ s

obelisk, the cemetery of Nefertari that is considered

the most famous and beautiful of the cemeteries at

the Valley of the Queens, and a set of literary texts

like the texts of King Unas’ pyramids, and royal

paintings like the painting of Merenptah that is

mistakenly known as the painting of Israel. All this

is in addition to the Coptic icons preserved at the

Coptic museum in Cairo.

The second language, no less important than the

ancient Egyptian language, is Arabic, the language

of the holy Koran which is known as the language

of the letter ‘A daad’ because it is the only

language where this letter is found. Many forms

of Arabic calligraphy have appeared in numerous

ancient engravings, the most important ofwhich are
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the Kufic and the Naskh calligraphies. Moreover,

there are also the Thuluth, Ijaza, and Persian styles

as well as other Arabic calligraphy styles. The

Arabic calligraphy collection is distinguished by

its richness and variety. For example, the digital

library has the splendid calligraphies of Mohamed

Ali’s Mosque at the citadel which is resplendent

with a huge amount of ancient writings in Arabic,

Turkish, and Persian. There are also ancient

calligraphies at the fountain ofOm Abbas, which is

considered one of the most important fountains that

show calligraphies in Arabic and Turkish, dating

back to the age of the Ottoman Empire in Cairo.

It is also worth mentioning that the calligraphies

of Mohamed Ali’s Mosque at the citadel and those

of the fountain of Om Abbas are being published

for the first time through the Digital Library for

Calligraphy and Inscriptions.

The centre for calligraphy has also taken it

upon itself to document the calligraphies of ancient

mosques in Alexandria and Rosetta. One ofthe most

important mosques in Alexandria is El-Boseiry

Mosque that carries ancient calligraphies including

the famous ‘Nahg El-Borda’ poem in praise of

the prophet Mohammed (PBUH). Similarly, two

of the most important mosques in Rosetta are the

mosques of Domeksis and El-Abbassy. In addition,

the calligraphy of many other Islamic buildings has

been published by the Digital Library.

The digital library’s interest in documenting

Arabic calligraphy has not only been confined to the

calligraphies that were documented in Egypt, but it

has also been interested in calligraphies outside Egypt.

Some of these calligraphies are: the calligraphies of

the palaces of Alhambra, the splendors of the Islamic

civilization in Andalusia, and the group oftombstones

of Saada cemetery in Yemen. This cemetery, with

its dated tombstones that are ornamented with rich

Islamic engravings, is considered one of Islamic

history’s scriptures for the city. The centre for

calligraphy has also documented the most important

Arabic calligraphies engraved m the Great Mosque

in the Algerian Republic in Telmcen and the Great

Mosque in Constantinople; as well as a group of

tombstones in the museum of Telmcen.

The digital library has also documented the

whole tombstone collection of the Mo’alaat

cemetery in Mecca, which contains the bodies of

some of the eminent companions of the prophet,

and has a great number of tombstones that reflect

the development of the kufic calligraphy up to the

end of the Ayyubid age.

Islamic coins are considered some of the most

important documents that provide us with true and

accurate information that help us study Islamic

history from all aspects. From that respect, the

calligraphies of a group of Islamic dinars from

Jeddah in Saudi Arabia have been published among

the Arabic calligraphies in the digital library.

The third language, Greek, represents an

important stage of Egyptian history. In this stage

the Greek civilization mixed with the Egyptian to

produce a new blend that manifested itself in the

Hellenistic civilization after the Greek language had

become the official language of the country. This

trend started to appear with the coming of Alexander

the Great to Egypt and his establishment of its new
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capital, Alexandria. That is why the Digital Library

for Calligraphy has ancient Greek calligraphy

in Alexandria, such as the ancient calligraphy

inscribed on Diocletian’s Pillar -which is known

as the Pompey’s Pillar-the Foundation plaques of

the Serapeum Temple of Alexandria, the ancient

calligraphy of El-Rass El-Soda temple, the area of

Kom El-Shoafa, and the area of Kom El-Dekka.

The centre also published a new collection, which

was never published before, of Ptolemaic currencies

illustrating the history of the Ptolemaic family

in Egypt. The discovery of the Rosetta Stone also

caused the decoding of the symbols of the ancient

Egyptian language, which was a golden key to

understanding many sides of the ancient Egyptian

civilization. The stone has been documented in three

types of calligraphies. These are: the Hieroglyphic,

the Demotic, and the Greek. That is why the digital

library published the whole text and the translation

of the Greek and Demotic texts.

The Turkish language, the language of the

Ottoman Empire, illustrates the aesthetics of the

Arabic calligraphy in which it was written, as it has

been greatly influenced by the Arabic and Persian

languages. The Islamic buildings in Egypt abound

with Turkish inscriptions, the most memorable of

which is memorial inscription of the Bulaq Press,

the first official governmental printing press ever,

established in Egypt in the age ofMohamed Ali. This

inscription has been published exclusively by the

Digital Library for Calligraphy and Inscriptions.

The digital library also includes Persian

calligraphy among a collection of important Persian

manuscripts from the museum of Islamic art in

Malaysia. The library publishes this collection

exclusively in the guide to Rhythm and Verses

exhibition ‘Angham wa Ayat\ which has chosen the

BA Calligraphy Centre to be its partner in success.

The last section of the library is devoted to a

display ofacollectionofancientArabic calligraphies.

These are the Musnad, the Nabataean, and the

Thamudic calligraphies. This section includes stone

engravings documented in these calligraphy styles,

and they have been found in Yemen, the Nabataean

city of Hajar, Jebba in Ha’il, and the area of Al-

Jawf in Saudi Arabia.

This project is indeed befitting of the ancient

civilization and history of Egypt. It deserves all

the care and the attention of the researchers and

specialists in the field of writings and calligraphy

worldwide. It also deserves to be part of the BA’s

series of achievements in documenting the past

using the technology of the modem age.
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The book includes three chapters, in addition

to preambles (introduction, list of abbreviations

and list of illustrations) and the appendices

(conclusion, list of references and illustrations).

The importance ofthis book lies in the fact that

it contains Coptic texts from the Coptic Museum
— published for the first time - related to daily life

and illustrating how Egyptians lived in this era

(from the 5
th century to the 9 th century) which is

sometimes referred to as the Coptic Era.

Chapter One

Manuscript No. 3530

The manuscript is a personal letter written

in literary Upper Egypt dialect, dated around

the 8
th century AD. This letter includes the

main elements of Coptic letters: opening and

greeting, body of the letter, followed by the

ending and the address.

It seems that this letter was sent to a person

of high stature in a monastery or a church.

This is clear from the use of different official

expressions in the elements of the letter.

From the few signs in the letter, it obviously

tackles an issue pertinent to the monastery. In

this regard, the author of the book indicates

that most of the time, one cannot know the

full content of the letter, although the letter

is complete. This is due to the way Coptic

letters are. The letter head with the recipient

includes a certain topic known to only the

two of them without mentioning any details.

Therefore, the letter appears short and unclear

to us.
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One of the most important topics that

the author deals with in this chapter is the

different forms of greeting that come at the

beginning of the letter, and the importance of

each form.

The author also tackles the problem of

Coptic proper nouns and their divisions,

with special focus on Coptic names and their

different sources.

Chapter Two

Manuscript No. 4057

This is a letter written in the Upper Egypt

dialect with some affects from the Middle

Egypt dialect. The letter was found in Kom
Eshkaw.

The importance of this letter goes back to

its belonging to the ‘Dioscorus of Aphrodito

Coptic Archive’. Dioscoms, a jurist and a

poet, lived in the 6th century AD. He composed

many poems and writings in Greek. All his

works were published in the Greek language.

However, the texts written by Dioscorus in

Coptic remain unknown. Most of his Coptic

papyri were destroyed upon discovery because

the researchers then did not care and did not

know their importance. Antiquity dealers took

what remained and we did not know anything

about those until recently.

In this chapter, the author focuses on this

unique text with respect to its linguistic content

and the cultural and historical information it

contains, in addition to the idea it gives on the

Greek and the Dioscorus Coptic archive.

The author also focuses on the importance

of the Coptic archive, as the Coptic texts in

this archive; one of which is text 405 7, gives

us a clear and almost complete idea on life in

Egypt during that time.

One of the important issues with which

the author dealt was that of omitting, adding

or inverting some letters in the words without

causing any change in the meaning, like the

letter
4Horee\

At the end ofthe chapter, the author tackles

the phenomenon of writing some parts of the

Coptic letter, especially the address, in Greek,

and clarifies the reason for this.

Chapter Three

Three Manuscripts

This chapter contains three different

manuscripts; one contract and two letters.

1
st Manuscript

This is a financial contract which date goes

back to the end of the 8
th century/beginning of

the 9 th
. In this part of the chapter, the author

focuses on the different forms of Coptic

contracts and gives a lot of information on

how Coptic contracts in particular and Coptic

documents in general are dated.

2 nd Manuscript

This is a letter written in Upper Egypt

Dialect, with some affects from the Fayoum

dialect. It dates back to the end of the 8
th

century/beginning of the 9
th

. It tackles a

financial problem between the sender and the

recipient. In this part, the author focuses on

some affects of the Fayoum dialect within

Upper Egyptian texts. He also focuses on

money-related words.

3 rd Manuscript

This is a letter that dates back to the 6th

century, written in Upper Egypt Dialect, and

contains information on agriculture, especially

on agricultural products.
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At the end of the book, the author offers

some information on the texts he published

and their importance, in addition to ways to

benefit from them while studying the Egyptian

society during the Coptic era.
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Cryptography in Ancient Egyptian Civilization, This

book addresses the start and evolution of cryptography

in the ancient Egyptian civilization, up to the end ofthe

Late Period. It includes an introduction which sheds

light on the presentation of the nomenclature currently

known among language scientists as Cryptography

and a search for the ancient Egyptian nomenclature

that may have been given to this type of writing,

which includes many secret and difficult aspects.

Some Egyptian words that reflect secrecy and mystery

have been annexed to the ancient Egyptian language,

demonstrating diversity and the abundance of words

reflecting secrecy in ancient Egypt.

That is in addition to four main parts of the book;

the preamble, cryptography in ancient Egyptian

civilization, forms of cryptography in ancient

Egyptian civilization and finally, the fourth part which

is dedicated to scarab cryptography

Journey of Writing (Arabic Version), This book

responds to the objectives of the BA Calligraphy

Center; to study the writings history all over the

world, particularly in Egypt. The book investigates

and documents the history of writings appeared in

Egypt in the different period. It starts with a study of

the Predynastic writings, then it displays its evolution

to Hieroglyphs, Hieratic and Demotic, then Coptic

writings. In a later phase, the Greek became the

official language of Egypt, then the book refers the

appearance of foreign communities’ writings such as:

Aramaic, Hebrew, Syriac, Meroitic, Tifmagh, till the

Arab conquest of Egypt and the dominance ofArabic

Language as the official language of Egypt.
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